





This book (part 1) is for use in the first semester of a university-level 
Hindi course after completion of the introductory book, Hindi Praveshika. 
Tapes are available for use with the book.(4 audio cassettes, catalog no. HN-
0-5). In addition, supplementary exercises are included in a separate loose-
leaf workbook. 
The book is divided into six parts. Each part is introduced with a 
conversation from Conversational Hindi-Urdu by John J. Gumperz and June 
Rumery with A.B. Singh and C.M. Nairn, Berkeley, California, 1962 
(Roman edition), Radha Krishna Prakashan, Delhi, 1966 (Devanagari 
edition). In addition, each lesson includes a Hindi film song and a 
translation with brief grammar explanations, most of which are given in a 
more expanded form in subsequent grammar sections. 
In achieving the goal of proficiency in all skills in Hindi, it is highly 
recommended that additional authentic materials be used to supplement this 
book. For this purpose, there is a series distributed by the American Council 
on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL), 6 Executive Plaza, 
Yonkers, N.Y. 10701-6801. The materials suitable for students using this 
book are Authentic Materials for Developing Reading Comprehension in 
Hindi (1992) and Listening Comprehension in Hindi--Novice Level, 
Intermediate Level (1993-with accompanying videotape). The materials are 
distributed in loose-leaf from so that teachers can choose those portions that 
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This book is the continuation of the Beginners Hindi text ~ S1qfl!l"fll 
Hindi Praveshika and assumes that you are now proficient in the Devanagari 
writing system. Thus there are no transcriptions in this book. 
Although the term 'Hindi' is used in the title of this book, the only thing 
that really makes it Hindi and not Urdu is the writing system and some of the 
vocabulary used, especially in the passages taken from newspapers. 
Otherwise, the language used in this book is similar to the Hindustani 
championed by Mahatma Gandhi; it is the language of daily communication 
throughout the Northern part of India and the area of what is now Pakistan. 
This language becomes Hindi or Urdu only when written down and 
embellished with learned vocabulary taken from Sanskrit or Perso-Arabic 
sources, respectively. Everything you will learn in this book about grammar, 
such as verb forms, noun cases and the rules of pronunciation, applies 
equally well to both Hindi and Urdu. Thus the distinction between the two 
needs to be made only in specialized study at the advanced level. For now, 
you are gaining the basics of two languages at the same time. 
The objective of the book is to provide you with the fundamentals of 
grammar using conversations and a variety of authentic materials taken from 
Hindi newspapers and movies; several songs from the movies are included, 
and, like the newspaper advertising, they are chosen to reinforce the 
grammar points you are learning. The tapes accompanying the book are not 
the traditional exercise tapes, which are strongly recommended for 
supplementary work, but are mainly for listening in the language lab, at 
home, or elsewhere, to gain exposure to the spoken language. 
Words are of course the building blocks and you should learn all the 
vocabulary on the word lists and in the conversations. Other vocabulary 
words in the film songs and advertisements are less important, but the more 
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*The conversations with each lesson in this book are based on those contained in 
Conversational Hindi-Urdu by John J. Gurnperz and June Rumery. Radhakrishna 
Prakashan, Delhi, 1967. 
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On the tape the conversation is preceded by an excerpt from a Hindi Film song 







O.K., this is the way it is. 
~ (f) here means 'matter'; the other meaning of this word 1s 
'conversation' (= illd'itld ) 
' ~ is usually pronounced ye, thus as if it were written If 
O.K. You listen too. 
Get ready. 
aT 'then' (clause-introductory) m 'also' 
Brr m = ~ 'listen!' (familiar command form of ~ ) 
"" "" "" 
~ ©" '3fT3fr 'get ready' (familiar command form of ~ ~ \ifT'IT ) 
\ill" \ill" (1 C( I \\1 if ~ 'ij' Clfi ~•I I , 
'3(1Cfil GIC41it ~ - ~ ~ I 
Whatever question I ask you. 
Its answer give truthfully. 
~ (m) question ~(m) answer 
' B" postposition, here used with person to whom a question is asked. 
"" ~ he, she, it+ 's here: "its" u=9 - u=9 (adj) true-true ~ 
give (neutral command form = infinitive) 
~ ...... ~ ...... ~ (done) ... (done) ... (done) ... 
0 .K. tell me this 
~ familiar command form of ild I~ I 'tell' 
Is there spring in the gardens? 
~ (m) garden; ~ plural form used with postpositions ; 










is there spring in the gardens? 
..... 
'1" special postposition used with the subject of past verb forms; 
q-m past tense of the verb tTw.=rr 'ask' = ~ CfiVIT (see C above) 
~ ~ 
literally 'do a question' as used in the future tense in C. 
~I (There) is. 
When the rest of the sentence is clear from the context-- here the 
question-- only the verb is needed to make a complete statement. 
Is there beauty on the buds? 
~ (f) bud 6f1f~41 oblique plural form used with postpositions 
it=~ on (postposition) f'1© l'C (m) beauty, decoration 
~' ~I Yes, (there) is. 
Then, you love me! 
QfR (m) love 
.... 
~ oblique form of lf used with postpositions 
"' 
Literally: 'then to you (~) for me (~) there is love. 
"' "' ..... 
[The person loved takes postposition B" .] 
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MUSIC 
'TI 'TI 'TI 'TI 'TI 
~~~~? ~I 
Chf~~l q- Pn?41<z ~ ? ~ 1 
ITT ~ ~ ClfK ~ I 'TI 'TI 'TI 'TI 'TI I 
~.~~~~I 
LESSON ONE CONVERSATION 
translation 
Conversing with the fruitseller. 
Cf)<:>'I ct I <"I I = tfi\1" + ~ fruitseller 
Cf)<:>'lct 1<1 oblique singular form used with postposition 
"' U postposition used with person spoken to. 
~ Cfi"(r(T converse ('do conversation') 
Aligarh, in the bazar. 
31~1Ji¢ city in Uttar Pradesh about 75 miles south of f~~j 
Come, sir. 
"' ~ come (polite command form of 3flr!T) 
~ sir (respectful ) 
Here . ('take') 
~1 f\il ~ take (polite form of ~) 
~ Iii I ~q Eat an orange. 
"' ~ eat (polite form of '€f"T'TI) 
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How are the bananas? 
'' ' ~--plural of ~ M banana 
~ ' ' ' Gfi"B" how- -masculine plural agrees with ~
(They')re good. 
' ' ' 3f-O?C9 -- masc. plural of 3f-OBT 'good'--agrees with ~
(They) are very fresh. 
' ' ' ~ -- masc. plural of ~ 'fresh' - agrees with ~
(There) are also apples, sir. 
What are these? 
' 'l1" - plural of ~ 'this' 
These are ber. 
' ~ -- a small fruit 
Please take (it), eat an apple. 
~ one ( also 'a,an') 
(It) is very sweet. 
lfror sweet (masculine singular , agreeing with ~) 
What is that? 
qq1a1 ~, ~ (It) is a papaya, sir. 
8
What is the price of the papaya? 
~ -- oblique form of qtjlQT used with postposition CfiT (='s) 
~ M pnce ~ CfiT ~ - papaya's price 
Its price is five rupees. 
~ CfiT ~ - it + 's + price 
O.K., Give two papayas. 
3f-Om as interjection , means 'o.k.' , or, depending on context, 'really?' 
Give ripe ones. 
~ -- plural of qcfif, agrees with ~ 
Take oranges too. 
~-no ~ -enough 
9
9 THE NOUN ( ~ ) 
9.1 There are two noun classifications m Hindi, known as genders (ITT): 
masculine q r~~I. and feminine 'E?tl F~~I . 
"' 
9 .2 For nouns denoting animate beings, the gender class corresponds to the sex 
of the beings: 
(a) masculine in arr, 
~/~ 
~/~ 









rrrrrr I ~ 
fc;:~lc:u~ I I f~~lct 1~1 
(b) different forms for the two 
fq(ff father l=fTQT mother 
~father ~mother 
(' 
~sister '+fN brother 
~ man rn woman 
"' 
~man ~woman 









resident of Delhi (see also 9.7) 
genders 
( l=fTQT-fq(ff parents) 
( ~-~ parents) 
( mf-~ brother and sister) 
cm-~ 
"' 
man and woman) 
( ~- ~ man and woman) 
(n\ifT-u;ft king and queen) 
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(c) Occupations 
Since some occupations are traditionally performed by men, the noun for the 
person carrying out the occupation is masculine. The feminine form usually 
refers to the wife of the man having the occupation. 
Thus ~ (M) is a washerman and the t.f'rITT (F) is the wife of the washerman, 
who performs different functions, such as some of the rituals associated with 
marriage. 
Other occupations: 








9.3 For nouns denoting inanimate objects, gender is merely a classification 
and not related to sex. The gender must be learned for each noun with only very 
few guidelines available. 
(a) Most native Hindi (called ~. Sanskrit for 'born of that' ) nouns ending .... 
in 3IT are masculine: ~. ~ 
(b) Most nouns ending in ~ I ~ are feminine: cp:m, foa'¢cnl 
(c) Names of planets, continents, countries, cities, states, and such are usually 
(' 
masculine unless they end in ~ I ~ 
..... 
(d) All verbal nouns are masculine: iifT'1T 'going', ~ 'seeing' 
(e) Names of languages ( ~' ~ zj~Ta ) and most rivers ( *n", iJf11'11) 
are feminine. 
(f) Abstract nouns in - d1 are feminine: ( ~RI t.i"'i fi1a I 'competition', 
lll nm I 'ability' ) 
(g) Nouns ending in - 3fT"9"Z, which are derived from verbs, are feminine: 
(fll'Cl9l fall, ~'119l construction) 
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9.4 MASCULINE NOUN DECLENSIONS 
a. masculine marked-- ends in vowel -arr 
~ 
Examples: 9WfT 
Marked masculine nouns form the plural by changing the ending arr to 't:; 
Examples: SINGULAR PLURAL 
~ ~~ 







* When the noun ends in ~ (nasalized), the plural ending is also nasalized: it' 
b. masculine unmarked -- does not end in the vowel arr 
Examples: ~ ~ ~I ':111 'C alRlfr 
Unmarked nouns do not change in the plural: 
Examples: SINGULAR PLURAL 
~ apple ~ apples 
alRlfl"* man alRlfr men 
*Masculine nouns ending in % usually refer to male beings or occupations: (see 9.2(c) above) 
m<ft washerman ~ cobbler 












All nouns like =<n9T above referring to family relationships and including a 
reduplicated syllable are unmarked. 
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9.5 FEMININE NOUN DECLENSIONS 
(' 
a) feminine marked -- ends in the vowel -~ 
Examples: P"l61~ ~ Uif 
-.:. 
Marked feminine nouns form the plural by changing the ending -t to -W 
Examples: 
SINGULAR 
fl:i61 ~ candy, sweet 
~ chair 
'1i 91 D job 
PLURAL 
f~61 ~lli 
91<fo lli -.:. 





b) feminine unmarked-- does not end in the vowel ~ 
Examples: ~ ~ cfr9K 11KIT 
-.:. 

















(Feminine nouns in 3lT are usually either borrowings from Sanskrit 
like m1i!T above or refer to feminine beings like +mrT above.) 
9.6 COMMON GENDER NOUNS 
Some nouns referring to human beings may have either gender: 
~ (m/f) customer M~~n (m/f) foreigner 
fu~ (m/f) teacher f~~«t l'il (m/f) Indian 
In the plural such nouns can only be used in the masculine gender; they can never 
take the ending 'ct . 
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9. 7 THE SUFFIX CITT1T /Cmfr 
When this suffix follows a noun it often means the 'seller of, although it has 
many other meanings (such as 'resident' when used with geographical terms): 
lf"l~91~1 fruitseller (m) lf"l~91<:>il fruitseller (f) 
'Ei~l91<:.1 I vegetable man 'Ei~l9 lefl vegetable woman 
A " A " "' J161 ~91~ I candy manJ:t61 ~91~ I 
Cfi4~9 I~ I clothseller (m) Cfi4~9 l~l 
candy woman 
clothseller (f) 
fCfla leil9 I~ I bookseller (m) fCfla leil91~1 bookseller (f) 
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9.8 REVIEW OF NOUNS BY CLASSES 
MASCULINE NOUNS 
masculine marked masculine unmarked 
papaya qtj1(fT blouse ~ 
..._ 
banana Cfim city ~ 
orange mm house ~ 
cucumber efRT home 'ER: 
rupee WllT meaning ~ 
cloth ~ question ~ .. 
money c:mT market ~ 
room Cfilfn answer \lf9R 
bag 
.. 
~ hand ~ 
door <<A 11\ l apple ~ 
rasgulla <~PJZ'k1 I mango 3fTl1 
tsT ber (a fruit) 
..._ 
pera ~ 
fruitseller 'fi("I Cl I("! I eggplant 
... 
~ 
Agra resident 31 I 'I <l"l I("! I onion ~ 
cloth ~ potato ~ 
" 
pants ~ shopkeeper '1Cfll'"1<1< 
umbrella t9T(ff state ~ 
kurta ~ country ~ 
speaking ~ fruit ~ 
FEMININE NOUNS 
feminine marked feminine unmarked 
sari ~ floor ~ 
bread Dir table 
..._ 
~ 
chair ~ pencil ~ 
light ~ pen CfK111* 
watch ~ book ~. ~ 
notebook m shop ~ 
window ~ wall <ftcrR 
cauliflower 1fMT carrot ~ 
woman ffi woman w 
candy, sweet P=roR language 'lD"lSfT 
vegetable ~ mother +mIT 
* CfK111 may also be masculine. 
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10 THE DEMONSTRATIVES 
10.1 
near the speaker away from the speaker 
singular ~ this,he, she, it ~ that, he, she, it 
.... .... 
plural If these, they Cf those, they 
In informal speech, the singular forms are not pronounced as written: 
.... 
~ is pronounced as if it were written If. 
~ is pronounced as if it were written 91", 
In addition, the latter form ~ (pronounced 91") is sometimes found in the 
plural; this usage is standard for Urdu speakers. 
10.2 Uses of the Demonstratives 
1. Demonstrative adjectives modifying nouns. 
~ ~ lfr3 ~ I Those bananas are sweet. 
........ 
~ Lf)l;1 Ci I (.11 ...,..~..-I ~..,....I..,..< +f ~ l This fruitseller is in the bazaar. 
2. Demonstrative pronouns. 
"" ....... -.. ~· 
lf CfWf ~ I These are bananas. 
"' ... 
~ Y4 Id I ~ I That is a papaya. 
3. Personal pronouns: he, she, it, they . 
... 
~ TTLf)-(.1...-q ..... l_,(.1,..,..I ~ I He is a fruitseller. 
[The sentence above has other meanings also which illustrate the other uses: 
'That is a fruitseller.' (demonstrative pronoun) 
'It's that fruitseller.' (demonstrative adjective) ] 
As personal pronouns, ~ and ~ are most common, since the person or thing 
.... 
referred to must be in the immediate vicinity to use ~ or If 
\ 
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11 THE ADJECTIVE ( f4Q(tS(ot) 
11.1 MARKED ADJECTIVES-- end in -3IT in the masculine singular 
Examples: 3fOm good ~ large +ftor sweet 
masculine feminine masculine feminine 
singular - 3IT -~ ~ ~ 
(' ' ~ plural - iJ: -~ ~
11.2 UNMARKED ADJECTIVES 
Do not end in -3IT in the masculine singular 
Examples: ~ bad ~ heavy ~ much, many 
Unmarked adjectives have only one form and do not change to agree with the 
noun modified. Adjectives designating nationalities are unmarked: 
f~..-1«11'11 Indian 3"f+HlCfl'1 I a:t+Hl91l American tj'J11~l Punjabi 
11.3 Adjectives generally precede the noun they modify with marked adjectives 
agreeing with the noun. Note these examples with: 
' marked masculine noun: SING 3fOm CfK1T good banana 
' ' ' PLUR ~~ good bananas 
unmarked masculine noun: SING ~~ small apple 
PLUR mi~ small apples 
marked feminine noun: SING ~~ big chair 
PLUR ~ 4i 'Z f~p:ff big chairs 
unmarked feminine noun: SING ;:p:IT ' ~ new table 
PLUR ;:p:IT ',. ~ new tables 
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11.4 WORD ORDER Adjective-noun word order is the same in English and 
Hindi. If the noun comes before the adjective in English, it also does in Hindi. If 
it comes after in English, the same is true in Hindi. 
SUBJECT COMPLEMENT VERB 
(adjective) 
.... "' I'm fine. +:!" (m) ~ ~ I 
.... 
(f) ~ "' I'm fine. +:!" ~ I 
mc:r ... A/the grape is small. 3ITT ~ I C"\ 
~ ~?Jlli cmIT 
.... 
~ I The vegetables are fresh 
SUBJECT COMPLEMENT VERB 
ADJECTIVE NOUN 
... 
An orange is a good fruitj ~ ~ ~ ~ I 
SUBJECT COMPLEMENT VERB 
ADJECTIVE NOUN 
~ ~ ~ 
... 




q-Cfi"f ~ ~I It's a ripe fruit. I 
... 
11.5 The question word Cfim 1s an adjective, although it may also be used 
adverbially. It may be translated as how when used as a complement or 
otherwise as what kind of, what sort of 
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Used as complement: Used as preposed adjective: 
SUBJECT COJvIPLEMENT VERB ADJECTIVE NOUN VERB 
... ' .... ? ( no forms; adjectives cannot 3rrcf Cfi"B" ~ .... "' before pronouns) 1=f" ~ ~ I occur 
How are you ? I'm fine. 
' ... ... ... ' ... CfWfT CfiBT ~ ? Cfim CfWfT ~ ? ... ' ... ~ ~ I ~ CfWfT ~ I 
How is the banana ? What sort of banana is it ? 
It is good. It is a good banana. 
~ m ... m ~ ... ? ~ ? ~ 
ar-om ... ar-om ~ 
... 
~ I ~ I 
How is Hindi ? What kind of Hindi is it ? 
It is good. It is good Hindi. 





~ I ~ ~ I 
How are the apples ? What kind of apples are they ? 
They're sweet. They are sweet apples. 
I af'-""lfrn: 
fu&Tifi ~ -... ~· ~ 
... "' . 3rrcf Cfi"B" ~ ? . 1={"~~1 . . 
teacher: How are you? student(m): I'm fine. 
fu&Tifi . am m~ ? ~ . l:f ar-om ~ I . . 




... . 9Q CfiBT ~ ~~I . 
teacher: How is he? student: (He's) fine. 
fu&Tifi . 9Qm~? ~= ar-om ~ I . 
teacher: How is she? student: (She's) fine. 
fu&Tifi . ~m~? ~= ~~I . 
teacher: How is the carrot? student: It is fresh. 
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11.6 Another common adjective question word is m m 'which' ; it should be 
considered one word, even though it is usually written as two. Distinguish this 
question word from the pronoun question word m 'whd . m m is declined 
like any other marked adjective: 
MASCULINE FEMININE 
SINGULAR mm mm 
PLURAL mu mm 
Example: IfQ: m m f91a l<Sl ~ ? Which book is this ? 
IfQ: f91a I iSl Cfii1 m ~ ? This book is which one? 
Which man is that? (1) ~ Cfii1 m ~ ~? 
(2) ~m~~? 
Sentence 2) is a transformation of ~ ~ Cfii1 ~ ? 'Who is that man?' 
using the question word Cfii1 'who'. 
11.7 ADJECTIVES FORMED WITH CfiT I ~ I cnl° 
When a noun, pronoun, or adverb is followed by CfiT a marked adjective is 
formed; it is declined like any other marked adjective: 
MASCULINE 
SINGULAR fu~ CfiT ~ 
teacher 's bag 
PLURAL fu~~~ 
teacher 's bags 
Example with pronoun: 3filf you 
Example with adverb: 31T'if today 
FEMININE 
fu~ cnl" ~ 
teacher 's table 
fu~ cnl" ~ 
teacher 's tables 
3ni:fCfiT your 
~ CfiT today's 
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a) personal possession: (English equivalent of CfiT : 's ) 
SUBJECT VERB 
ADJECTIVE NOUN 
~ CfiT - f--7' ~ 
... 
~I It's the customer's fruit. 
"' .... They're the student's questions. '1C9T?{' Gfi" - ~ B9N ~I 
~ cnl- - f-7- ~ 
... 
~I It's the gentleman's pencil. 
SUBJECT CO.MPLEMENT VERB 
( CfiT ADJECTIVE) 
The fruit is the customer's. 
The questions are the student's . 
... 
~I The pencil is the gentleman's. 
The arrows point to the noun which the CfiT adjective modifies and with which it 
agrees in gender and number. 
b) noun modification: (English equivalent of CfiT : none) 
In English nouns can modify other nouns quite freely; in Hindi, the modifying 
noun must first be changed to an adjective by adding CfiT . The form CfiT will 
change to if;" or cnl" according to the gender and number of the modified noun. 
fruit shop 
(modying noun must be made (the gender and number of this 
into an adjective) 
paper 
Cfi 1~1':11 CfiT 
Delhi University 
~ MQ9M~l<14 ~ 
modified noun determines 
whether CfiT, if;" or "*t" is used, 
here: feminine singular cnl" .) 
~ ..:. 
bag (masc. sing.) 
... 
~ 
students (masculine plural) 
'1C9T?{' 
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c) equivalent of English of phrases 
To translate an English of phrase into Hindi, it must first be changed to an 
English 's phrase and then translated word for word: 
meaning of the question= maps of India= 
question's meamng India's maps 
..... ..... 
~ CfiT ~a~~ '+fmf Cfi ~ 
price of the fruit = the Hindi of (for) paper= 
fruit's pnce paper's Hindi 
"~"cITT ~ 
An additional word order change is required for questions such as: 
What's the price of the chair ? : 
SUBJECT CO:MPLEMENT VERB 
ADJECTIVE NOUN 
~ CfiT "" ~ cr:rr ~ ? "' 




11.8 ADJECTIVE LIST: (Only adjectives ending in 3IT are marked; i.e., they 
change endings to agree for gender and number.) 






t:fCfcfiT +rfiR brick house 
t:fCfcfiT ~ paved road 
~ ~ sure thing 
large/small ~ I ~ 
sweet/sour +ftor I ~ 
fresh/stale ~I cnm 
correct/wrong irGfi I ~ 
too little/too much Cfi+f I :r'41 ~I 
a little/a lot ~ I ~ 
right/left 
b) derived from places 
~ ~ ~ 
~r1«1l1 I I 'fl I 'C<:t t 4 
61~ 1<41 
~ ~ mud or clay house 
~ ~ dirt road 
t:fCfcfiT arn+ft dependable man 
"' Cfi+f ~ (too) little money 
~ G"m a little money 
~ G"m a small coin 
<CT@ ~ ~ on the right 
...... 
GfTtl" ~~ ~ on the left 
Indian 
of Banaras 
(and many others formed from location by adding t : =rnrfr, ~JI 1«1, ~ 
From ~ 'foreign country' is formed M~~f) ''foreign' ) 
c) colors 
(native Hindi) : tjt;rr yellow, ~ blue, CfiTBT black, ~ red, ~ green 
(from Persian): ~ white ~I {Jf) orange 
Derived from object of color: Jl<'i 1~1 pink ( ~=rose) 
-<> -<> 
~ purple ( ~ = eggplant) 
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I af\-crm: 
Answer each question with the proper color term. 
.... ... ... 
tfCfiT ~ Cfim ~ ? 
~ fcna 1~ cnT '11 Plljl ~ ~? 
. ... ... mm Cfim ~? 
c; ~m~? 
' ... ... 
Iii mR~Cfim~? 31iitl'111 "'hT ~ ~ ~ ? 
\( m-n~~? 
I af\-crm: 
Give negative answers using the correct antonym as in the example: 
cr:rr F~ffil mcr ~ ~ ? \ifr rr@, ~ ~ ~ 1 
Is Delhi a small city? 
L cr:IT f91a I~ 3i ii {I Ch I l{-~ ~ ? 
~. cr:rr ~ +nor ~ ? 
~. cr:IT Ch 11 Ch ti I BTzr ~ ? 
... 
Iii. cr:IT ~ C: ii I C: '( 3f-CBT ~ ? 
\(, cr:rr 'Q!fi" ~ ~ ' ~ w ~ ? 
&.. cr:IT ~ cfr" D'tr" ~ ~ ? (~ = yesterday) 
' ... 
~. cr:rr ~ ~ CfiV9T ~ ? 
c;. cr:IT ~ Cfil1 ~ ~ ~ ?(~ = people) 
e.. cr:rr n"i61 { wp ~ ? 
... ... 
~ 0 • cr:IT 31 IY"hl ~ ~ ~ ? 
No, (it) is a big city. 
The adjective ~ means 'enough' or, more commonly, 'quite a lot' : 
~ f4"161 'ti:lli ~ I There are enough sweets. OR There are quite a few sweets. 
The adjective ~ means •much, many' when modifying a noun, but as an 
adverb modifying an adjective it means 
very good mangos 
many good mangos 
'very'. See example: 
(adjective modifying noun) 
(adverb modifying adjective) 
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I af\-,;mr: I 
~~~lf~ ~~I ~~~~I 
~~ ~, CfK1lf, ~.~~m~ I 
"' ~ CflT ~~ 3Tilf q"{ ~ I 
IDWf1 : ~ ~ firn w i;fiflr ? 
lfl09101 ~ ~l011 I 
...., "' IDWfi : ~ 3Tilf ~ CflT ~ ? 
(' "' 
lfl<:191<:1 I ~ ~ CflT ~ I 
("' ~ ...:\ 
IDWf1: ~~~? 
~: 
1. Rewrite the dialogue changing all underlined nouns (and pronouns) to 
the plural remembering to also change the adjectives and verbs which agree with 
the noun; change the two verb forms to the polite command form. 
Change ~ in the last line to cfl" . 
2. Give Hindi equivalents of the following expressions: 
a) city gate [gate = door] 
b) paper prices 
c) university town [town=city] 
4. Answer the questions below based on Conversation Lesson 1: 
L ~~~~~? 
...., "' 
-=<. lfl<:191<:1 I ~ ~ ? 
~. ~ ~ ~ lf cp:rr ~ ~ ? 
""'""' ..:\ ""' ...:\• 
~. ~~~? 
"' "' \(. cp:rr ~ ~ ~ ~ ? 
~. ~ CflT ~ cp:rr ~ ? 
"' "' "· cp:rr ~ ~ ~ ? 
~. cp:rr ~ qtfRrr ~ ~ ? 
c w q4la1 ~ ~ ~? 
~ 0 • cr:rr lfl<:1910 I ap:i{)Cf1 · ~? 
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q-ro err 
f ~ 61 ~ct I <11 
Lesson Two Conversation 
~ fl"i 61 { ctil" ~ 
"' ..._. 
~ ~. ~lf 
"' ' .... ~ ~ ~ CfIIT ~? 




&_ mwn am ~ mil" fii61 ~llr ? 
" fl"i 61 {9 I <11 «!<:'91 ~' ~ ~ ~ I 
' .... 
~ ~ CfIIT UPJ, ~ ~ ? 
€. fii 61 {9 I <11 \lfl" ~, {~PJ, ~ ITT ~ ~ ~ I 
~o ~~~G\~~I 
~~ ~ am DiT ~ r~<1(11 ~ ? 
~~ f~61 {91<1 I ~ lffi111 ~ l 
"' c-.. ..._. .... 
n \3"ITT ~~~I 
~~ ~ ~' CfIIT ~ ~ ~ ~ ? 
~~ f~61 {91<1 I \lfl" ~, ~ fl"i 61 ~ ll i fil~lf ~ I 
~ &_ ~ ~. ITT 3ITITT ~ ~ I 
f~61 {91<1 I 
,, 
~" ~ "llT «!<:'91 ~? 
~~ ~ ~1 ~~am «!<:'91 m 1 
~ €. IDWfi ~~~? 
~o f~61 {91<1 I cfro" ~ l 
~~ ~ ifcn ~ ? 
~~ f~61{91<1 I ~l ~~I cfro" , "R , ~ c\I ,jjJ:l I 
~~ ~ ~. ~ 1TIIT I 
~~ f~61 {91<1 I fu~I 
3frf ctil" ~ ~ I 
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The song with this conversation is taken from the Hindi film ~ Sangam: 
My heart's Ganges. 
if{ +:!'1 my heart ( +:!'1 means 'mind' or, as seat of emotions, 'heart') 
*1T (f) the river Ganges, sacred river of the Hindus 
and your heart's Yamuna. 
ro +:!'1 your heart 
iJl11'lT the river Jamuna or Y amuna 
~ 
c) c;Jn;r um ifn;r) Speak, Raadhaa, speak. 
~-- intimate command form of citl~'i I 'speak' 
Confluence will occur or not. 
~ (m) confluence 
~ will occur (future of ~ 'occur') 
e) ifW, ~ ifW I No, never. 
Cfi'4T 'ever' (means 'never' when in negative sentences) 
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LESSON TWO CONVERSATION 
translation 
A sweet shop. 
P"l 61 ~ (f) a piece of candy, sweet 
(made of sweetened milk solids, cooked and spiced .) 
Mathura, in the city. 
~ ancient city on the J amuna River about 90 miles 
-.:> 
South of Delhi and 30 miles North of Agra. Mythological 
birthplace of Lord Krishna and Hindu place of pilgrimage. 
What are these? 
These are peras. 
~ (m) -- a type of fl=l61 ~ (specialty of ~) 
-.:> 
They're very good and cheap too. 
~ cheap (antonym: ~ 'expensive' ) m also, too 
And those little sweets? 
mzr(adj) small (antonym: ~ 'big' ) 
It's khurchan, it's very good. 
€H5=F1 (f) a type of sweet ; not used in plural. 
-.:> 
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Are there rasgullas? 
Cf!IT here is the optional question marker, which is not translated. 
'C~PI~ I = "C'B" 'juice; + 'gullaa' ball ( Bengali sweet, served in a syrup) 
"' 
t \lf1" ~. (ij~ ITT- 311\if ~ l1 No, (there) aren't any rasgullas today. 
an\5f today 
(You) get them on the right (hand). 
'right' (Antonym: ~ 'left' ) 
And where do (you) get bread? 
Dir (D bread (usually refers to =tfY 1(11 or unleavened flat bread) 
Western loaves are ~ Dir but now more commonly ~ . 
I don't know. ( 'to me not known') 
~known 
" 
Over there are many shops. 
\3'ITT = ~ 'there' 
Listen, are these peras fresh? 
polite command form of ~ 'listen' 
"' 
~ (adj) fresh 
~\( \lf1" ~' ~ Pt61'ti4f ~ ll Yes, all the sweets are fresh. 
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~~ at-i:iSli, al ifTQT fifR;ft ~ I 0.K., then give me half a kilo. 
~ 'kilo' (now in official use, also called cfi0 \ifr0 'kg.' ) = 2.2 lbs. 
arrm one half -- arrm ~ = qt-cf m IDl:r = 1.1 lbs. 
Peras or khurchan, sir? 
~~ ~ I iij° ~' ~ ((<=ct~ ~I Both, give (me) peras and khurchan too. 
~=both. 
How much money was (it)? 
.. .. ..... 
qm I~ money 
~ 'occurred' (used in transactions) 
':lo~~ , "1 ~ "'(,.., Thirty rupees. 
"=<~ olCfi' ~ ? Is it correct? 
"=<'=< iJW I~ iJW I~~ ~1fi.i1~1 No, not twenty, give (me) thirty rupees. 
({lf\l"l~- polite form of ~;'give' 
0.K., I understand. 
~ rr:rr -- past tense form meaning 'I understood' (masculine agreement) 
If subject were feminine, form would be ~ rrfr 
'=<'il m at I fi~ I Come again. 
fu again. Example : fu ~I f~4 'say (it) again' I 'repeat' 
It's your shop. 
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12 PRONOUNS (ijq~i'i) THE VERB 'TO BE' ({rirf) 
12.1 FIRST PERSON 
1f 'I' The plural of 1:l" is ~ 'we' 
~ ' we' The form ~ may also be used by one person as a more modest 
.... 
form of lf . When used by women the agreement is usually 






I t Q you 
"' 
(intimate) 
Used in the same situations 
where the polite imperative is appropriate. 
The plural of 3TILf is also 3TILT. However, to 
make it explicit that more than one person is 
being referred to, 3TILf ~ is substituted for 3TILT. 
Used in the same situations where the familiar 
imperative is appropriate. The plural of a-+r is 
-:> 
also a-+r . However, to make it explicit that 
-:> 
more than one person is being referred to, 
a-+f ~ ;you' is substituted for a-+r. 
-:> -:> 
Used in the same situations where the intimate 
imperative is appropriate. The plural of Q is a-+r or a-+r ~. 
"' -:> -:> 
12.3 THIRD PERSON 
~. ~ 
1 he, she' 
(familiar) 
~' ~ 'he, she' 
(polite) 
..... ..... 
Cf, If 'they' 
Used in the same situations where the familiar or 
intimate imperatives are appropriate. 
Used in the same situations where the polite 
imperatives are appropriate. 
To make it explicit that more than one person is being 
referred to, ~ ~' ~ ~ 'they all' are used. 
(In addition, 3TILf is sometimes used as a third-person form especially when the person 
referred to is present. This form is also found in newspapers when referring to heads of 
state and others of comparable status.) 
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12.4 FORMS OF THE VERB TO BE 
.... 
with pronoun lf 
with all other singular nouns and pronouns: 
with pronoun <J11 1you' (familiar): 
"' .... 





The pronouns <J11, am, it, ~ are grammatically plural even when referring to only 
"' 
one person. Thus, in English, there are two distinct sentences: 
(1) You are a fruitseller. (2) You are fruitsellers. 
In Hindi, both sentences are identical: 
familiar: ~ Ywl 4 I ;i ©" I 
..... .... 
polite: am rrlfl-~,....,.,4...,...1 ~....,.. ~ I 
The sentence may be made explicitly plural by adding efnr to the pronouns: 
~ efnr Cfl~ 4 I ;j ©° I I am efnr Cfl~ 4 I ;j ~ I 
but cannot be made explicitly singular as in English. 
I 3f\-~= I 
Give the correct form of the verb to be in Hindi . 
...... """""" """ 
'=< 'll" CfK1 ~
~ <J11 ~ alR1fr 
"' 
.... 
~ lf ..... Cfl-~...-4 ..... 1....,~'"""I 
---
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12.5 The uses of the verb 'to be' are similar in Hindi and English: 
(a) as the linking verb 'is, are'joining the subject to 
' "' 1. another noun: ~ ~ ~ I 
'' ' ...::.,. 2. an adjective CfK1 ~ ~ I 
'' ...... .::..· 
The banana is a fruit. 
The bananas are fresh. 
3. an adverbial CfK1 ~ 1':1"11 '( lf ~ I The bananas are in the bazaar. 
(b) as a non-linking verb equivalent to English, 'there is, there are': 
There is a banana. There are bananas. 
12.6 POLITENESS EXPRESSIONS 
The following forms should always be used with polite (= plural) verb forms: 
~ 'sir' (used alone or preceded by a proper name ~ ~ 'Mr. Singh') 
' +rl1 ~ 'madam' 
m I ~ I Cflit ID 'Mr./Mrs./Miss'-- used with last names as in English. 
>:> 
~ Politeness form preceded by a last name:~ ~ 1 Mr. Sharma' 
1fitfr ~ 'Mr. Gandhi) 
or a title fu~ \lfl" 'Mr. Teacher' or a first name ~ ~ 'Usha'. 
Only marked masculine nouns have a special plural form which indicates politeness. 
Feminine nouns do not use the plural to indicate politeness, although the verb does 





singular: fu~ a:r=om ~ I 
plural = polite: fu~ ~ ~ I 
The fruitseller is fine. 
The fruitseller is fine. (polite) 
The fruitsellers are fine. (plural) 
The teacher is fine. 
The teacher is fine. (polite) 











~ 3r-ajt ~I 
~ 3r-ajt ~I 
'U frp:ff 3r-ajt ~I 
FEMININE 
~ 3r-ajt ~ I 
~~ 3r-ajt ~I 
~ 3r-ajt ~ l 
The queen is fine. 
The queen is fine. 
The queens are fine. 
The woman is fine. 
The woman is fine. 
The women are fine. 




~ CfiW Q:? 
~) 
"""""" ~ """ ~· rw Cf1B" Q: ? 
lil) ~~~~~? 
I() 3ITT Cfit.1-m f+t61 ~ ~ ~ ? 
&_) """ ~ ~· <~Pfk'l CfiW Q: ? 
") cr:rr fu:t iW ~ ~ ? 
t:;) ~ f~61~ CfiT ~ cr:rr ~? 
€.) fl (' ... ~61~ CfiT ~ cr:rr Q: ? 
fo) fcncR cm ~ ? 
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13 THE VERB ( ftti"trr) - IMPERATIVES 
13.1 THE STEM 
The basic form of the verb is the stem. All forms of the verb are produced by adding 
endings to the stem . Some stems are: 
...... ...... 
tft ~ take ~ give drink ~~converse 
m eat arr come ~ speak ...... ~ see 
~ say ~ go w ask C"- ~ stay 
13.2 The infinitive of all verbs is formed by adding riT to the stem. 
Uses of the Infinitive: 
1. the dictionary form in which all verbs are cited 
mriT to eat ~ ~ to converse 
2. marked masculine noun (not used in the plural). 
~ 41<"1'1 I 3f-Om ~ I Speaking Hindi is good. 
To speak Hindi is good . 
.,. 
~ qCfGfiT Q I Going is certain. (i.e.: It's sure (we) are going.) 
3. neutral imperative (a command form used to give instructions with no indication 
of relative status of the speak and hearer.) 
~ 41<"1'1 I speak Hindi! 
...... ...... 
CfWIT ~ take a banana ! 
13.3 The polite imperative of all regular verbs is formed by adding 
...... 
~ (~)to the 
verb stem. It is used to equals for politeness and to persons of higher status . 
...... 
~ ( ~) come, come in ! 
The maatraa form of -l' must be used when the verb stem ends in a consonant: 
arr+~=~ come! ~ + ~ = <Sllfo~ speak! 
Four verbs are irregular in the way they form the polite imperative . 
...... 
The ending is still -~ (-~1:0 , but the stem is changed: 
VERB STEM INFINITIVE POLITE IMPERATIVE 
~ do ~ ctil f\il~ cctil f~co 
...... ...... 
\'11 f~~ (\'11 f~co ~ take ~ 
...... ...... en f\ll~ (c\l f~ Q)) ~ give ~ 
tft drink tftriT ~r ...... 41 ~ll (41 f~Q)) 
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13 .4 FAMILIAR IMPERATIVE 
The familiar imperative is used when giving commands to people who one knows well and who 
are of approximately equal status and to people of lower status. The foreigner would use familiar 
forms with sellers in the bazaar, servants, rickshadrivers, porters, washermen, and children, but 
not to taxidrivers, shopkeepers, bank clerks, and other persons of such status. Students and other 
"in-groups" use familiar forms among themselves. 
The familiar imperative is formed by adding 
Examples: 00 look ! 
aft to the stem. 
'©T3ft eat ! 
In two verbs, the stem vowel is lost in the familiar imperative: 
verb stem familiar imperative meaning 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ give 
Verbs with stems ending in ~ have two forms: (Example tflrrr 'drink') 
tjTafr or fq-tjT (stem vowel shortened, l:f" inserted) 
13 .5 INTIMATE IMPERATIVE 
There is another imperative form, the intimate imperative, which is used in very close 
relationships. It is also used in addressing children, animals, and in religious contexts as when 
addressing God. Sometimes it may be used in anger when familiar forms would normally be 
expected. Intimate forms are rarely used in urban speech, although they are found, for instance , 
in film songs, to indicate intimacy. 
""" Examples: ~ look! &T eat! ~ move! (to cow) 
.,. 
Cf>l't 1"1 IQ"1 meanness 
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Polite Imperative: Give the English equivalents of these sentences clipped from 
newspaper and magazine ads. 
1. ffif~f'!-1.IT~t~if eft 1'-q1(t ~ 
q1#f fl(t ~111~ q I 
2
. a1~an Cflet~-R '1~ 


















<ii 1"19 l<Sl unmatched 
3. 3fT\if ~tif q~ 
~"{ Wlll qf~~ 
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I <lf'-"lITij': 
Verbal noun: Give the English equivalents of these sentences clipped from newspaper 
and magazine ads. 
1. Look at the picture below and answer the following questions: 
a. What is the English equivalent of tfrrrr here? 
b. What do you think ~d'(11Cfl means? 
c. Blcfmrf means 'careful'. How do you translate~ ? 
2. This clipping includes both a polite imperative and a 
verbal noun. Guess what 'E1 I €111 means. What 
other verbal nouns would fit here instead of ~ I~ 11 ? 
3. 
What would you expect to be contained in an ad starting with the above words. What 
would the above phrase be if said by the doctor himself? by the doctor herself? 
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4. The first sentence below means : If a fan, then what kind? 
The last sentence means: Like a I<.hetaan! 
What do the two verbal nouns imply about the Khetaan fan? 
The third phrase (not including a verbal noun) indicates that the Khetaan fan is 
inexpensive. What do you think ~ means? 





14 WORD ORDER AND POSTPOSITIONS (REVIEW) 
14.1 BASIC WORD ORDER 




(It) is a banana. ~ ~I .... 
~I (It) is me. +:f 
fc ..... .... (They) are books. -cfia I~ ~I 
Type 2: 
SUBJECT COMPLEMENT VERB 
.... ...., 
I am a student. +:f ~ ~I 
... 
An orange is a fruit. ~ ~ ~I 
~ ~ 
... 
~I Delhi is a city. 
~ fctia I~ 
... 
~I That is a book. 
..... ........... .... 
These are tables. "[!" ~ ~I 
14.2 Relationships expressed by prepositions in English are expressed by postpositions 
in Hindi. A postposition comes after the noun phrase (a noun or pronoun and all its 
modifiers) it governs. Hindi postpositional phrases (noun phrase + postposition) 
correspond to English prepositional phrases (preposition + noun phrase). Examples: 
postposition postpositional phrase 
..... .... 
+f in ~l~I~ +:f in the bazaar 
q\ on, at ~~q\ on the big chair 
~~q\ at the good shop 
"" .... ..... 
'B" from m-«r 'B" from India 
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Postposition phrases are usually adverbial; in simple sentences they occur m two 
possible positions with a distinction in meaning: 
ADVERBIAL SUBJECT VERB SUBJECT COMPLEMENT VERB 
....... ...... "'' ...... -. -'\• Gll~I< lf qCfi ~ ~I qCfi ~ Gll~I< lf ~I 
There are ripe fruits in the bazaar. The ripe fruits are in the bazaar 
The pattern at the left is somewhat limited and it cannot, for instance, be used with the 
...... 
postposition B' . The pattern at the right can be used with all three postpositions. 
SUBJECT C011PLEMENT VERB 
(adverbial) 
-'\• ....... "' lf ~lf ~I I am in class. 
fcfia I Gl 
...... "' lf;lf LR ~I The book is on the table. 
...... 
~B' "' mm ~I Surekha is from Delhi. '-:> 
In the paragraph fill in each blank with the correct choice of postpositions. Refer to the 
picture on the next page. Translate the paragraph into English. 
~ fCfia IGl 






~Pl\2' ~ I 
~1 +:j ID 
M Sikh (polite) 
F turban 
F illness 
f~p I°< 2' tftrrr 3f-Ot9T rr'@ ~ I 






15 QUESTION MARKER AND QUESTION WORD iifllT 
15.1 YES/NO QUESTIONS 
A statement can be changed to a question by using a rising intonation: 
' "" ~ qGfiT ~ I The apple is ripe. 
The apple is ripe? 
In addition to the rising intonation of the voice, the question marker iifllT which is 
unstressed, may be used: 
' "" 1. cm ~ qGfiT ~ ? All three sentences mean: 
' "" ? 2. ~ qGfiT ~ cm . Is the apple ripe? 
' "" 3. ~ ... cm ... qGfiT ~ ? 
The initial position of iifllT (sentence 1) is most common, with sentence 3, which 
involves a discontinuous intonation, least common. 
'yes' = (~) ~ 'no' = (~) 'l'@ . Use of ~is preferred, especially in 
formal contexts. 
Besides meaning 'no', the word ~ is also used in the meaning 'not' to make a 
sentence negative. It occurs directly before the verb. 
QUESTION: ~ ~ ~? Is a cucumber a fruit? 
ANSWER: 
'NO' SUBJECT COMPLEMENT NEGATIVE VERB 
~ 'l'@, ~ 'l'@ "' ~ ~I 
In normal conversation, the answer ~ 'l'@, ~ 'l'@ ~ I would be sufficient. 
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15.2 INFORMATION QUESTIONS 
The stressed question word CflIT translated as what? must be distinguished from the 
unstressed question marker CflIT discussed above, which is not translated into English. 
Information questions with question words such as CflIT do not have rising intonation. 
Yes/no question (rising intonation): 
(CflIT) qtj1crr ~ ? Is there a papaya? 
Information question (statement intonation): 
~ CflIT ~ ? What is a papaya? 
Yes/no question (rising intonation): 
... 
(CflIT) arom ~ ? Is it good? 
Information question (statement intonation): 
What is good? 





~? What is it? 
... 
i:mq- ~ I 
It's a fruit. 
SUBJECT COMPLEMENT VERB 
"' ~? 
... 
~ cp:rr What is an apple ? i:mq- ~ I 
It's a fruit. 
SUBJECT COMPLEMENT VERB 
ADJECTIVE NOUN 
... ... 
~ i:mq- cp:rr ~? Ban~ I 
What's the big fruit? It 's an orange. 
Unlike in English, where question words come first in the sentence, the word order for questions in Hindi is the 
same as for statements. Thus the question word comes first only in very elliptical sentences or when the 
question word is the subject. Many information questions can be answered by dropping the question word and 
replacing it with the answer with no change in word order. The answer will usually not include an expressed 
subject, since it is obvious from the question; not even a pronoun is necessary. 
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13"-""lITTT: 
Each question below has the optional question marker W at the beginning. Answer 
each question with ~ ~ or ~ 'l@'. If the answer is ~ 'l@' , give the correct answer 
(based on picture p.41) 
~ W ~HA I < '3ft" l:fWI" ctf ~ lt ~ ? 
~ cr:rr ~ P~~~1 Tt ~ ? 
~ cr:rr~~~? 
~ cr:rr ~ lt fu:t cfr;:r ~ ~ ? 
~ cr:rr f~p 1(c: tfr1'T mR ~ ? 
&. Cf""[fT fo~1(c: U ~(smallpox) CfiT ~ ~ ? 
'-' Cf""[fT f~0:11 q I fcfl«J I 'i lt ~ ? 
' -v ••v • ..:\ 
r:; Cf""[fT ~ Cfi ~ ~ l1 WU ~ ? 
€. W B<<I< '3ft" ~ 'ffi\ ~ ~ ~? 
~o cp:rr ~ ~ ~ ? 
13"--imr: I 
The information questions below cannot be answered by yes or no . 
Note the question words: 
cr1T what ~where m how 'Cfilrrwho fcfld'i I how much/many 
In addition W (also Cfif) means 'why'. 
c-; 
·:_;"'·;. , ~Ttm~? ~weather 
,. "' 
~ ~l1W~? warm, hot 
~ ~ cr:rr ~ ? cold 




c; fcfla .. n ~<RP:ii ~ ? 
€. B<<I < '3ft" ~ ~ ? 
~o rlm W~ ? 
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16 COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE 
16.1 There is no comparison of adjectives in Hindi as in English: 
thin - thinner - thinnest 
beautiful - more beautiful -most beautiful 
Instead, the unchanged adjective (which agrees with the subject) is used with the 
' phrase X ~ = compared to X where X is a noun phrase (a pronoun, noun with 
modifiers, etc.) 
SUBJECT COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVE VERB 
PHRASE 
mm ' ~ ... A cauliflower is bigger than a grape. ~B" ~I 
' ' ' ... Madhya Pradesh is bigger than U.P. +:ft,""lf ~ ~~B" ~ ~I 
~~DCfil ' mer ... India is smaller than the United States. ~ B" ~I 
The subject and comparative phrase may be reversed in order without affecting the 
' meaning. The noun (phrase) which is followed by ~ in Hindi always corresponds to 
the one preceded by than in English. Thus : 
mm ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ mm ~ ~I A cauliflower is bigger than a grape. 
The following adjective pairs should be learned: 
small mer cheap B"ffi new rr:JT good arom 





For comparing numbers and amounts the adjectives 
::r4 I< I = 3fft:rfi 'more' and Cfill" 'less' are used. 
~ ~ q;;;o:i1€ ~ B° ::r41<1 ~I 
"""' (" """' ~ 
~ m B" Cfill" ~ I 
A dollar is more than twenty-five rupees. 
1 1/2 is less than 2 1/2 
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When not used in comparatives, Cfil1 often has the meaning 'too little' and 
~4 I~ I I 3fftfCfi often has the meaning 'too much' : 
Ten rasgullas are too much. 
That's too little, sir. 
16.2 SUPERLATIVE Note the examples in the chart. 
SUBJECT DOMAIN SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVE NOUN VERB 
agreement PHRASE agreement 
with noun with noun 
"" "" 31Tl1 ~ CfiT ~u ar-cm ~ ~I The mango is 
India's best fruit. 
"" "" ~'i I 'CB ~ CfiT ~u q 'Cl'i I ~ ~I Banaras is India's "' 
oldest city. 
~ ~ c«I" "" ~ "" ~u m1SfT ~I Hindi is the 
country's best 
language. 
m-m ~ c«I" "" ~ ~ "" ~u ~I The cauliflower is "' 




Answer these questions using the above superlative pattern. 
~ app] 0fil CfiT ~ B" ~ ~ cr:rr ~ ? 
~ app] Cfi I CfiT ~ B° ~ ~ cp:rr ~ ? 
~ "" "" ~ 3iJ:i ICfil CfiT ~ U ~'Cl'i I ~ cr:rr ~? 
"" ... 
II ~ CfiT ~ U rf!IT ~ cp:rf ~ ? 
"" "" ... \( ~CfiT~U~~cr:rr~? 
&. ~ ctl" ~ B" ~ (beautiful) ~BI 'Cd cr:rr ~ ? 
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I af'-'ITTI": 
1. In the statement below '8 :t"ll { 'cleanliness' is derived from the adjective '811:fi 
'clean'. For ~. seep. 38. What do you think is being advertised here? 
How would you translate if here? 
:mRf \ltlli;I 
llil=ll R dillta # 
2. What is being advertised here by the Bigston company? 
How does the meaning of '811:fi differ here from that discussed in 1. above. 
Why is ';l"ll I~ I used for 'more' on the second line and then 3fftfCfl on the third line ? 
Are ';Tl! I~ I and 3fftfCfl necessary here ? 
klaii!i!ul 
3. What does Cfl"iiij I mean here ? (see other meanings p. 22) 
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(~4 .it ~) il>l ~y co-ffil fu-~ if €1 m1 ?' 1 ) 
0 ~ 
)) ....-:t~ 
Q ~ ....:)· 
Q %Sh 
•.cs. ~ 
~~H (m;ur) il9:~1Kt (q~} 
0 Q 
rp,cft !lT<l? l'.flT(-f .c:._~t ~u. 
' ~ ·~ 














The planets play an important role in Hindu culture, since astrology is used to 
determine auspicious dates for everything from elections to weddings. Look at the 
pictures of the planets on page 48 and give the English names of each of the planets 
shown. 
I .Answer the following superlative and comparative questions: 
n rn J:i 0 -s~ cnr ~ # mc:r ~ w ~ 1 
':{) rn J:iO\S~ CliT ~ # 1R11 ~ cr:IT ~ ? 
~) rn J"iO\S~ CliT ~ # ~ ~ cr:IT ~ ? 
Iii) rn J:iO\S~ CliT ~ # t\ST ~ cr:IT ~? 
\() rn J:iO\S~ CliT ~ # 3f'Om ~ cr:IT ~? 
' . .... 
&_) ~~~~~? 
\!}) ~tr#~ mc:r ~? 
~) ~~ # m t'5T ~ ? t'5T (~) =cold 
E.) Cfiirr-m ~ ~ itJ ~ # mf ~? ( X cfi mt= near X) 
~ 0 ) Cfiirr-m ~ ~ ~ ~ # ~ 2-? (~=far) "'IZ (°'\ (°'\ l..t. (°'\ 
~n ~~ # ~tr lTlf ~ ? 1R11 (lTlf) =hot, warm 
' . .... 
~':{) ~~~~~? 
~~) ~tr# m ~~ 1 
. ' ("'~ 
~Iii) ~ ~ ~ 1111" ~ ? 
~\() ~~fqfu ~ # ~~? 
2. What do the numbers by the planets signify? Use the number 22.8 as found on the 
chart in a sentence illustrating the significance of the number. Do the same with the 
other numbers. (decimal, i.e. 'point'= G:~P"I~~) . 
(' 
3. What does B11 mean? 
(°'\ 
4. In the diagram showing the planets according to size the word q Ji I '11 is used. What 
.... 
do you think 4J:i 1'11 means? 
5. What Hindi word is used to mean 'symbol'? 
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17DAYS,DATES 
17.1 THE DAYS OF THE WEEK 
Note that the same system of naming the days after the planets is used as in some of 
the Romance languages. 
Days of the Week Planets cf. French, Spanish 
Sunday 'tid ct I '( I < f4 ct I '( 
Monday ~l '"191 '( 
Tuesday '"lW1ctl< +{7ffi 'Mars' mardi, martes 
Wednesday ~ ~ 'Mercury' mercredi,miercoles 
-=> -=> 
Thursday iSI ~q R19 I< I ~I ~ct I < ~~qfu 'Jupiter' jeudi, jueves e -=> 
Friday QISfictl< ~ 'Venus' vendredi, viemes 
-=> -=> 
Saturday QI f191 '( m 'Saturn' 
Note the name of the Sunday feature page of the Delhi newspaper~ 2>1 <ti+:l9: 
ORJ~ erci:n 
~l ~ ~~~t 
This name is a combination of 'CM9 I 'C 'Sunday' and crrnf 'conversation'. 
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17.2 OTHER VOCABULARY-- TIME ADVERBS 
today 
these days, nowadays 
tomorrow, yesterday (i.e., one day removed from today) 
day after tomorrow, day before yesterday (two days from today) 
three days from today (in the future or in the past) 
The reference of the last three terms above which have two meanings, one in the 
future and one in the past, is usually clear from the context. Thus, if the verb is in the 
past tense,~ means yesterday, crm day before yesterday, etc. Sometimes the 
order of the words clarifies the meaning as in the name of the movie 3f1\if am ~ 
'today and tomorrow'. ~am 3f1\if would be interpreted as 'yesterday and today.' 
17 .3 The word for 'day' is fcf.:f, or, for formal occasions, ~. The latter term is 
used especially for holidays: 
Independence Day (Aug. 15) 'E4d:;ia I ~. ~ ~ 
Republic Day (Jan. 26) ~101d:;i ~ 
Hindi Day (Sept. 14) ~ ~ 
The term ~ fcf.:f 'big day' is often used for Christmas, as well as fstl<Efi:t'Ei, 
notfuHP'H"I as on the calender. When writing about the American Thanksgiving Day, 
Hindi publications use the term ti.-~~ I< ~. 
Answer the following questions using the days of the week in 17.1 
~ ) 3f1\if m -m fcf;:r ~ ? 
-=<) ~ m-m fcf;:r ~ ? 
~) crm m-m fcf.:f ~ ? 
Ii>) ~ "Cfiirr-m fcf.:f ~ ? 
!() ~ m-m fcf;:r ~ ? 
&_) u.-~~ I< ~ Cfiirr-m fcf.:f ~ ? 
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17.3DATES <::tl<J~ (f) 
The calendar most commonly used in India is the Western calendar, although the 
Hindu calendar is used for many religious and ceremonial purposes and for daily use 
in village contexts .. The names of the calendar months correspond closely to those 
in English: 
' - \it'ict D 
~ - ~;z9:() ' 0 - 3•fCf(j <SI '( 
C"-
n -~ 
'~ - f<~ J"<SI '( 
Note how the dates are written and said: 
the first of January (of the month) ~ \it'i9 D (~ (j ID~) 
the second of February (of the month) ~ lfl'(9 D (~ (j ID~) 
the third of March (of the month) ~ ~ (~ (j ID~) 
The cardinals (lJ;Cfi, r.CT, ~, ... ) are usually used, although , for the 'first' and the 
'second', the ordinats ~'first' and~ 'second' are also commonly used. 
I af'-""lf"m: I 
Look at the calendar page on page 53 and answer the following questions: 
n nu :z~ a 1 D ~ CfiT'i'-m R"i' ~ ? 
~) ffi'B' a 1 D ~ CfiT'i'-m R"i' ~ ? 
~) ~ a 1 D ~ CfiT'i'-m R"i' ~ ? 
~) 6~ 1 B a 1 D ~ CfiT'i'-m R"i' ~ ? 
\() ;:;ii ~1 B a 1 D ~ CfiT'i'-m R"i' ~ ? 
&.) ~ a 1 D ~ CfiT'i'-m ITT ~ ? 
\!)) ~ ~tfcfR ~ ? 
~) ~Qlfrtctl'Z~? 
€.) ~ 1*R CfI.IT ~ ~? 
'
0
) ~ CflIT Ji@'i I ~ ? (q-u-r:t lB <::t I:()~ ajl" ~I) 
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'&m11 ~ '" ~ mTiftrr: 3{11f,Tquf 1 x i mTiftrr : 3!11f,Tquf ' ' ~ mTiftrr: 3!1!jmlUT '~ ~ *''<I·~ mTiftrr: <fi-q \ 
~. fu:. ~ fu:OO ~ '(l.n ~ *'11'·" i *''f'.n '"··················· = ;:;~~· I::::-::::::::::.::: 1' == =, I ==~- 0 I ::::::::::::::::::.:t" 
~~~~~:· !····· .. ············ ~~ -~~~m1············ .. ····· ~~ ·················~~<~> 
~ ~ ~ ~o fir.R: I 31135 -~ ~ . . ~------....... 
EE~ I~~:~"' II ~:=~8' I ~~~Cio ~ ;~~=~l 
""":=~it ~ ::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::: I::::::::::::::::::: ~ . :::::::::::::::::::~ ~ (~) 
"Rlllt~~ 
mTiftrr : 3!1!jmlUT ' 1 >!mfr<! : 3!11f,Tquf ' • *' '<I. ' >!mfr<! : 'Itri x ~n~~ 
~~:'.=:,:t ~~~:,, I :~~~:t' 
'1ir H ~ ! • '"' -,..-
filir ..- n ll "' 
*ra " n !\ <\ 
~ "' n ,. "' 
Ti "' , ... ,, "<l 
W' ' l l'I " 'l\ 
vrf.J ' ~ '"' '~ ~· 
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17.4 'ON' ADAY, DATE 
The most common word for 'on' in this meaning is cfr: 
( 1) Bl '"I 91 ( cti1' 3ITafr I Come on Monday. 
(2) ~ rj I;()~ cti1' trm m l Take the money on the first. 
(3) tjJ1~9 I '1' cti1' it fr~;z \ifT3fr I Go to the temple on Tuesday. 
With the names of holidays, ~ or 'B" is used, but cfr can be used if the name of the 
holiday includes the word ITT or ~-
( 4) ~ ~ ~/tfiT ~ CfiTl:r ~ ~ arraTI-1 Don't come to work on 
Independence Day. 
Play a lot on Hali. 
With the names of months and years, usage is like English with 'B" 'in' : 
(5) ~ 'B" ~ \ifT3fr I Go to Musoorie in June. 
~ ~ 
(6) ~ ~tt_&. 'B" =tf'1ICf ~ I Win the election in 1996. 
"' ~ 
(In informal contexts the year marker~ may be omitted). 
"' 
Note how the years are said: 
1991 ~E.U B1 '3rTf1B m 'tiCfl! l'i~ 
1992 ~tn ~\3nfiB m~ 
"' 
1993 ~tn B1 \3"11B m Rt<zl'i~ 
1994 ~E.E.~ ~ '3nfiB m "91'1'1'1~ 
"' 
1995 ~E_E_I( ,., m , B1 \3--1 IB 4"91'19 
1996 ~E.E.&. ~ '3nfiB m fg4 l'i~ 
"' 
1997 ~E.E." ~ '3nfiB m Btt l'i~ 
"' 
1998 ~E.E. c; ,., m , B1 \3--11B 61&1'19 
1999 ~E.E.E. ~ '3nfiB m frl..-£11'1~ 
"' 
2000 ~000 B1~~ 
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18 VERBS Cf~ll I lt) AND OBJECTS ( Cfill) 




transitive single object eat --
transitive single object take --





the fruit. from him 
the fruit. 
Similar patterns occur in Hindi; postpositions are used with objects : 
ADVERB INDIRECT OBJECT DIRECT OBJECT VERB INTRANSITIVE VERBS 
1 CR -- -- 3WIT come home 
2 CR1rn -- -- \jf"RT go to class 
~o/ 
... 
sit down on the chair 3 -- -- ~ 
"' 
Transitive Single-object Verbs 
4 -- -- fu~(CfiT) ~ listen to the teacher 
"' 
5 -- -- ~ (CfiT) '€fRT eat the fruit 
6 ~ (CfiT) ~ drink the water 
3ITT+IT (CfiT) ""' look at the man 7 -- ~ 
8 3ITT+IT u fen a I~ (CfiT) ""' take the book from the man ~ 
9 ~u Cfm.T(CfiT) ~fl~~I buy the cloth from the woman 
Transitive Double-object Verbs 
m?f CfiT ""' give the student a pen 10 * ~ ~ 
11 * 3ITT+IT CfiT ~ Glct I~ I tell the man the price 
~CfiT ~ ""' sell the customer a sari 12 * ~ 
13 * ~CfiT ~I~~ ~'S.11~1 show the girl a blouse 
14 * fu~u ~ ~ ask the teacher a question 
15 * ~u ~ ~~<=I I speak Hindi to the woman 
16 * ~um .,-p:f" CfiWIT say the name to the gentleman 
""' converse with us 17 * Q+f "fl" ~ CfiW 
* A variety of adverbial expressions can be used here depending on the meaning of the verb. 
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In the chart on the previous page, all the verbs are given in the neutral imperative 
(=infinitive ) form with understood subject 'you '(arrq"/ ~). 
-:. 
Use of cf1' with the direct object is most common with definite and animate 
objects; cf1' is required only when the direct object is a personal pronoun (such as 
am) or a proper noun. Thus sentences (1) -(5) are all possible, but not (6) : 
(1) a1Rlfr cf1' ~ I 
(2) a1Rlfr ~fut 4 I 
(3) fCfld l<Sl cf1' ~ I 
(4) fcndl<Sl ~f€14 I 
(5) 910111 cf1' ~ I 
..... ~ ..... * ( 6) =-91--r01....-1T'T"1 ~ f €1 '4 I 
Look at the man. 
Look at the man. (for work, etc.) 
Look at the book. 
Look at the book. 
Look at Kalpna . 
With double object verbs, i.e.,verbs that take an indirect object, the indirect object 
takes cfl', except for the last four verbs, where the indirect object takes B" (~ 
may take either ). Note that cf1' is not used with the direct object of double-object 
..... 
verbs. Thus the same sentences above with double object verb~ are not always 
possible or can be understood only with the assumed additional terms in parantheses. 
(7) ~ cf1' 41 f.,jj4 I Give (it) to the woman. 
*(8) ~ <l fil14 I *Give the woman (to someone) 
*(9) fCfld I <Si cf1' <l f\l"l 4 I *Give (it) to the book. 
(10) fCfld l<Sl ~1 f\l14 I Give (someone) the book. 
(11) 910111 cf1' ~1f.,jj41 Give (it) to Kalpna. 
*(12) 910111 c\l fill 41 *Give Kalpna .. (to someone) 
Note that~ verbs like <SlTd" ~ form meaning units with words such as 
..... 
<SlTd" and the use of B' with the object is dependent on the entire unit. Thus lIT';:fi ~ 
'excuse' takes a direct object only, usually followed by cfl', and would fit into the 
group of transitive single-object verbs: 
~ cf1' lIT';:fi Cfi"U I Excuse Sheela. 
..... 
The entire meaning unit <SlTd" ~determines use of postposition B'. 
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LJTtGS "*'" ~ 
Fill in the blank with the correct postposition based on the picture . 
LJTtGS ~ ------- BGf -------~ ~ 
~ I 31111 LJTtG5 ~ am BGf -------
~ ~l f\ll ~ I q I a ~\lf) -------~ 
ffif\ll~, am~-------~ I ~ 
"' C'\ 
~ am ~ -------~ ~ 
-------~, armr-------Gffif r:+il f\ll~, 
C'\ 
fu~ -------~ ii" Gil f'1 ~, am ~ 
-------~ I II~ ~ mR :::r=ff-" . . . ..,~., 
" 3fOBT ~ I II 
BOf everyone 
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Review of Vocabulary Conversations 1,2 
NOUNS All listed on p.14 and those below: 
masculine 
~ board ~ building 
BT?f student M~ctM<4tl?l4 university 
shoe 
... 
\iRfr qm money, paisa 
C"\ 
~ lemon ~/CrcRf time 
C"\ 
cni=r pnce rni:r name 
feminine 
~01~ sweet, candy ffi matter, conversation 
a1D~ date GI ld"9ld conversation 
~ ground, land, floor Cfi '"11 ':it shirt 
...... 
+f:if table ~ student 
~+:!I 'Cd building ~ language 
=tftr thing 
Names of days p.50 and months p. 52. 
ADJECTIVES All listed on p. 22 and those below: 
~ all mm straight 
beautiful 
... 
~ d""l("R ready 
"' 
3ffiIT1 easy '"! r~ "fl \?I difficult 
"' 
~ enough, quite ~ a lot 
~ cold 
(' 
1Rlf (1Pf) hot 
ADVERBS 31R q-@ 311 ~"{ii?( (p .51) 
m again ~ here 9W' there 




"' Cfi'm how, what kind of 




other question words 
cp:fT what m who 
CfiGf when ~ where 
CfrIT why 
rrW when verb is a form of ~ : ~, ~' ~ ~ 
with imperatives ( ~ rf" Gt'i<1'1 I) 
(strong) with imperatives ( ~ +fij" ~) 
POSTPOSITIONS 
CfiTfcfifcfit 's ('of - watch word order when using this translation) 




with --instrumental: ~ # f~€1'1 lwriting with a pen 
speak with 3lRlff # ~ ~ 
3lRlff # ~ Gll<'l '11 
compared to ~ 31 JOI {l Cfi I # mer ~ 
person asked fu~ # 'Cfw.rr 
('\ 
person something is said to fu~ # ~ 
Gfi1" optional with direct object (single-object verb) 
required with indirect object 
days of the week: 'Efl J:t4 I 'C Gfi1" on Monday 
dates ffi"1" C1 I D ~ Gfi1" on the third 
CONJUNCTIONS 
mand IJT or ~but 
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Cfi I Qfl 
" 
fctQ~fct~I~~ 

















.~ •hd (~ i· 
i£ ~· O"· (~ 'It= 
!¥: If: 'lhc/ ~ 
~ - ~ ~ -~· ~· i· - . 1hc' ~ (~ 
rl:+ "he' - - "he' ~ 1 ·~ ~ Jl;' -
M: ~~ r~ - t;:: rj:v ~ "he' tt;i; ~9 If: "he' r~ ~ 
W ~ '1hc' ~ f ff i - ~· - re= rhc' - ( (- . . • 1hc' ( ~ ~ ~ 
r!;rr - 9 r ~ -· 1hc' ~ r rl;i i. ~ '.~ ~'~ ~' rg ~ '.~ ;g, l ~ ! :hd ~ 'r~ i ~ ~ -· -
<If i ~ .hd~' ~ ~ ~ ~ l • f- - ~ (~ ~ i ~ it'.~ 
~"& r~· ~ 'If ·~ t ~ ~ : ""' ! ~ '~, ~ ~ ~ :~ ~' ! rto- ,w~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
i :! ,,. i'I· i'l·i i'I· i li,I 
...... iY ~::l.?::A..J o. .,.... cY ~ :lo? :A ..J ~ LJ w o .,.... CV ~ ~ LJ w .,.... .,.... .,.... .,.... .,.... .,.... .,.... .,.... .,.... .,.... CV CV CV CV 
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Listen to this song from the Hindi film ~ 
CfiTit ~ ~ ifi ~ ~ 
After pulling the thorns from this sari 
Cfi'R:r thorn ~ pull ~ top part of a sari 
ats ifi ~~ G(fITT ~ 
I broke the shackles and tied on the anklets 
Gl1:l'1 constraint ~ tie ~ anklet 
~ ~ ~ ~Cfil" ~ cn1" 
let no one stop the heart's flight 
~ someone rr neg. Uc!?rstop (fam. command of ~ 
~ Cffl" ~ heart's flight 
<ITT- direct object marker 
~ ~ ~. 31, 31, arr, arr 
the heart went, a,a,aa 
3fT\lf m \ifA" Cfil" cP"I "11 ~ 
today again there is the desire to live 
\lft;:rrto live QlT"'lT desire 
3fT\lf m m CfiT ~<1~1 ~ 
today again there is the intention to die 
+R'1T to die ~intention 
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'@! Zl~'"l I buying (verbal noun form of'@! U4'1 I buy) 
Delhi, in caadnii cauk 
=c:ti4 rtl ~ large bazaar street in Delhi 
=c:ti< rtl F moonlight ~ square 
Excuse (me) 
lfT:fi ~to excuse (someone) 
Where is the cloth shop? 
(It's) overthere, go straight. 
mm A straight, honest efru ADV straight ahead 
~ polite command of \ifFIT go 
" ~a11~~ I 
~ADV inside 
Overthere (there ) are big shops 
Come inside 
Look at the saris. 
BT#f sari (sold as a 2 yard length of cloth) 
~polite command of ~see 
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Sit down here on a chair 
~ polite command of ~ 
Are you from America ? 
n \if1" ~ ~ CflIT ~ Yes, listen, is this sari from Madras ? 
~ 'i<t<lefl ~? 
it<<l~l unmarked adjective referring to the city of it<<l'El(in South India) 
No, it is from Banaras. 
~Fi I <W unmarked adjective referring to the city of «Sl'i I 'C'El, officially known 
as 91{I01~1 (VaaraaNasii) in Uttar Pradesh. 
O.K., Show it too. 
f~€1 I~~ polite command form of f~€11'1 I 'show' 
~~ ~.~~~. 
i\1 l\i':1t CflT Cfl4; I ~ I 
~ ADV certainly 
WI I \3':11 M blouse 
' ... 
Certainly, this is not a sari, 
it's blouse cloth 
I like it. (It) is very beautiful. 
~ pleasing ~ ~ ~ means literally: To me (it) is pleasing 
~ ~ G4 d I 'ti il , ~ ~ CflT <ITlr CflIT ~ ? Tell (me) , what is the price of this sari? 
~ d I ~ ~ polite command of~ d I '11 'tell' <nlf M price 
It's 200 Rupees. 
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cFl'" postposition used with person who likes something or to whom something 
is pleasing. 
~' ~fr.t1'1 ~~I 
~CONJbut = lf1R 
~ Cfilf «ttl f\it Jl I 
Ofill a little , few 
Ofill ~ reduce 
at -a@I, arrcT t ~ ~ 
~m~~I 
~~PP for 
~~1f\i14 ~m~ I 
, n ,, , 
'i ~<Gt 1 "f Pi ~ <fij' ~ I 
~~~r>lf'114 I 
Yes, but (it) is expensive. 
Reduce (it) somewhat. 
O.K. for you only 190 Rupees. 
fu::fi' ADV only ..... ~ NUMninety 
Take these, 200 rupees. 
Thank you. ['(your) kindness'] Here is 
your 10 rupees. Take your sari. 
~R%: is used idiomatically for 'there is, here is'. Example: 
..... 
~ ~ +:fU ~ I Here is my house. 
3,-q-;n is a reflexive pronoun used when the possessor is the subject. Thus 3mT 
must be used for 'your' instead of 3{llf CfiT when the subject is 'you', even if 




Nouns, pronouns, and adjectives may be used in two cases in Hindi: 
The oblique case is used for all members of a noun phrase in a postpositional phrase. 
Thus, all nouns, pronouns, and adjectives governed by a postposition are in the 
oblique case. The direct case is used when nouns, pronouns, and adjectives are not in 
a postpositional phrase, thus not governed by a postposition. 
Oblique Singular Forms 
TYPE OF FORM EXAMPLE DIRECT OBLIQUE 
masculine marked noun 
.... 
~ -arr .... (~) -~ .... .... (9Wr) 
.... .... .... 
masculine unmarked noun ~ -- (~) -- (~) 
feminine marked noun ~ -f (~) -f (Cfl<Bl) 
>=> >=> 
feminine unmarked noun ~ -- (~) -- (~) 
>=> >=> >=> 
marked adjective (masc.) 3fCm -arr (3f'Cm) -~ .... (~) 
pronouns ~ ~ 
~ ~ .... 
lf +r-J 
Note that there is no change in the oblique singular for: 
.... 
unmarked masculine nouns ( ~' lfl'Wfi) 
feminine nouns,marked or unmarked( ~, ~, ~ ) 
feminine marked adjectives ( qcITT, Blif ) 
unmarked adjectives, masculine or feminine (~, ~ ) 
many pronouns (3ffl1 , ~ ) 
In these two examples, the oblique postpositional phrase is in bold-face: 
n are cti1 
~) 9Q '3"ij" ~ cfi «. 'lifll'1 ~ ~~ I 
(Note: the postpositional phrase '3"ij' ~ ~ ill' "I ifi I '1 consists of the noun "I ifi i '1 
.... ' ' governed by postposition lf and its modifiers ~ and '3"ij' ~ ifi . The 
' postposition ifi governs the postpositional phrase '3"ij' ~· The first pronoun in the 
sentence (~) is not governed by a postposition and is therefore not in the oblique. ) 
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In these examples, the terms in the oblique are in bold face: 
direct case 
~ Th1c:r Cfw19 I~ I ~ I 
This is a little fruitseller. 
~ CfiT ~ 3fOm Gfiq~91~1 
This good Delhi clothseller. 
' ~ lfCfiT ~ 
That ripe apple. 
~ 3fOm m?f 
That good student. 
j af'-""lf"rn: I 
oblique case 
~ ... , ~R, 
lij' '611 c::. lfi\1 Ci I \1 U ~ en \J1 l! I 
Please converse with this little fruitseller. 
F< n"' ...... '.,..:+ ---<'l\\'\11 ifi lij' ~ Cfl q '¢Ci I \1 <fl 1 GI a I ~ l! I 
Please tell this good Delhi clothseller. 
... ... ... 
~ tfCfl' ~ CfiT ~ cr:rr ~ ? 
What's the price of that ripe apple.-2 
... ... 
~ ~ tmr CfiT rn+:r cr:rr ~ ? 
What's the name of that good student? 
Substitute each phrase into either (a) or (b) depending on the meaning. 
(Put phrase in the oblique.) 
(a) ___ _ 
~ rr;:¥ITr m"ir ~ ~Q.'11 • 
"=<~~~ 
~ ~ Th1c:r lfl~9 I~ I 
' II ~ 3f0m~ 
\( ~ CfiT ~ 3fOm Gfiq~91~ I 
&_ irl=I" ~ <fl" ~ 3r-ajT ~ 
~ ~ ffi ~~l'Cd 
c; ~ CfiT ~ 3fOm f~61~91~1 
E. ~ 1"flf lflor 'CB Jj, ~ I 
~ 0 lfr-=tfr CfiT ~ 'ij"ffi ~ 
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I af'-'frn: I 
Fill in the blank with the correct postposition and put the appropriate terms in the 
oblique according to the translation. Cover up the answer until you have given it. 
0 fo~ 1 CfiT ~ ~ Cfiq~c.U~ I ----~I f.~lli ~ ;() f~4 I Buy saris from this good clothseller. 
"' ~) 3ITYCfiT ~ ~I \3~ CfiT ~--crr+r CfllT ~ ? What is the price of that blouse cloth? 
311 q cf1 ~ i(l1 I a~ ~ 'ifitlJ CfiT ~ w ~ ? 
~) ~ ~ --- f 91a I <Sl \'11 f'114 I Take the twenty rupee book. 
~ ~ Cfil" f91a 14 ~1f\il4 I 
~) ~ ~ ~ --- f~ f© 4 I Write with that green pen. 
~~~#f~f€14 I 
I() ~ CfiT ~"'I I '(I fu~---~ I Listen to our Hindi teacher. 
~~~fu~Cfil"~ I 
&.) "i1u ~ 3fOm ~ ----~ I Ask this good friend of mine. 
~W~~# ~I 
- <:'\ 
\5) ~ ~ CfiT ~ m ---Cfil'+T <Sld I ~4 I Tell that Hindi class student (about) the work. 
. "' 
c;) ~ ~ ---~ ~ ~ ---crr+r CfllT ~ ? What's the price of this shop's fresh orange? 
w <51ifli'1 ~ ~ ~ ~ CfiT ~ w~ ? 
E.) ~~;:pf{--- ~ I Go to that big city. 
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~ 0 ) !{! #19 I \(---~ ~ CfiT ~ 3fCrn" ~ ----~ ctil fili 4 I Converse with that good 
Hindi class student on Friday . 
..,,..:+ -P.:r=::A- ..... ..... , '"' R , 
!{Iifict 1< 911 '~'""' ~ iifi ~ ~ ~u ~ ctil \Jill 
'~ .... n) ~ ~ ~ ---- Cfill'U lfU C\t'tQ ---- ~ I Thatbigbuilding'sroomismyfriend's 
~ ~) ~""l I \(I lfl<"t 9 I~ I ---<"I'¢ Cfi 1---~ ctil f\314 I Converse with our fruitseller1 s son. 
Fill in the blank with the the noun -rhrase in parentheses followed by an appropriate 
postposition (pp). 
~ ------- ----- ----------- 02 ~ ~ I (~ CfiT Cfi I~ I~) 
22-;+ A""'""" ~, ~ ------- -------- (\I 'E1 :S ll I ~ I c~=rn ~) 
122.__ A ""' ..... , -A 
~ --------- ------- ---------- ~ ~ ~ I -5 ll I 2" I (~ 911 ~) -, ~ ,. ~ • (.!. • ~ 
~ --------- 02 ~ cr:rr ~ ? (tNrar) 
02~..... fr ~ --------- ------- 1+-1'1\1 ~ I (<I ~I ~) 
02 r~ r~ 4 1 (~ ~ 3fCrn" ~) 
02 "\(@T ~ ? I (cr:rf 7C9)c:r ~) 
t. _________________________ 02 ~ I (~ CfiT ~ ~<1'11 ~) 
02 .... 
~ 0 ~ ~ _________________________ ~ I ( ~B l'U '1lIT ~ 1\3~ ) 
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20. KO VERBS ~~(KNOW ) ~~(LIKE ) 
20.1 These verbs describe feelings rather than actions, and the subject is considered to be 
the experiencer, the receiver of the feeling described by the verb. The logical subject, i.e. 
the person who likes or the person who knows, is used with the postposition <ITT. The verb 
agrees with the logical object, which is not used with any postposition. Thus if the object is 
singular, the verb is 
Example (singular): The fruitseller knows the matter. 
Subject followed by cnl" : 'fl<19 I~ cnl" 
Verb is singular - agreement with Cij"Rf 
'fl\1 Cl I \1 ~ iITTf '11 i_ '1 ~ I 
Example (plural): I like these books. 
Subject followed by cnl": ~ ( note special combination l:f = cnl" = ~ ) 
¢ ¢ 
Verb is plural- agreement with it" f91a I~ 
'""'""fc ..... !;. ~ ?frtid lit q~r({ ~ I 
[Note: The only other possible plural verb is when the object is~ : 
~ ~ ~ ©"? Does he like you?] 
/ ~-~t, CfQ'. l 
\ at 11~ i 
\~~···.· 
. "' (?_ 
The most neutral word order in these sentences is with the subject as defined above first; however, as in the 
last example, word order can be changed for special emphasis, especially when postpositions make the 
meaning relationships clear. 
20.2 Other examples 
SUBJECT OBJECT VERB 
mWfi cnl- f Cfi d I ~ CfiT 'Til1 
... 
lffiT1 ~ I The customer knows the 
To the customer the book's name is known book's name. 
~cnl- "' 
.... 
~ 1?11 < 9i" ~ cn+r lffiT1 ~ I The gentleman knows all the 
To the gentleman all the bazaar's prices are known. bazaar prices. 
'fl<19 I~ cnl- ~~ 
.... 
The fruitseller likes the ~~I ¢ 
To the fruitseller the beautiful cauliflowers are pleasing . beautiful cauliflowers. 
f4<Qn cnl- ~Utt ... ~~I The foreigner likes bread. 
To the foreigner bread is pleasing. 
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21 THEPOSTPOSITION * fu1l FOR 
21.1 The postposition * fu1t is one of the most common compound postpositions 
in Hindi. 
[A compound postposition functions exactly like a simple postposition such as ~. lf. ~ etc. The only 
difference is that it is written as two words with the first word usually * or ~. ] 
The postposition cfi' fu1t means 'for'. It follows nouns, including 
verbal nouns, and pronouns in the oblique case: 
fl(',,~.;::,. 
~ 61 ~ ~ Cfi' I '1 ~ ~ I Candy is for eating. 
~~*fu1t~ I 
~ Cf1lKT ~ * fu1t ~ I 
~ tn: Cfi'T CfiTlf 3{T\jf * fu1t ~ l 
~ ~ WfiTIT * fu1t ~ I 
~~mfu1t~ I 
Clothes are for wearing. 
This room is for class. 
This home work is for today. 
This girl is for Prakash. 
This fruit is for me . 
.;::,.. """' .;::,.. ' ' ' 
(Since the combination lf + Cfi'T IS +fU it follows that lf + Cfi' becomes m with 
the meaningtmy '> no longer present in this instance.) 
21.2 A very common use of * fu1t is with verbal nouns followed by verbs of 
motion in the sense of<go to do•, 'come to do~: 
' ' ' ' +rU tn: ~~ I Come see my house. 
~ ~ \JfT3IT I Go eat an apple. 
With the verbs anrrT and ~ the * fu1t is very commonly omitted, although 
the verbal noun which it followed remains in the oblique. With other verbs omission 
of * fu1t is less common. 
I ati-f:frn: I 
Translate into Hindi: 
1. Come see my saris. 
2. Go drink tea. 
3. Go see a Hindi film. 
4. Go put on (LJ~'i'i I) a shirt. 
5. Go ask the teacher. 
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~ grab 
~ aft\ B- from 
~ prize 
4 
~ # Cfl'Tlt ~ 
fu'~ 1! ~fifil~ 
3 
s ~tOOD~Qo··.· ... ··· 
-
. . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
.. ·.· ......•...... ~
. - . . . . . . . 
. . 
am·· . GfJ 
•. · ..• ,IWIJ 
Qµ9] 
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13"-"lITTf = I 
Match the term at the right with the term which most closely matches it on the left. 
Use each term on the right once only. 
~ (" ............ ~~ 
~ f~61~91~1 ~ ~ Cf1" 1~t.t ~I 
......................... '""~~ ' rrTWfi ' ...,...,'(B~~..-1~....,.. -~ ~ Cf1" I~ tot ~ I 
~ fumcp ~ ~ <St <Jq1 ifi m ~ I 
~ (' j'.::: '"'"'j'.::: .......... ~ ... 
bl f~61~ bl Blf~lll f~<Stl'"I Cf1" 1~t.t ~I 
,, ~-B-~~~2-1 k 'f)i;1Cfli;11 "- '1'11'1 ;1v1 "1'1'1 ;1 l~t.t ~ 
&. Cfi4~91~1 &. m?r Um~ ifi m ~I 
,., rr.:r~.· ~~~~ ... I " <Cfil'"l<I<: v "1"1 "911Jl "1'1'1 .,, 1~t.t 
-=> 
For each term below give the class it belongs to, choosing from among these: 
~ ~ fli61~ efm ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~tAT"9 '( none of these 
..... ..... ..... 
c; ~ ~bl 31l'"l'JI1'191~ I 
t f ~ r<i «! I '"I ~k CfWf+f 
~o ~l\3':51 ~ &_ 31~1~1¢ 
... 
~~ ~ ~\.!) <St '('9 '"I 
-=> 
~' ~ ~c; CfiWr -=> 
n ~ ~t ~ 
Answer questions based on lesson 3 conversation. 
~ ~cm-~~~? 
' '91<41 ~ f~r<i«! l'1 ~ ~ ~ ? 
~ CfilT '91<•·11 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? 
bl ~cITT%Tf~fcr~cnl-~~~? 
k CfilT mit ~ mtT ~~? 
&, CfiLli cm-~ ~ CfIIT-CfIIT ~ ? 
\j ~ cnl" ~ ~f"cfiT'"i" ~ ? 
c; CfIIT~~3i+iDCfi1 ~~? 
t ~ ctil" ~ ~ ~ cnl- Blf.~llf~? 
,
0 w ~ ~ 31+1Dcti1 ctn-~? 
" ~ ~ ctil" Cflfl" $(11'3?1 CfiT ~ ~ ~ ? 
r~ CfllT ~ ifl" m <ft" m ~ ~ ~ 'IT mfil ? 
,0 fu~ 
'~ ~ 
'' ~ ..... '~ ~ 
'bl ~ 
'k +r~ -=> 
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22THE QUESTION WORDS W'WHAT' AND °CfiR'WHO' 
22.1 AS COMPLEMENTS 
~ 91IT ~? What's Hindi? m1SfT ~ l It's a language. 
~ ' ~ 
~ 91IT ~? What's India? ~ ~ I It's a country. 
~ fu~ CfiR ~?Who's that teacher?~ ~~I He's Mr. Singh. 
22.2 AS PREPOSED ADJECTIVES 
~ fc ~ 91IT ~ ~ ? What city is it? 91ITcflC1 l<Sl ~? What book is it? 
The use of CfiR m 'which' is preferred in sentences like those above. The use of 
91IT in this way is also limited to inanimate nouns. More common are a few special 
idiomatic uses: 
~ 
91IT ~ ~ ? What's the matter? 
~ 
91IT GflTl1 ~ ?What work is there? (i.e. , What can I do for you ?) 
CfiR as a preposed adjective is used with animate nouns: 
~ CfiR fu~ ~ ?What teacher is that? ~ ~ ~ I It's Mr Singh 
IN THE OBLIQUE CASE (~is the oblique form of both 91IT and °CfiR ) 
Example 1 ~ rrfm ~ CfiT ~ ? ~ ~ CfiT rrcfm ~ ? 
Meaning when ~ = oblique of 91IT : This map is of what? What is this map of? 
Meaning when ~=oblique of CfiR : This map is whose? Whose map is this? 
Example 2: ~ ~ ~ ~ ? What's the fruit in? 
Example 3: ~ ~ ~ ~ ? What's the pen on? 
Example4: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~? 
Meaning when~= oblique of 91IT : What's the pen for? 
Meaning when~= oblique of CfiR : Who's the pen for? 
91IT AS PREPOSED ADJECTIVE (OBLIQUE CASE) 
(Equivalent to °CfiR 'BT which ) 
lf)~C! I~ I ~ ~ ~ ~? What shop is the fruitseller in? 
~ m?f cfft" ~ ~ ? What student does that pencil belong to? 
~ ~ ~ cfft" D\lflD-;:fr ~ ? Of what State is Jaipur the capital? 
~ BGf ~ fu~ ~ ~ ~ ? For what teacher is that apple? 
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13f'-~=I 
I. ~ T.l" 3"f '1 ct I < (translation) cf! f \i'I 4 : 
-.:> 
~ -..:+ ~ ,. ...;+.-,.. -rl-,.,. .... 
~ (118 611 '( "fl I ~ I ~ <-1 : ~ lf \11 '1 \"'11 ~I ~: 
q fo199hi1, ~ m (t;Qiij~"' 1 q RIB ct ,z; ifi" 
-.:> C'\ -.:> 
0~ if ~ ~ I CfITT am Cfil" ~ ~ fcfi \m 
~ ~ CfITT ~ ? ~ ~' ~ Cfil" ~ ~ w 
fcfi~~~I ~~mifi"~~I 
~ ~ ~ '(' -- \318Cf1l ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ I ~ lj,fol8ct 1€1 Cfil" ~ ~ ~ 
~ fcfi m ifi" ~ fct1184J ~ I (t;~IJJl Cfil" ~ 
rr@' H \318Cf1l ~ : 
"~ q\ ~ Cfil" ~ ~f<~€1~11~1 ~ ~ ~ I 
~ Cfil" ~ (fl f\i'I 4 I" 
qf~l8ctl€1 CfiT ~ : "~ ::r.:n-, ~ ~ ~ -..:> .. ,~, \:) C"\ (..!., 
fcfi ~ JfHJO!l\1 ~ I" 
m: c~ cflf\i14) 
~ dB91'C ~ ~ efm~? 
~ ~ifi-0~~~~? 
~ d18~l 'C ~ CfiT'1' ~ ~ ~ ~? 
,. ... 
\)> ~+r"CfITT~? 
~ ~ fCf1184i ~? 
&_ CfITT ~ ~ Cfil" ~ ~~? 
" q f \'118 ct I €1 Cfil" CfITT ::r.:n- lfRlr ? -.:> ·1~1 C'\ 
c; d ~ \lfl Cfil" CfITT ~ ~ ~ ? 
(~1 ~clt &~.15 urccr ~-!J. 
' ·.·' v }t; . . ' 
E. tj,f\118ct 1€1 Cfil" ~ CfiT ~ ~ w ~ ~? 
~o cm tj,f\118ctl~ ifi" ~lll\1 ~ ~ m ~~mu-~? 




BT'1T gold JfH JOI I \1 smuggled goods 
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fo:~ l'i I show 
~~ like 
~~know 
X # P:i;;:;i'i I meet X 
"!IR7 Cfl"l'lT begin 
"' 
~ pnce ~ map 
'EP:il "9 I "l news ~~ hand 
~ water ~ cobbler 
~ friend mf brother 
~ child 
+I '(JO+!(lrepair tffifCfi" (-f cfla I G1) book 
-.:> 
~--. =CfiCr1 only mu entire 
m:aT cheap ~ next 
~ a little( quantity) f4g;;:;i I last 
';'"ll l~I more, too much 
oblique of cr:rT what 
oblique of m who 
CONJUNCTIONS 
~ = l=l'1R= ~ but 
~ everyday 
~ rr@" never 
~~ work 
q~'i'i 1 wear 
~ live 
t1"Cfi ~ repair, correct 
X cITT" +1:zi:+1a ~ repair X 






~ 3"f +i fl Cfl '1 
..... ..... 
~ 3Wf-\l\ l'iC\ I~ I 
~ 3"f +i fl Cfl '1 
..... ..... 
&. 3Wf-\l\1'1C\l~I 
\!) 3"f t=HJ Cfl '1 
c; ~ 
E. 3"f +i fl Cfl '1 
~o ~ 
n 3"f '"HJ Cfl '1 
~ "=< ~ 
n 31 +i D Cfl'i 
~~ 31 +i D Cfl'i 
~~ ~ 
~ &. 31 +i D Cfl'i 
~ \!) ~ 
~ c; 31 +i D Cfl'i 
~ E. ~ 
'={o 31 '"l <] Cfl'i 
"=<~ 
"=<"=< ~ 
"=<~ 31 +i <] Cfl '1 






~ ~, fcfiITT "CfiCf ~ ? 
~cnl-00 ~I 
C'\ cr:rr am fct ~ QTI ~ ? 
~~ M~QTI ~I 
am cITT- fil ~ ~ ~ mm ~ 1 
~~~~~~~I 
fCflct'il w J 
..... 
~~~I 





~ ~~qTf~QI m~~ I 
afflr~~~I 





~ oblique plural of \Jfm 'shoe' 
C"\ C"\ 
+:!'(+"+id (F) 'repair'-- used with verb ~ . The thing repaired is always in 
the oblique followed by postposition cITT. 
"=< 4;flct I~, ~tit 1¥11 <if Nainital, in the old bazar. 
r'i 1"1a I~, located in the Himalay foothills of Uttar Pradesh, is one of the North Indian hill stations. 
Originally built as summer headquarters for British administrators, these hill stations have now 
become favored vacation resorts for urban residents from all over India, since, even in the hottest 
season, maximum temperatures usually stay in the 70's at these altitudes over 6000 feet. The old 
bazaar with its steep and narrow streets contrast with the modern portions of Nainital containing 
Western-style hotels, resorts and playgrounds. 
q '(I rJ I (ADJ) 'old' -- opposite of new, but cannot be used as opposite of 
"' 




On what street are the cobblers seated? 
~ ~ Expression used when calling to a passerby, more familiar 
than ~ - less familiar than just mi" 'brother' , also commonly used as 
address.~ - ~~'sister' is used when addressing women. 
~ (M) 'cobbler '-- masc. noun in f - refers to masculine occupation 
A1la I~ CfiT +fRfl" 'the Nainitaal cobbler' 
fcnu oblique of CfriT 'what'-~ (F) 'street' ~ ~ tn:" 'on what street' 
~ 'seated'. Plural form of verbal adjective (=participle) formed from 
the verb ~ 'sit down'. Agreement with 1fRfr" (masc. plural here). 
On the next street. 
~(ADJ) 'next' [antonym is flH9~1 'last' (in the sense of previous)] 
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where 
fcFITT Question word used with meaning similar to ~ . 
&_ ~~~~~;fRfl" There on the left many cobblers live. 
~ij:I 
Note the synonyms: 
where there here 
~ 
~ 
~'left'; oblique form of adjective ~-The II" is required only in the 
masculine singular. This adjective has forms similar to marked adjectives 
except that all endings are nasalized. The form for 'right ' is ~ (same 
forms as GfTll1') or ~If~ I (normal marked adjective). For 'on the left' or 'on 
the right', expressions with ~~ 'hand' are often used: 
~ (~~) ~ on the left (hand) 
~ (~) ~ on the right (hand) 
'.,,.. 
~ ~ 'live' (i.e. 'stay, dwell') habitual present, masculine plural. 
Listen, please repair these shoes. 
BrfT familiar command form of ~ 'hear, listen' 
>:> >:> 
~word used in requests - no English equivalent in this usage 
~ ~ oblique form of ~ ~ 'these shoes', used before postposition CfiT. 
"' "' CfiT is used with the direct object 'these shoes' and is optional. 
O.K. sir, where is it torn ? 
'CflZf (ADJ) 'torn' Verbal adjective (participle) formed from the verb ~ 
Look at this shoe, here. 
~ '1d oblique form of~~ 'this shoe'. CfiT is used with the direct object. 
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Are you a foreigner ? 
M ~ QTI (M/F) foreigner 
may be masculine singular: M~QTI 3fCm" ~I The foreigner is well. 
may be feminine singular: M~Qfl 3r-ajT ~I The foreigner is well. 
may be masculine plural: M~QTI ~~I The foreigners are well. 
fc~~QTI is also used as an unmarked adjective: M~QTI \iRff 'foreign shoe' 
" 
r~ arrcr ctiT ITT ~ 31 -a~') 
~ d1Tift ~I 
Yes, I am a foreigner. 
But you know Hindi well. 
(But Hindi comes to you well.) 
a1l\fr ~habitual present of anrrf. Feminine singular agrees with ~ 
anrrr means 'come', but, when the subject takes CflT, this verb may be 
translated as 'know' in the sense of knowing how to do something. [The object 
is either a language (always feminine) or a verbal noun (masculine)]. 
~ 'manner, way' 3r-ajT ~(ADV)'well' , 'in a good manner ' 
aT --particle with no English equivalent here; the use of 'but' as given in the 
translation approximates the meaning of ITT . 
Yes, I can speak a little Hindi. 
~ (ADJ) 'a little ' (refers to amount, not size.) 
~ ~ 'a small piece of cloth' (size) ~ ~ 'a little cloth' (amt) 
' ~ ' ~· 
~ ~ --habitual present of ~ 'take'; agrees with subject +r. 
Here used as an auxiliary verb (with stem of main verb cill <1 '11) in the 
meaning 'can, be able'. 
How much money ? 
May be used in plural with little change in meaning: ~ q-ij" ? 
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Twelve rupees, sir. 
But that's too much, tell the truth. 
~ 'this' - -used to refer to previous statement where that is used in English. 
':1"ll l~I 'too much' ~ - familiar command of ~a 1'11 'tell' 
No sir, I am telling the truth .. 
~ ~ ~ progressive present form of ~ 'say'. 
0. K. hurry. 
(I) will give (it) right away. 
~ (ADV)right away -- ~ ~ habitual pres. used for immediate future 
Look what are you doing ? 
00 familiar command of ~ 'see, look at' 
~ ~ ~ --progressive present of Cfi'VlT 'do', agrees with understood ~-
Shine them too please. 
~ helping verb (not translatable) in neutral command form. 
X ~ Cfl f~ ~I ~ ~ ( = 41 f~ ~I Cfi'Vlr) 'polish, shine X' 
Take (it), take your money. 
~ familiar command form of #'11 'take' 
~ ~ 'your money ' 3N'1f - aflA" -~ is a reflexive pronominal 
adjective used when reference is to the subject. Thus here 'your' becomes 
~ since the subject of the sentence is (understood) d"lf 'you'. 
-=> 
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23 THE HABITUAL PRESENT 
23.1 FORMATION 
Like many other Hindi verb forms, the habitual present consists of two words, the 
first indicating the habitual aspect, and the second indicating the presenttense. 
MASC FEM SING PLU 
VERB STEM + (f + SING arr t (lt) ~ (q+f) ~ 
PLU -c;- "% 
... .... 
~ ~ 
This produces the following endings: 
MASCULINE FEMININE 
SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 
- <IT~ - ~~ - (fr~ - (fr~ 
... ..... .... 
- <IT~ - (f ~ - (fr~ - (fr~ 
Example (verb ~l~'i I speak): 
MASCULINE FEMININE 
SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 
(lt) Gfl ~a I ~ (q+f) ~~ (lt) Gf) ~ al ~ (q+f) Gf) ~al ~ 
Gfl~a I ~ ~~ Gfl~al ~ Gfl~al ~ 
The negative of the habitual present is formed by inserting the negative marker 
rr@" not before the verb. In the negative, the tense marker is often deleted, being 
retained only when special emphasis is desired. 
Example: (negative of verb ~ eat ) : 
MASCULINE FEMININE 
SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 
rr@" ~ rr@" ~ rr@" men- ~~ 
rr@" ~ rr@" ~ ~ men- ~~ 
The nasalized ending f is used in the feminine plural when the tense marker is 
omitted, so that there will be some marker of plurality. 
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23.2 USES 
The habitual present is used in general statements and to describe actions which 
occur frequently or regularly, much like the present tense in English: 
..... ..... ... 
~~~~I 
~~~Gtl~'11~ I 
~ ~ foJi{C: rr°@" tfrfil I 
The boy eats bananas. 
The lady speaks Hindi. 
That man doesn't smoke cigarettes, 
A special use of the habitual present is to describe actions in the immediate future: 
li" a,m amrr ~ I I'll come right away. 
~ ~ a,m f~€1 Id I ~ I The guide will show you (right now), 
I af'---irrn = I 
Answer these questions based on the Lesson Four Conversation: 
~,..... ""' ""'· ~ ~ 
ii'1la1~ ~ m lf CfiW ~? 
M' n ..... ..... ... 
~ Cf1IT~Ql~<41':Jil(lf~? 
~ Cf1IT lfRfr ~ ~ ~ ~~? 
\)l Cf1IT lfRfr ~ ~ ~~? 
~ Cf1IT fuj ~ lfRfr ~ ? 
..... ..... r'n.,.:+ ... &. 3111\J11+i1~19~n cn1Cf1IT4a1a1 ~? 
\!} M~Qn ~ ~ ~ lfRfr Ghl" ~ \lfRIT ~? 
c; Cf1IT M ~ QTI Ghl" Cfi itl ':11 tniT ~ ? 
€. Cf1IT lfRfr M ~ QTI ~ ? 
~o Cf1IT lfRIT CfiT 1TTWf1 fi?:..-1«1 I '11 ~ ? 
n Cf1IT lfRfr ~ ~ ~ ~1~<11 ~? 
~~ Cf1IT M~QTI crl-~ ~ ~ 3fRfr ~? 
n Cf1IT M ~ QTI crl-~ trGfi ~ CfiT ~ ~ ~ ? CfT.11 ? 
~ \)l Cf1IT lfRfr ~ trGfi ~ ~ ? 
~~ Cf1IT 1=fRfr fuj ~ trcn ~ ~, irr am: ~ m-~ ~ ? Cf1IT? 
~&. lfRfr M~QTI ~ Cf1IT ~ ~ ? 
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I df1"lj I ij ~ 
Translate these sentences with verbs in the habitual present into English: 
f~~~1 .q it\Tf ({t 3Tf~t:rr ·7 j 
<" "t ...... ~. 













~ Cfi<:'1T save 
~ hair 
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Now look at the cartoon below: 
Who is ~ '5ft" asking about in the first panel ? 
"' 
In the second panel ~ '5ft" repeats the same question, now using the word tl'm 
"' 
'profession' . Why does he think a profession is described by the man? 
Explain the source of the misunderstanding described below: 
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23.3 IMPERSONAL SENTENCES 
Sentences in English like What do they speak in India? 
Where do you drink coffee here? 
in which 'they' and 'you' are not stressed and do not refer to anyone in particular 
are impersonal sentences. In such sentences in Hindi, there is no 'they' or 'you'; no 
subject is expressed and the verb is in the masculine plural. 
Example: m«r ~ ~ ~ ~ I They speak Hindi in India. 
Answer the questions below in Hindi. 
~ am~ fci~~fq~l~ll ~ ~ ~ tfR" \if'ffi~? 
~ ~~~~? 
~ ~-~~~~~~? 
';J 'CB~I~ -~~~ll-~2-? 




~ ~ ~ fufq- ~ f~€18 ~ ? 
~ -A-~ ..... (' ..... ..... .... 
E. 31 '"I Cfl'i c1°91c ~ ~ Cfl I ll~'"I ~ ~ ? 
"" "" ·••v ~ "" "" ""~· 
~o am Cfi ~ lT ~ ~~~ ? 
~ ""~· 
~ ~ m«r lT cr:lT "€l'Tif ~ ? 
"" ..,.!... ""~· 
~~ c:q~~~? 
n 3fOt9T ~(music)~~ \if'ffi ~? 
~';J ~1~1'11 ~ li'i-IB~? 
fu-fir script 
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23 .4 THE VERB P=t 11 'i I 
These verbs can be used like any other verb with the subject being the actor. In other 
uses, the subject is the experiencer and requires the postposition Cfil" . 








P=t iii a I ~ I The teacher meets the student. 
~ 1t I The teacher happens to meet the student.s, 
fc ,. 
cfld I~ P=t 11 <fl 1t I The teacher gets books. 
' ..... 
(~)~ 3IB ~ I The foreigners (often) come LO Lhe city. 
~ anffi" ~ I The foreigner knows Hindi. 
fl:! 11 'i I as a Cfil" verb 
Cfil" verbs indicate that the logical subject (used with Cfil" ) experiences or feels the 
action of the verb without active intention. The contrast in meaning between P=tiil 'i I 
used as a regular verb and P:tiit'i I used as a Cfil" verb aptly illustrates this difference: 
~ m fueJCfi # f.i=tiil<:tl ~ I The girl meets the teacher everyday.(intentionally) 
(31Tq" Cfil") ~ ~ ~ lj"- ffleJCfi ~ 1t I (You) often meet teachers in that restaurant. 
In the proper context, usually with inanimate complements, the verb also means 
'get' . As a Cfil" verb, the meaning of' get ' must be inactive. Thus the verb f.i:iiitrt I 
cannot be used when intention by the subject is implied as in: 
( 1) Get the book from your room. f 91a I~ ~ ~ # ~ I [~'bring' ] 
--'· --- ~~ ~ r n , , (2) Get your money out of the bank. ~ B" 01'1'1 '1tj1Cfil~ [ take out ] 
(3) Get the money from Raju. ~ D\lf # ffi I [~'take' ] 
"' 
Examples of the use of P=tiit'i I '~ 'w~ 
Note agreement between verb and complement: 
SUBJECT ADVERBIAL COMPLEMENT VERB 
~Cfil" ~~li" ~~ ~1t1 
The customer gets good papayas from that shop. 
~Cfil" ~# ~q-u 
The cobbler gets a lot of money from the gentleman. 
~ Cfil" "'9i~1I ~ li" ~ €lf'5i:ff 
The girl gets beautiful saris in Chandni Chauk. 
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Impersonal sentences with P•tl?l"i I are very common, and again 'you', in this case 
~' is omitted. However, unlike the examples in 23.3, in this case the omitted 
term 'you' is not the one the verb agreed with. The verb continues to agree with the 
complement. 
~ ~ ~ ~ Bf&:ft1lli f+il?lal 'lt I (You) get good vegetables in that shop. 
feminine plural 
I af'-tmf: I 
Give the following impersonal sentences in Hindi: 
1. Where do you get Hindi books? 
2. Where do you get Indian sweets in this city? 
3. Where do you get good mangos in India? 
4. In what profession do you get a lot of money? 
5. What do you get in the bazar? 
23 .5 3IT"iT AS A Cfil" VERB 
The verb 3IT"'IT, when used as a Cfil" verb, means 'know ' 
to do something.' As with other Cfil" verbs: 
a) The logical subject always takes postposition Cfil". 
in the sense of 'know how 
b) The verb always agrees with the complement, which does not take a postposition. 
Because of the meaning of 3IT"'IT, the complement is usually either the name of a 
language (feminine) or a verbal noun (masculine): 
SUBJECT COMPLEMENT VERB 
~ M ~~TI Cfil" ~ ~ I~ I ct amfr ~ I 
That foreigner knows many languages. 
~ Cfil" ~ iRi ~ 
"' 
The cobbler knows how to repair shoes. 
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lar""l4 '~=I 
Fill in the habitual present form of the verb 3TI'1T I 
~ 1fRfr ajl-~ ~ --
~ ~~~~~~li" __ _ 
~ ~~~~fCflllrm~~ __ _ 
bl 1fRfr ajl- aj- 3l"Cfi ~ 
C"\ ---
(The object is a masculine singular verbal noun: ~ iTCfi Cfi\i'IT "repairing the shoes") 
"' 
k 11-?nn-~ ~--
~ Look at the cartoon below and give the meaning of the caption. Can you guess who 
the two people(~ and 4'1CflF() are? 
/lt-
l~ 
Fill in the habitual present form of the verb f'"l~ '11 I 
1Iir ~ CR1m li" ~ cfffir __ 
i:::; (',,,Dr ....... ~ i:;:c- ..... 
~ f'"i61¥i '"fll ~lfq1~1 Glf~lll __ _ 
~ ~rnm-~li"fu~~--
bl f~r~«J I 'i lj" ~ ~-­
k 1fRfr crl- ¥ ctil" Ji {S:Ji~ * m fu-::5 m. ~--
~ friend ~shoe 
"' 
+RTif\f repair ~ a little (quantity) 
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\3 '"'11 ~ = hope 
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1. Questions about yourself-- Answer in Hindi: 
~ am~ ~LR~~? 
~ am aj1-~ ~ r~~al ~? 
~ ~ ~ ~ frflal~ ~ r~~(tl ~? 
~ am Cfi1" f Cfla .-11 '"l 1 ti\ 1 ct amrr ~ ? 
t( am ~ ~ tTffi ~ ? 
&. ~ ~ GfIIT ~ ~~? 
\!) am Cfi1" fCfla I~ ~ f~~dl ~ ? 
z::; GfIIT am~ f=cif~6lff f~€18 ~? 
,. '~· 
E. am CRm +:!" GfIIT-GfIIT ~ ~ ? 
~ 0 am ~ ~ CRm \lfIB ~ ? 
NOTE: Be able to change each question above to the familiar form with (fl[ and to 
-=> 
the feminine form. 
2. ~ R'l cfi" ~ ~ ~a I~~ TELL SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR DAY: 
Include (!)where you live, (2)what time you get up ('\3"6'1T), (3)where you go in the 
morning (4) what and where you eat (5) what and where you study (6) what you do 
besides study and (7) how many hours you sleep (zjt:rr) 
3. Change the sentence with IJt I 'i 'i I 'know' to a sentence with 3lT"iT . 
Example: ~ ~ <St"'i~'i I iJ1 l'idl ~ I 
Rupaa knows how to speak Hindi. 
~ Cfi1" ~ ~l ~ 'i I 3ITTIT ~ I 
=count 
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23.6 COMPLEX VERBS 
The verb~ do is used with various adjectives, nouns, and other so-called 
preverbs to form complex verbs. (also known as conjunct verbs). The preverb forms a 
meaning unit with the verb ~ even though it often functions grammatically like a 
direct object when it is a noun. Note the patterns given below: 
SUBJECT COMPLEMENT COMPLEX VERB 
PRE VERB 
~ ~ (°9iT) trCfi 
.......... 
Cfi«f ~ I The shoemakers repair shoes. 
" 
fuaffi ~ (°9iT) 
.... 
~ ~~I The teacher starts the class. >:> 
~ ~ "*'" 
.... 










~~I The man hurries . 
fuaffi 
..... .... 
~B" ~ ~ ~I The teacher speaks with the 
student.· 
trCfi ~ "*'" cti11111~1 
.... 
~~I The student tries to speak 
correctly. 
When the preverb does not function grammaticaly in the sentence, we will call it a 
non-functional complex verb(such as trCfi ~and ~~above)which 
function exactly as if they were simple verbs with object with optional .When the 
preverb does function grammatically, usually as direct object, we will call the 
resulting combination a functional complex verb( such as +i '(+"+id ~ ) The literal 
translation of sentence with +i '(+"+id above is 
The shoemaker does the shoes' repair. 
Still, the sentence is semantically interchangeable with the sentence above it with 
trCfi ~. and therefore we can assume a more intimate connection between +i '(+"+id 
and~ than the object-verb relationship. Other examples 
n ~ ~1'3':11 m ~~I = ~~l\1':11 ctft" +i<'"•Ht ~~I 
The tailor repairs the blouse. 
-=<) ~ 'iCfll1 m ~~ I = ~ '1Cfll1 ctft" Ji(4"'1rj ~~I 
The carpenter repairs the house. 
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I af'-"1ITTT =I 
Answer each question using the proper animal sound. 
Example: Cff1crr cp;fT ~ ~ ? What does a crow do ? . . ... 
Cfif9-Cfif9 ~ ~ I He does "caw.caw." 
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23.6 THE MODAL VERB 'Eti.fi'1 I 
The modal IE'fCfi'"l I 'can', 'be able' is very commonly used. It always follows the stem 
of the main verb. Ellipsis of the main verb as in English 'yes I can ' is not possible in 






Students can read Hindi. 
The cobbler can polish the shoe . 
Verb STEM 
qq; 
fu~ ~ ~~ 
"' 
The teacher can start the class. 
I af'-tmr:I 
Answer each question with modal B"Cfi"1T as in the example: 
cp:rr ~ m- m. ~ ~ ? \if!" ~. ~ ~ rr@ ITT ~ I 
Do the washermen wash clothes every day? Yes, but they can't today. 
~ cr:rr ~~fCfllff m-~ ~~? 
~ cp:rr ~ m-~ tfm~? 
~ cp:rr ~ m- (ffi ~~? 
h' cr:IT Cf)~ 9 I~ I m- q-cfffi ~ ~ ? 
R (' ...;+....... ............. 
~ cr:IT ~61 ~91~ I \1'71 'CIE"Pl<H er-9clT ~ ? 
t. cr:rr M~~n ir+r ~ m-~ ~~? 
" cp:rr ~ 31Wfr m- Cfi1lf ~ ~ ~ ? 
c; cr:rr~m-~~~? 
t cp:rr ~ ~ m- ~tr\ f~©d ~ ? 
~o cr:IT ~ m- fu~ ~ Gf"Rf ~ ~? 
~(F) tea 
~ read, study 
~ bring 
r~ €1 "1 I write 
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iRlT 3ml 1?0 ii~ ljf ifiT I 
~ H iftm CH '{fCfic'l g? 
ft~= stable 
~ F.= government 
\il"f -~ M = mandate 
M!1~1'8 M=faith 
(l\i\411 < M = employment 
~ = available 
m+IT F = border 
zjCfiC:l:I~ = in danger 
~ M= plane 
~=drown 
"' Gft+rr F = insurance 
~F= help 
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23.7 THE VERB "91~11 WANT 
Another verb often found in the habitual present is "91 ~11. 
It takes three main types of objects: 
(a) an inanimate noun: ~ ~ "9 l~~l ~ I The girl wants a sari. 
(b) a verbal noun: ~ ~ €lD<'1 I '91~<:tl ~ I The girl wants to buy a sari . ~ -
+:!" ~ "9 l~rj I I "'91~<:11 ~ I I want to go. 
(c)aperson nounorpronoun: ~~'3"U~Cfi'T~"91@1 ~I 
The little girl loves that man very much. 
Note that only the verb "9101 agrees with the subject; the other verb functions like a 
masculine verbal noun object of the verb "91~1 I and does not normally show 
agreement. 
lsr"tt lij: I 
Give the meaning of the following examples of the verb "91~1 I: 
1. with noun d~~ 'satisfaction' as object: [~~'1d = 'toil, labor'] 
2. example: with verb: 
cteJffcp 6Jf '1t1C5Jtlotf c6l 
SOH"llotl {i"i«Jll>! 
tlcJt d5{dll al6Cl 61 
. . 
~'1 ~ I ill = human 
~ '"lf4 I = problem 
~~=end 
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24 VERBAL ADJECTIVES (PARTICIPLES) ( ~) 
24.1 FORMATION 
A common type of verbal adjective found in Hindi is formed by taking the stem of 
... 
verb and adding the regular adjective endings. Thus from the verb ~' sit down, 
... ..., 
we get the verbal adjective <S:fOT , which has the form GfO in the masculine plural and 
~ in the feminine. A verbal adjective may be followed by ~-~-~(same 
agreement as the verbal adjective); this usage does not affect the meaning. 
24.2 USAGE 
Verbal adjectives are commonly used to express states. In English, we may say 
either The girl is sitting on the chair. or The girl is seated on the chair. In Hindi, this 
is considered a state and therefore only the latter may be used in this meaning. 
~~~~(~)~I 
Verbal adjectives may also precede the noun: 
~~~(~)~ 
The girl sitting (seated) on the chair.i.e. on the chair - seated - girl 
... 
The opposite of<S:fOI is~ 'standing'. 
~is an unusual verbal adjective in that there is no corresponding verb 
'stand' * ©'¢'1 I 
... 
Thus <S:fOT and ~ correspond as verbal adjectives: 
.,~' ... ... 
The man is sitting on the ikka. 011 C\ +1 t ~ ~ <S:fOT (~) ~ I 
The man is standing on the ikka. 3fRift ~ ~ ~ (~ ~ I 
but no longer correspond when used as verbs: 
The man sits down on the ikka everyday. 3fRift ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I 
The man stands up on the ikka everyday. 3fRift ~ ~ ~ ~ @ITT ~ l 
On the next page there are several examples of verbal adjectives: 
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I, W1q~1qi ~ 8'1HIC4{ ~dl .q.lftfi§Q-~! 
2. q..,. f {::iH ~ Wm: 3"11 €11 'i3H?frll- fltHd I ~ 
3.~ •. 
6 • 
. · ... ~ 
m~ 
·p,111S1. 7. 
~p"l1:1 I~< = attacker fgq••11 = hide ''l'""ll {\l1'"1 = entertainment ~ - fq:iza I = mobile 
~=sense ~=unique ~ ~=soul "¥f"'"IT =dissolve ~=piece 
m- =tooth cfiB'"l I =be caught fC:Cfl'"l I =be fixed ~=look 
mm power 
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25 OCCUPATIONS, OBJECTIVE COMPLEMENTS, AND cm;r 
















....... ....... ....... ~ 




~ '81lil'i \361<:11 ~I 
Ii~ t '( +rfil'1, ~Ii I 'CB iTCfi ~ ~ I 
~~mm~I 
$~~~1 
fu~ 4¢1<:11 ~I 
... 
m?f~~ I 
'SI fCfl~ I 'S1Cfi ~ ~ I 
fcf1'8 l'i ~ ~ ~ I 
... 
sweeper: ~ l:S9 I~ I ™ -...~ ........ J(T"""ld,...,.I er I ."' "' ~ 
rikshadriver: P:Cf"QllC\1<11 f'CC\"Qll "9~1dl ~I 
I af'-tffif I 
Answer these questions: 
... ' ... 
lfi<'iC\ I~ I CfifT ~ ~? ~~~I 










m~~~? ' ... lfi~ C\ I~ I 1:fm° ~~ I 
Who sells fruit ? The fruitseller sells fruit. 











25.2 THEVERB ~· 
The first use of this verb that we have learned is as a transitive verb meaning to say . 
However, this verb also has an entirely different use, as a verb meaning to call 
somebody something. The underlined expressions in the sentences below are known 
as objective complements. Note that the objects in these sentences all take cITT-. 
f~~~l""tl '1~1<:"'11 lThft aj1 ~~~I 
Indians call Mahatma Gandhi 'Baapu' . 
~ M~Cfl ~ ~ I impersonal 
They call him Vivek. (His name is Vivek) 
~~ajl-~~~? impersonal 
What do they call that flower ? 
I 3{141ij: I 
Answer the following questions: 
') ~lf ~ajl- ~ ~~? 
~) ~~ajl-~~~? 
~) ~ cfi BGr ~ ~ ~ aj1 ~ ~~? 
~) '"11-C'TI ~ cITT-~ ~~? 
k) '"11-C'TI ~ cITT-~ ~~? 
~) ~lf~~ajl-~~~? 
") ~ Cffl" ~ aj1 ~ ~~? 
~) f0i~l'"1 aj1 ~ lf ~ ~~? 
E.) f~~~ I ""11 3lRlfr Cffl" ~ Cfc aj1 ~ ~ ~ ? 
'
0
) q I fCfl~ 1'"1 ~ aif cITT-~ ~ ~ ? aif - religion 
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In the cartoon below, what does~ ~ mean by~ and what does lf""1T 
C'\ ~ "' 









25.3 THE SUFFIX CfTm 
1. CfTm as indicator of a characteristic 
a. after noun in the oblique case 
driver of Examples: Rct~91<1 I 





~ 1m<191<1 I 
Examples: 1fi'191<1 I 
Cfiq¢91<1 I 




311 ~I '(9 I <11 










sari wearer (fem) 
Delhi resident (fem) 
Agra resident 
Hindi speaker 
Urdu speaker (fem) 
Note the use of CfTm in the cartoon below. Can you guess what the meaning is? 
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b. After adjectives or adverbs to single out one in a group. 
Both the adjective (if marked) and the suffix CfTm will agree with the noun modified. 
Examples: 6:1~9 I~ ~ large papayas 
t9lll9 l~l ~ the small girl 
a;q 'C9 I \>11 +:fCfiR 
~ 6:1~9 I~ 
the house up there ( cnm follows adverb) 
those big ones (masculine plural noun understood) 
c. After verb in oblique infinitive form. 
The suffix CfTm is equivalent to the agentive -er suffix in English in this usage. 
~' ... 
~ '11'11 \>11191\11 ~I 
(~ qNr CfiT \>11191\11 ~ I) 
He brings water. He is a bringer of water (water - bringer) 
~ f~~l ~~~I ~ ~ cnl" 'C~91~1 ~I 
She lives in Delhi. She is a Delhi resident. (= fo:~ 191~1) 
~ \>'I'¢ f cfi lfi cnl" ™ Cfi«IT ~I ~ \>'I'¢ f cfi ltl cnl" ™ Cfl 'C19 I \>11 ~ I 
He helps girls. He is a girl helper. 
I af'-'ITTTI 
Answer the following questions as in the example: 
~ ~l19 I~ cn1" CfI!T ~ ~? '3tjCfil mcrr ~ ~ I 
What do they call a clothes-washer ? They call him a washerman. 
n 4¢ 1191~ cn1" CfI!T ~ ~ ? 
":() f;c<t#I I "9\11191~ cn1" CfI!T ~ ~ ? 
~) ~ ~ 9R cn1" CfI!T ~~? 
1i1) ~ UA- 9R cn1" CfI!T ~~? 
\() tj I J'.111 \30R crR cn1" CfI!T ~ ~ ? 
&_) ~ ~ 9R cn1" CfI!T ~ ~ ? 
~) ~ itcr ~ 9R cn1" CfI!T ~~? 
~) ~ ~ 9R cn1" CfI!T ~~? 
t) fJ'.161 ~ ~ 9R cn1" CfI!T ~ ~? 
~o) ~ CfR cn1" CfI!T ~~? 
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Read the examples of~ below: 
satisfaction 
action demand 
(refers to those who gave false reports of 
J.P. Narayan' s death) 
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13'"'-~:1 
Read the passage below: 
~ ~1.11~1~1< Cfil" ~~~I crrf ~ ~ an<f4T m- ~ ™ ~ I ~ 
' ... ....;:+....;:::..,..::+ ' ... ...;:+.....,.., ~ ... 
~CfCfiCl 11.11 ~ 1 1;11 ~11 "fl, 1.11aT - ~ \lfRfT ~ 1 ct,~, ~ ©l=cta 1 ~ 1 
~ ~ ~ an<f4T Bltt ID~~~~ I ~ ~ Cfil" 3HlClll.'1 ~ 
-911-'1:;:~1< 91@"~ I ~ ef1iT ~ fucg ©<1<8 ~. ~ ~ ifi ~I ~ ~ ~ 
~ W 2-: ~l."lldl~I< ~ 2T:rn- I ~ ~ ~ rft am~~ ~2- I 
" '..:> ~ ~ '..:> ~' "''' " " " ~ 
~ f 91(11 ~ Cfil" ~ ifi lTI"B" ~ an<f4T ~ am ~ Jj, ~~JO! 1 'il ~ I crrf ~ ~ 
Cfil" ~~I ~ ~ ~ 3i~P:Cfi'i ~ ifi ~ ~'ildl ~.~am-~~ R 
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'l\\1 l~lit I~ 
a city in South East Uttar Pradesh near the holy tj1'flf , where the rivers *1T and 
~ come together. Allahabad is a Center for Hindi literature with the 
"' 
presence of the ~ 'E1 If~,~ 'E1 '"~0 '1 (Hindi Literature Society ). 
~ F street ~ A open 
"' 
~ M horse ~ A closed 
ajl=t:H I v pull '111 d'i I v wm 
tjl"f§ ADV in back "' Cfi" ~ pp near 
fu:fi ADV only ~ M kind 
~'11'11 v make ~ ADV perhaps 
~ tailor 
1 af'-~:1 
Answer these questions in Hindi based on the passage : 
"' ... 
~CfCfict 10 I Cf?TI" ~ ~ ? 
°' Cf?TI" 1TTlf (cow) ~ €11"9<:11 ~ ? 
~ 3M Cfil" ~ ~ ~ fcfi" a1i«f 'i 'E10 B 111 ~ ? 
oi rrtjf Cfi"T ~ ~ Cf?TI" ? 
~ ~01~1~ I< Ghl' ~ ~ Cfi"T Cf?TI" ~ ~? 
&. efm w ~ ~ ~D<8 ~? 
,. ""' (" ,. ""' ""'~· 
\9 ~01~1~1< ~ ~ +:r ~ ~ ~ Gf9(f' ~? 
c; mm~~ (open) ~ ? 
E. ~ (remaining) ~ W ~ ~ ? 
~ 0 Cf?TI" ~ fu:fi ~ - q11lllBI ~'ildl ~? 
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~=festival 
+fiTirrr = celebrate 
cfi" OfR = after [pp] 
R<1T =lamp 
tprT = worship [prayer] 
~=goddess 
~ = fireworks 
~=snacks 
<:"Rf <t?t" = at night 




<f\611~1 m«r CfiT ~ W ,~j~I'( ~I~~~ lf" ~ ~ ~ 
. ~~ 1 ~ITT Ul1 ~ ~ (t~) m ~ ~191~ ~ ~ 
ar:i"Thl:fT ~ ctil" ~ lf" ~ ~ ~ I m+r Cfil" ~~+fr ctil" ~ ~ 
~ l~~+frtFrctil"~ ~I~~~~~~ IIB"Cfil"~ 
~~~I P161~611~ ~ P"l61~lff~~ I ~li°YCfl611'i 
~~I IB Cfil" ~ ~ lf" \il~IB~I (1~1;f) ~~I~~ 
~ ~ ~ 14'611ffi ~~ITT~ tl1d'(~ ~~I~ ITT 
~ ~ ©<1~8 ~I qf.c611\ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lf" mrIT ~~ I 
<fl 61 1~1 ~ fu-~ ~ fclm ctil" ~ ~ '((04 (11 ctil" m- q\ifT ~ ~ 1 
~ ~ ~ 
~ ,41~1 '( BCfl~l ~ ~'(l'i I ~ I 
~=pomp 
~ = forest dwelling 
~ = happiness 
" 
~=to light 
El'1 = wealth 
~=wear 
~= setoff 




f9"m = wisdom 
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8 ~ ~ 
~ 9 I '11 cp:rr ~ ? 
~ ~~@r~~cnl"~ltcfm~~?- .· .. 
~ @]" <-FIT ~~-m ctTr ~ ~ ~ ? 
'ti eJ91'11 ~ ~ @]" cr:rr-cr:rr ~ ~ ? 
\( ~191 '11 lt Gfit.:r-m ~ ~ 2- ? 
"' c;. ~ 
""" """~· 
&. eFia '({l ~ li'lK1 ~ ? 
~ eFld'({l lf @r cr:rT ~ ~? 
~ @r <-FIT ~<~QI cnl" ~ ~~? 
r'\ fl: ""' ~ 
E. cr:rT c\ 19 1\1 '1?:JT \4 I ~I '( ~ ? 
·. ~·~ .... ·  
:;. ,.... .. . 
. 
'' . ... . ........... _ 
rt I lafil:C: ' 
311Qcti.· 
. . . '' 3Qftl'l .. 
.• \•i · .. 
·~.,.:., ~ ·~. .... ...-. . ._ - I ' . ..... -- - .  .  
I 
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REQUIRED VOCABULARY - LESSON FOUR 
NOUNS 
ffiir(plural) people ~* 
-:. 
book (= fCflrj 14 *) 
~ cobbler "l '( '""l rj * repair 
~ shoe ~* haste, hurry 
C'\ 
-CITTIT -cnm* (see 25.3) 
~ tailor ~ *=tnr letter 
mi brother 
~ friend *=feminine 
~"11'91'( news 
~ +:! I '9 I '(q :;i newspaper 
+:!~~+:!1'1 Muslim 
-:. 
ADJECTIVES VERBAL ADJECTIVES 
~/lrttGT rich/poor 'l'.fi'CT torn 
~ 
C'\' 
old ~ literate 
mu entire cc:r broken 
C'\ 
4Tchl" rest, other ~ placed 




~ always 3fJ1T in front 
~ everyday tjTI§ in back 
~ ever ~ (makes commands milder) 




X ~ PF?1'""1 I meet X ~ Cfl{'""fT hurry 
~ live V ~ Cfi l ~I QI 'Cfl'("""fT try to V* 




"' x ~ J"t '(JOJ"j a ~ repair x ~ place,put 
x q-{ YI r~ QI Cfl{'""fT polish x ~ wash 
' 'Cf+frtT roam around ~ «1 J"t I ~ Cfl{'""fT use 
"' 
€1~'""1 I open 
>=> 
J"trtlrtl celebrate 
~ Cfl{'""fT pray 
"' *(V =verb in infinitive form) 
AUXILIARY VERBS 
VN + "9 li?:'""I I want to VN (VN =verbal noun: \ifT'""IT, ~l~rt I, ~etc.) 
S + B91rtT (S =stem of any verb: ( ~, \ifl,~) can, be able 
QUESTION WORDS 















~ ~ on the right hand side 
GfTf ~ on the left hand side 
behind 
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Lession Five Conversation 
an-~! 
..... ' 
3ff w ~ +:fl1 ~ ! 
~ ~' am Cf1l- CfirT =tt I f~l{ ? 
""" """ """~ 
~~~~~l 
CfiGr (ICfi "9 I f~lf am Cf1l- ? 
CfWl"ua-u~ 11<© ~~ 1 
~ fil 1 f) CflZ1 ~ l 3ff\if ~ Cf1l" ~ 9iTlf ~ I 
afl\Cfilt~~~~~~~? 
~, ~ am CfiGr ~ ~ ~ W ~ ? 
qWf rn ~ ~ q~=tt11~1 
"' .,,...:+ ' ' fl ' ~. G.lq~'( "fll ~ ~ Cfi" ~~z;ii111 
"""'f) ....... """ Cfi 11 ~I Cfi'(lf l 
trCfl" ~ l CfllJl?t-~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ l 
-·-
(~1C:tJf) 
.. ~.' ··· ....... · 
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Listen to this song from the Hindi film 3ITTTt:f'll 
with Rajesh Khanna and Sharmila Tagore: 
11111 \%:~~~w~~~ 
The bees are buzzing, the buds are blooming 
from lane to lane, from bud to bud 
m bumblebees, the word for honeybee is ~ 'honeyfly' 
"' 
1l'11T'lT R- 2-1 present progressive form ofll'ill'i l'i I hum 
~ ~ '~~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ I present progressive form of~ bloom 
~ ...... ~ .. ~ ......... 
~ C\ ~ I ~ ~ ~ JOi I 'i "1 '1 '\I ~ ..,.....JOi (l,...,....,Cfl,,......l,...,..Q) 
~ 
Just see, sweetheart, how this deceptive (~ {'"l l'i) bumblebee smiles 
~ GfKfr" ~ ~!'Cl"\ IQ) t!_ti c # mu ~ futf ~ 
0, the bud is shy, hiding like a girl (mu~) behind a veil(~#) 
C'\ 
~~~cRIT~qcf"'i"~lKfrlK# 





Rim Cfl1 cr:rr ~ ~ cftrIT m ~ oo ~ ~ ~ 
What should we say to anyone; look, both of us are also a little lost 
~ cp:fT ~ ~ ~ ~ # 31{+il'i ~ ~ 
what happened, oh,oh, hidden desires (31<+I11) awaken in the heart 
~~~cRIT~qcf"'i"~lKfrlK# 
Jl'i1'il "\%: ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ 
lKfr lKfr cnm GfKfr 
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wn- q-ru- ~ 3lT3IT CfWfr cfi" ~ crrR ~ iiRfT3IT 
..... 
Listen don't come near, with the bud as excuse(~) don't show love 
\ifTdIT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ cfi" ~ 300 ~ ~ 
Go, don't pretend(~ ~ ~ ), with the bee as excuse don't make 
eyes(aOO) [at me] 
~~~cfim~qqo=r~~~ 
Jl'iJJ'i I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CfWfr CfWfr 
~ ~ CfWfr CfWfr 
LESSON FIVE 
Translation 
Calling the bearer 
~bearer; the room servant, who sees to cleaning, serves snacks, runs errands, 
and looks after guest's personal wants. He also often acts as intermediary with the 
hotel washerman, who lives behind the hotel near the servants' quarters. 
~ 9il" -- 9il" is used to indicate the direct object. Since 9il" is not used when the 
"" noun is not definite, GfU ~~ l'i I might be rendered as calling a bearer.~~ l'i I call 
~ ~ 
(here used as a verbal noun); also means invite. This verb means call in the sense 
of summon only. 
:€Trr ~ is used in the sense of call on the telephone 
~ is used when naming persons and things. 
~ ~ Cfi@" ~ I (They) call him saahab. 
~ ~~ 9il" fcfla I~ Cfi@" ~I (We) call a book fCfla I~ in Hindi. 
Delhi, the Swiss Hotel. 
~is used here to refer to a Western-style hotel. The word ~is also 




(I)'m coming, madam. 
3fT W ~ progressive present of verb 3lFl1" come agrees with understood 
..... 
subject l:f. ~ ~ feminine form of ~- Both ~ and lfl1 ~ 
are honorific forms and are used with plural verb forms only. 
~ ij I &:it, 3fTq' ifi1" iflIT "ct I f&q? Yes madam, what do you need ? 
~If~~ need, want. This verb always requires Cfll" with the subject. It agrees 
with the object (here ~) but has only two present forms: 
~If~~ when the object is singular and "91 f~lj when the object is plural. The 
expression 3lN Clil" CfIIT "91 f~~? is commonly used by shopkeepers when 
serving their customers. 
I have to get some clothes washed. 
~cause to wash, get washed, have washed. Causative form of the verb 
" 
~ wash. ~ 2- is the compulsion form of the verb ~<5'! 1'11. ~ means 
" ~ " " 
some when used as an adjective. It may be used with plural count nouns: 9n9 
" ..... -
~ some clothes, ~ ~ some shops, or with mass nouns: ~ tm1 some 
fruit, Cfit9 qi-;:ft" some water.. With singular count nouns 'Cfili must be used: 
" 
~ 3fR1IT some man ~ ~ some table. 
Both 9n9 and ~ should be translated as no in negative sentences: 






By when do you need (them)? 
question word when 
(postposition) until, by (depending on meaning) 
by when, until when (first meaning here) 
..... 
Plural agreement with understood direct object~ 
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~ U(f ~~I ~~~I Before tomorrow night. I'm in a hurry. 
tomorrow,yesterday (i.e. one day removed from today) 
night 
tomorrow night, last night 
= B" ~ (postposition) before 
NOTE also: ~ (adverb) first, previously 
~ (adjective) first 
~ (feminine noun) hurry, haste. 
The noun ~ is used in abstract possession constructions, where 
English uses the verb have, for which there is no equivalent in Hindi. (see 
p.199) When the noun possessed is abstract, like ~'the postposition Cfil" is 
used with the possessor. Thus lP.J ("1~91l) ~ 2- means I have hurry, I'm 
"' "' {.,!_ 
in a hurry. ~ is also used as an adverb (short for ~ B") meaning early 
or quickly: ~ 3tFIT come quickly, come early. 
~ITT 1F~Cfl{1 ~ I But that's difficult. 
atT\if ~ Cfi1" ~ CfiTlf ~ I Today the washerman has a lot of work. 
smce 
mm. 
this - used to refer to statement made before -that used in English. 
(particle)but "I {)Cfi~ ADJ difficult 
"' 
ADJ easy 3TI\if ADV today 
M washerrnan. Masculine noun, even though it ends in {, 
~ refers to a masculine occupation. The washerman's wife is called 
Washing and ironing are done by hand, and the old method of beating the 
clothes against a rock is still in use. 
"Cfil1i M work Used in ~HA VE' POSSESSION constructions 
(abstract) See Sec. 32 
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~cftid1 l<t+t1 ~~. 
~~tm-1 
Is there no other man to help ? 
~ when stressed, as here, meansother ~some . The verb ~ ~ is 
formed from a feminine noun ~ help. The person helped takes postposition cfr: 
~ ~ cfr ~ Cfil fiJi ~ I Help the lady. (Do the lady's help.) 
In compulsion constructions the verb ~ always agrees with 
~(fem.sing.) 
~ Cfil" ~ cfr ~ ~ ~ I The bearer has to help the washerman. 
~. \1frtt'13frcr~ 
~~\;fl"~~? 
~= +:flR but 
No, but when are you going from here? 
iifT W ~ progressive present; feminine plural which agrees with understood 
..... 
subject 3Til1 ( = lfl:r ~). The progressive present may be used to indicate a 
future action as in English, but this usage in Hindi is restricted mostly to verbs of 
motion like \lflr!T, anrrr 
cmft~~~ 
4{"i\'1 I ~ I 
We have to arrive home day after tomorrow in 
the morning. 
~M day after tomorrow, day before yesterday (i.e. two days 
removed from today) 
,,, ' 
~ ADV in the morning (oblique of ~ M) 
Y["91 I arrive is used in a compulsion construction here. Since 
Y["91 I, an intransitive verb, never has an object, it cannot agree with the object in 
the compulsion construction. In such instances, as when the object has a 
postposition, the verb is masculine singular. 
~ house, home. Here ~ is a place adverb. 
NOTE: 1. Time adverbs usually precede Place adverbs. (opposite of English) 
2. Time and Place adverbs are often formed by using a noun in the oblique case 
without a postposition. Since the oblique case is found without the postposition 
being actually present, this may be described as the "zero" postposition. 
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df -af.911 <ft q ~< CfiT ~ ~ 
t GfR' fit;f•111'11)f1tllfl ~I 
0 K (you ) will get (it) after four o' clock. 
We will try. 
O.K. (no agreement in this meaning) 
..... 
in the afternoon ::err<:" Gf\if" 4 o'clock 
..... ..... ..... 
Cfi ~ (postp.) after ::err<:" Gf\if" Cfi ~ after four o'clock 
fii;j~l I (future of P'l~'i I) will get 
cti(fQl~I ~ (future of CfilPll~I ~) will try 
Cfil Pll ~I attempt is a feminine noun used with verb ~. 
The postposition cm- is used after the action attempted (always a verbal noun) 
~ ~ cm- Cfil R11 ~I ~ I Try to speak Hindi. 
In ~ compulsion constructions the verb ~ agrees with Cfil R11~1 
and is feminine singular: 
ttcfi ~ I iifi I •I GI - Cf f~\i1 
~l~OitR~I 
O.K. Give me paper and pencil.. 
They are on top of that. 
Cfil~l':l't -~ closely related nouns need not be connected by 
aITz- and ~ 3R\ I Cf\ PP on (top of) 
The second sentence has understood subject Cfil~l':l't -~. When the 
subject is more than one inanimate noun, agreement is with the noun closest to 
the verb, here ~. Thus the verb is singular ~ . 
~ ~ ~ CfiT flrin" I 
fct1a;i ~? 
thing 
Count these things. 
How many are (there)? 
these things (oblique plural) 
\jf'CT used in requests and commands 
f1T'1T familiar command of rl'1'1 I count 
f 'fl(l 4) how many 
at -a'C§ I arrq-~ CfiT ~ 
{'tl f\it ~ I 










at ""~ I atltf \3"f fl ftwt1i 
{'f1 f\il il I 
0 .K. You write them. 
~ oblique of ~(plural). Cfil' could be deleted and~ used instead of ~ ~ 
&ilf\il4 = f'1f€!4 (Please) write (them. down). 
t.fi 41 ~? err Shirts, two. 
q I \JI I if , =ifT\' Pants, four. 
etf'i~iil.~ Undershirts, seven. 
al\S(C!l4< .~ Underwear, five. 
~~ Socks, three. 
~ fCfl(IWi ~? All are how many ? 
~ '!iCfCftl ~ ~ ~ all (total) are 21, sir. 
~'~~~I Look.don't be late. 
~ lTTlr (1"t.fl' ~ ~ I Definitely bring (them) by tomorrow evening . 
..... 
~ F delay ~ certainly 
..... ..... 
~B' with delay, late ~ bring 
~~©' let delay not occur 
mlf evemng 





C-• ~ '1h.C/ tt"" C--· i ,he! 15' '. S' 'ID .~ ;i 
rla- ~ 'If i .~ l c-· ~ ~ 
,~ ·r ~ i 0-· ~ i· ;he! ~ 0-· i ; 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~t ~ 'ii> I ~;he/ 1' 'i· 
~ ·h2 f f f I, ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
~ (~ (~ ,~1 i .~ Jt ~1 i ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I/ w 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
C-• 
F ~ i ~ ~ l i i s ~ 
rw ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~..,; 
Jt Jt ~ ~~ i f f 0-· f ~~~ ~. 9 
f f .~ t f ·~ ·~ (~ (~ •he! (~ .~ f ~ 13 i 
(~ ,~i ~ (~~ ~~ .~.~ ~ ~' ~~ ,~'i· f ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I/ w ~ 
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26 THE PROGRESSIVE PRESENT 
26.1 FORMS 
Like the habitual present, the progressive present consists of two words; the first word 
indicates the aspect, progressive, and the second marks the tense, present. 
MASC FEM SINGULAR PLURAL 
VERB STEM+~+ SING arr f (~) ~ (~)~ 




In this verb form, the stem is written as a separate word and not connected to the 
ending. The following endings are found: 
MASCULINE FEMININE 
SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 
~· ~ 
(+T) w ~ (~)~~ (lf) w ~ (~)-W~ 
... ........ 
-w~ -~~ -w~ -w~ 
Example (verb ~ "wash") : 
MASCULINE FEMININE 
SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 
(lf)ITTW~ (~) m ~ ~ (lf) m w ~ (~)mw~ 
mw~ m~~ m-w~ m-w~ 
The negative of the progressive present is formed by inserting the negative marker 
'l@"not, before the verb. Deletion of the tense marker in the negative of the progressive 
present is not as common as for the habitual present. In general, the progressive present 
is not very commonly used in the negative. 
Example: 
Negative: 
~ '¢ fCfl tff ~ ilfT W ~ I The girls are going home . 
~'¢ftfitff ~ 'l@" ilfT W~ I The girls are not going home. 
~ '¢ fCfl lli ~ 'l@° ilfT W I 
(~ changes to W when the tense marker is dropped.) 
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26.2 USES 
(a) Note that the progressive present can be used to describe an action occurring in the 
future. This usage is especially common with verbs of motion. 
~ ~ arr W ~ I He's coming today. 
Here is another example of this use: 
~ 
~~~T~ 
m1 ;rtin tp=tttf~tn:r 
ilflo!l .n~, ~rqct 
f+rqRT 
i-~QeT~Z1 fl«;~ 
ITT. ~ ' q If<?I <H nrr.=r fm;q;. 
lf;:i;. ( cftfci"iT) iV. R. t;m;rr 
~r.ft" f•r~fr (ITT F'I Io 11 ) 
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(b) Most of the time, however, the progressive present is used for an action occurring in 
thepresent as in the following examples: 
in order to get son 
<Jlloo m a1@1, Edi CJIIM ml 
'l:l df ~m£tl of~ '1li ~ ~· 1 
~ = lucky ~ fuITT = higher education ~ ~ = get 
~ = foreign t.91?!ct ft1 = scholarship Y"11ct l~l = capitalist ~ =people 
c:. "" 
~ = blood "9'8'11 = suck ~ -~ = happiness fo)'1'1 I = snatch away 
"" "" "' 
~n~a1 CfiVfT =exploit J:i-ot9'( =mosquito rIT<Cf =glory ~1a1~4l =century 
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I ar'"t.11 ij : 








(vocative form of above) 
studies 
such a 
strong negative marker 
father(+ politeness marker ~ ) 
to go (on) 
~) Cfiirr-~ ~ ~ ~~? 
' ' ,. -..:.. 
~) lfTl" Cfi ~ l=f rn ~ ? 
~) cr:JT 1I"1T fqa lll11 ~ ~ ~ ? 
~) cr:l'T Nd 1 'Jtl 31 I &i~ cITT ~ TC9 ~ ~ ? 
(' ~ -..:.. 
\() ~~~~W~? 
t_) flla11J1l ~ ~ ~~? 
\!I) 3Wf~~lf, ~~ ~ 
3lcfi~~~? 
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27 THE OBLIQUE PLURAL 
The oblique plural, like the oblique singular, is used when the nouns, pronouns, and 
adjectives are governed by any postposition. The oblique plural of all nouns is 
characterized by the ending -aft : The declensions are given below: 
masculine marked masculine unmarked 
singular plural singular plural 
' ' direct -arr(~) -~ (~) -- (Cfi l~I~) -- (Cfi I~ I~) 
oblique ' -~(~) -aft(~ ~ 911 ) -- (ctil~I~) --aft (Cfi PI \ill) 
feminine marked feminine unmarked 
singular plural singular plural 
direct -~(~) -~(~~fcti~i --(aITTq) --1t (~) 
oblique -t(~) -~(~~fctiT.ll --(aITTq) --aft (aTI«ft) 
ADJECTIVE DECLENSIONS 
masculine feminine 
singular plural singular plural 
direct ' -f(~) -f(~) -arr (Y ( 111 ) -~ (CRFl") 
~ ~ ~ 
oblique ' -~ (CRFl") 
~ 




singular plural singular plural singular plural 
' ' direct ~ If ~ Cf Cf!fT Cf!fT 
oblique ~ ~ ~ &f m- ~ 
The oblique plural of nouns indicates plural only; it cannot be used for politeness. 
direct: ~ 3P"HJ 911 # ~ I 
singular meaning: 
plural meaning: 
oblique: 'El I~~ # ~ ctil f\ll ~ 
The gentleman is from America. 
The gentlemen are from America. 
plural meaning only: Speak to the gentlemen. 
(Thus it is not possible to use plural as a politeness marker in the oblique.) 
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When adjectives are used as nouns, the noun endings are used: 
Blif CfiT ~ OfifT ~ ? What's the price of the small ones ? 
Nouns referring to quantities (of time or money) are most commonly used in the oblique 
singular when they do not refer to individual items: 
~<n-m-~~~ I ~~feJrcnfCfinf~ I 
These are two-rupee papayas. That's two day's work. 
(two-rupee amount, not individual rupees) (two days is one stretch of time) 
I af'--qrn: I 
Note these examples of the oblique plural: 
~ 














llllUD mun'. JAlft 
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,.--··· .. A 
.. •• ... - .. ~.!"".. .... · .. , 
~~4=i~i? 
~ f?:ffn;, ~ 
~~? 
~ f&<?f\;n t? 
. , 
-~·· ·.~ 
"\ ~ ~ 
. .- >.\~~ / .~· ~,r~,:~(_-~1 
;:;.:_.',i;;:,: , -~· ;.UiKl--'''~'· J;~ • 
~ 0:.. ~~ u 
... ,,.··' .... ( 
ll6"ilR tftgte1a,i11f1 
fctie1 ~ ~~~Ch ~ Cfit -;r ~! am 
HlstlR~ ~ iu41, ~<-$(tllR~~~1 
100~.q;c • i*i'a:::t cli~ 
c:rt" 3=t q ;:ft .... 'tlc0Ch~ 
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28 A Cl.,O'TJH SHOP= READlNG PASSA..Glg 
·~ ; 
~ CfiT ~f@4 I ~ mjr ~{I~~ ~ m ~ ~ cfr ~ ll° ~ ~ I m-@" 
~ ~ ~ 1Cfl 1;{1 Tl- 3ffilT ~ I 3fGf ~ ~ t+i Hl Tl- m-@" ~ \jff ~ ~ I 
~ ~ f<::~I cfr ~ ~ BI f.,g4l *t" ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ "CfWIT 
ftj<tJaw· am~# q\ ~ ~, ~ ~ &41f~ ~1f.~41 cfi" m ~, "lfRr mro cft" 1 
~ cITT° Blf~lff ':l"lll~l~'C ~ m ~ Cf1¢1~41~l ~~I 
m ~ m ~ m"#r cITT-~~ r~~1 ll-1 ~UT{~~~(~ 
GfT1T Tl-) aITT ~ Gll':lil'C CfiT Gl'"ll'CB ~ Cf11\30C:'( (~ ~ lf) I 
3il~f'ilfl cfi" m ~~~I~ cfi° m ~ cF m1 ~~I~, 



















~ t=\l~l'il beg 
f~~d'i house,place 
... '"" \lfB" as 
~ wedding 
~ silk( ADJ) 
'"" Cfi Lffif to 
<StH41'1 undershirt 
Answer questions in Hindi based on the reading passage: 
n ~ r~ 1i~F1 fcfirr ~ ctil" ~ ~ ? 
"' ... 
~) m~ ~ \jfT ~ ~ ? 
'"" ... 
~) m~rn~\JfT~~? 
~) ~ f'"l1Jq'i lf ':'"41~1d:Z cfim BIGslli fJOt<>ldl ~? 
... Fr A "'~~ .... ~) Cl Cl I Q:"fl tj I ~ ll I "fl "11 'Q_ I \II ~ ? 
~) am ""flT;r-m ~ ctil" ~ ~ ~ Tt 1 
&.) :ZP"i'9..-~ ~ ~ Cfil" mjr ctil" ~ ~ ~ ~? ·· 
") ~ ~ ifi fuir ~-BT Blf~tti~? 
~) ~ Bt=\l\J1 m ~ lf ~ ~? 
0 CflIT ~ <Sfl~l:Z 4~1~Cll:Z GfiT R ~? 
~ 0 ) y <St1~1<: ctil" <St'il<:~l Blf'54im ~~? 
·Q-ICF.1' i:l""C>~ ~~~ 
~~:q-c;:~ 
~J~:::['·al~ 'l,ofu7f, iHFll=J'§fR<I' 
.MR:f ~.RTGr ;i)!; C5;?);:0; arTJJ 
~·1i:t'~.'~ it~ .. 
llffi~ ~ f~~-8 .q;);t: 262143 285003 
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29 ORDINALS, TIME EXPRESSIONS, PARTS OF THE DAY 
29.1 ORDINALS AND AGGREGATIVES 
CARDINAL ORDINAL AGGREGATIVE 
' ~ first: ~(~) ~ ~ second: ~ (~ctct14) ~ both 
C"\ " 
~ ~ third: 81 ~ (I ((Rfp:r) ~ all three 
~ 
~ =cJR fourth: ~ :crro- all four 
k qf-cf fifth: 4f"9ctl tIT91- all five 
(. ~: sixth: "C90T t9@ all six 
" 'ij"Rf seventh: ~ktctf men- all seven 
i::; 3llO eighth: 3frOcIT ano1 all eight 
€. riT ninth: ffi ffi all nine 
,0 ~ tenth: ~ ~ all ten 
All other ordinals are formed by adding the suffix ctT to the cardinal to form a marked 









The ordinals in parentheses above are ~ forms (i.e. forms borrowed from Sanskrit) 
commonly found in written Hindi. Thus written references to railroad classes commonly 
refer to >l"~ ~ 'first class' instead of ~ ~ I In the spoken language, the 
(' 
English form ~ ~ would be most common. Lottery ads also use these forms: 
~ q 'CfCfl I< first prize 
"' fital ll q 'CfCfl I < second prize 
"' 
~ q 'CfCfl I '( third prize 
c:. "' 
but when the Urdu form for 'prize' ~is used, the ordinary forms are used: 
~~,~~ 
fcl-ecr ·a; <a•Jl ~·~iii: ~~ff« 




29 .2 MULTIPLICATIVES 
These forms, like the aggregatives are formed by adding the suffix - aft to the cardinal 
numbers. They are however commonly used only with certain larger numbers : 
Example: 
131"'-"'lfrn: 
tens and tens 
scores and scores 
hundreds and hundreds 
thousands 
~ qf-tr th=™~ cnT ~ 3IT ~~I 
°""'" Thousands are coming to see the five-legged pig. 
Translate into Hindi. 
1. I want a second-class ticket to Allahabad. 
2. All five students are speaking Hindi. 
3. Indira lives on twenty-second street. ~ part 
4. I am singing the third part of the song. ~(VB) sing (NM) song 
5. Hundreds of thousands of people are coming to hear Mr. Vajpeyi. (m q I 'ii q 41) 
3f~UfT~R srcf~ ~· ~T~ 
fi:r~;:iftlf) t.5) ctr~)GT ~. 
. . . . . . 
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29.3 FRACTIONS 
' 1/2 3fTITT Example: arrm Cfi\11 half a banana 
3/4 ~ Example: ~tier three quarters of an hour 
1 1/4 Ben Example: Ben~ $1.25 
' ' "' The price is Rs. 1.50. 1 1/2 ~ Example: ~~~~I 
(' 
21/2 m Example: m~~~I 2 1/2 kilos is a lot. 
From this point on, all the fractions are formed regularly: 
1 3/4 qf.f cft" 2 3/4 qf.f ~ 3 3/4 qf.f ~ etc. 
2 1/4 Ben cft" 3 1/4 Ben ~ 4 1/4 Ben ~ etc. 
3 1/2 ~ ~ 4 1/2 ~ ~ 5 1/2 ~ qf-9 etc. 
Note that qf.f means 'one quarter less than'. The fractions are considered 
singular up to and including 1 1/2 ~ 
~ mam~~~? 
"=<Ben~ am~~~~? 
~ ~ qf-9 am qf.f ;IT~~? 
1i1 mamm~~? 
~ rft<T am~~~ ? 
&_ Ben am Ben ~ ~ ~ ? 
" qf.f ~ am m ~ ~? 
c; Ben ~ am ~ mQ ~ ~? 
€. qf.f cn- am qt.t qf-9 ~ ~? 
~ o ~ ;IT am qt.t qf-9 ~ ~? 
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29.4 CLOCK-TIME 
There are many ways of asking 'what time is it?' 
What time is it? can be said in many different ways: 
~~~? 
... 
cr:rr ~ ~? 
... ... 
(sometimes Gfi" ~ ~ ?) 
... 
cr:rr ~ ~? 
... 
cr:rr CfCRf ~ ? 
... 
cr:rr ~ ~? 
(The last three expressions use the Hindi, Urdu, and English words meaning 'time') 
Clock-time expressions are formed using the verb~ 'ring' . 
... 
~~~I It's one o'clock. 
It's two o'clock. ~~~I 
~~~I It's three o'clock etc. 
The fractions in 29.3 above are used for quarter-time expressions: 
It's quarter past 
... 




4:15BCIT~ ~ ~ 
etc. 
13f'-~~ 
Give the Hindi equivalent: 
It's half past 
' ... 
1:30 ~~~ I 
(' ....... ~· 
2:30 m~~ I 
3:30 ~~~~I 
....... ....... ...:\.• 
4:30 ~~~~I 
etc. 
1. It is 8:30. 6. It is 7:45 
2. It is 6:15. 7. It is 11:00 
3.Itisl:30 8.Itis5:15 
4. It is 2:30 9. It is 12:30 
5. It is 12:45 10. It is 1:15 
It's quarter to 






There are of course more general forms for telling time, which can be used for all 
times, not just the quarter times. First of all, the universal forms such as 'two forty' 
can be translated directly: 
2:40 
11: 34 
Alternatively, the following are used: 
~ "91<1l(1 
nu<~ "91'11(1 etc. 
>For times after the hour, the form of~ used is Gf\il" Cfi"<, usually with past verb 
form~ or©"~ I 
~ ~ Cfi"< ~ fl:Ac ~ It is ten minutes afterfou'r. 
('four having rung, ten minutes occurred') 
......... 
>In times before the hour, the form of~ used is~ lf, often with adverb 
~ 'remaining' : 
~ ~ 'ij- qft fl:Ac ~ ~ I It is five minutes before five. 
('in nine ringing, five minutes are left') 
I af'-?.fm ~ 
Give three Hindi equivalents for each time: 
1. It is 8:15. 3. It is 7:30 5. It is 1:30 
2. It is 6:45. 4. It is 11:15 6. It is 11 :45 
29.5 CLOCK-TIME EXPRESSIONS (ADVERBIAL) 
When clock times are used adverbially, the equivalent of English 'at' is 
expressed in various ways: 
First of all, the questions for 'at what time' are the oblique forms of the 
questions above with no postposition: 
~~~I~~ I~ cr:Rl" 3fRIT~? 
At what time does he come. 
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With times on the hour and those using quarter-time fractions, again the oblique is 
used with no postposition. (only the singular forms actually change in the oblique) 
BC{T ~ ~ > BC{T ~ 3ff3IT It's quarter past one> come at quarter past one 
~ at'l ~ ~ > ~ at'l ~ 3ff3IT It's quarter past one> come at quarter past one 
With most other clock-time expressions, the equivalent of English 'at' is ~: 
Come at five to two. 
Listen to the program at twenty 
after nine. 
Remember, do not use~ with the whole hours or quarter hour expressions: 
cft" ~ \jff3fr I NOT U ~ o/ ~ I 
fcRr 9cRf ? NOT ~ CVRr 11"{ ? 







e) 10: 30 




j) 8: 39 
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29.6 PARTS OF THE DAY AND TIME 
To distinguish A.M. and P.M., the clock-time expressions are used with the following 
parts of the day: 
' morning (4 AM - 12 noon) WRY,~ 
afternoon (12 noon - 4 PM) ~~ 
evening (4PM-7 PM) wr+r 
night (7 PM "4AM) ZR[ 
These parts of the day are used adverbially with Cfil, except when the noun has a separate 
' oblique form, which is the case only for WRY (~ by analogy usually follows this rule, 
also) 
in the morning ~ , ~ (NO Cfil) 
in the afternoon ~ ~ Cfi)" 
in the evening 'm+=f Cfi)" 
at night ZR[ Cfi)" 
Although~ cannot be used with Cfil, when the other 
expressions have a separate oblique form due to a modifier, 
both forms are possible: 
in that evening 
in that night 
·~ 
k7_" 






3TI\if ~ ~ CfiT 
3TI\if wr+r CfiT 
3TI\if U(f CfiT 
The above forms can be used with clock-times, but it is more common to form a 
' possessive with Cfi : 
the night's 9 1/4 o'clock 
the morning's 7 1/2 o'clock 
(9:15 PM) 
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I af'-"lffif = I 
Answer each question using the railway timetable. Do not use the 24-hour clock in your 
answers. Do indicate the part of the day (morning, evening, etc.) in your answers. 
Note the manner in which the show times are written in the 
film ad at the right: ~ (daily) : r=< II 
~I = 3:15PM. &_II = 6:30PM, tll 
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29.7 The expressions for the days of the week and the calendar months were given in 






~ ~' BLQI~ week .. -
+rm, +i@'i I month 
C' 
~. Cftf, ~ year 
~ decade 
00, ~lrjl~ century 
j 311""4 I ~ : I 
Answer the following questions in Hindi. 
~ m ~ ctil" afCffu cITT- cr:TT ~ ~ ? afCffu = period of time 
~ ~ITT (+rr'i") li" ~ tft ~~? 
~ ~ B~I~ li" ~ITT~? 
~ ~umi~li"~ITT~? 
~ ~ u ~ +1{111 li" ~ITT~? 
&_ ~ ~E_~o U ~ ~E_E_o aetJ ~ ~2-? 
' ' (..!_ 
29.8 ADVERBIAL USE OF TIME ADVERBS 
On Wednesday 
On the fifteenth 




Days of the week must be used with 
postposition Cfil" when adverbial. 
Dates must be used with postposition 
Cfil" when adverbial. 
Other adverbials with time expressions are much as in English, with postpositions such 
' ...... ...... 
as Cfi" ~ after U ~ before 
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I 311"£4 I ij : I 
Translate into Hindi using the correct postposition. 
Example: We go to class at 11 MWF and at 10:30 ITH. 
~ m-+1, ~' afu: Qj,5f191{ Cfi1" H!I{~ ~ ~ ~~' afu: ~ afu: 1~f4fa91{ Cfi1" ~ 
~~I 
1. We are going at quarter to nine tomorrow morning. 
2. Pay the money tomorrow morning at quarter after seven. 
3. We are eating at ten to one this afternoon. 
4. I am going to another class at 2:30. 
5. The girls are going to India in three years. 
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30 PRONOUNS- OBLIQUE FORMS, COMBINED FORMS 
DIRECT OBLIQUE FORMS WITH FORMS WITH CfiT 
Cfil" (declined like marked adj.) 
..... "' .... .... +f I ~ ~~Fhl~ lfU my "' "' 
df?Fhl~ 
..... 
(f° you ~ au your SINGULAR "' "' "' 
~ he,she,it ~ 3~Ffilf3U 3~Cfil his,her,its 
~ he,she,it ~ ~~ ~ his,her ,its 
CflIT what? ~ fcti iFfil ;m- fcti~ Cfi I of what? SINGULAR 
Cfii;,- who? ~ fcti ~ Cfil ;m- fcti~ Cfi I whose? 
CflIT what? fcn-.1 fcti1Cfil~ fcti1 Cfi I of what? PLURAL 
Cfii;,- who? fcn-.1 fcti1Cfil~ fcti1 Cfi I whose? 
~ we ~ ~~ ~~l~I our 
~ ..... d'11 you d'11 "'~ (j,~1~1 your "' "' 
3fN you 3fN amcfiT antfCfiT your PLURAL 
~they ~ ~~ ~ their 
.... 
~~ their !f they ~ ~ 
~someone fct;m fct;m Cfil" fct;m CfiT someone's SINGULAR 
Cfi'1C9 something Cfi'1(9 --- --- ---
"' "" 
\ill- who, which m fil~Cfil~ fi!~enl whose, of which SINGULAR 
\ill- who,which m fii .. lCfil~ fil1 Cfi I whose, of which PLURAL 
When a second (combined) form with Cfil" exists, it is optional but preferred in informal speech. The 
combined form may be used only if the pronoun and the postposition Cfil" are next to each other. Thus, in the 
expression ~ 00 C!il", no combined form may be used since the word ~ intervenes between ~ and the 
postposition Cfil". 
The translations given for the forms with CfiT are correct only when these forms are used as possessive 
adjectives. Other translations must be used when pronouns are combined with Cfilfoi/<ITT in other contexts. 
Example 1: The first word in the compound postpositions is often ~. 
for me = 1:j- + ~ fuit = "if{ m 
for us = Q:l1 + ~ m = ~ m 
Example 2: Some complex verbs require CfiT or 9il" with the complement. 
Thus, the verb ~ ~ help requires 9il" with the person helped. 
help me = 1:i" + 9il" ~ cITT"ITT = ~ ~ ~ I 
Does she help you ? = ~ ~ +9il" ~ ~ ~ ? = ~ ~ ~ CficiT ~? 
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"' 31 THE POSTPOSITION ifi' tmr 
31.1 The basic meaning of the postposition ~ t:ffB" is 'near~ 
31<;."jl~I¢ fG:"'~l ~ t:ffB" ~ I Aligarh is near Delhi. 
~ ~ t:ffB" ~ ~ I The girl is sitting (seated) near me. 
~ fut'¢ ctil ~ c:rrB" ~ I The table is near the window. 
31.2 A very common use of the postposition ~ t:ffB" is to indicate possession. 
Sentences with ~ c:rrB" in this use are usually translated using the verb have m 
English; there is no Hindi equivalent for the English verb have. In such sentences, the 
-.. 
postposition Cfi t:ffB" follows a pronoun representing a human being, who is the 
possessor, the person whohas the thing possessed. The thing possessed is usually a 
concrete, tangible object. 
~~t:fru"~~~ I 
fu~ ~ t:ffB" ~ Gf1 lil ':11 ~ I 
-.. ... 
<),....,..., ~ ............... , '( t:ffB" cr:rr Q ? 
fu~ ~ t:ffB" Cfi11 ~ ~ I 
Cffi rr-@ ~ ~ t:ffB" I 
The washerman has a lot of clothes. 
The teacher has a beautiful shirt. 
What do you have ? 
The teacher has little time. 
I don't have money. 
The postposition CfiT I ~ I ~ expresses ownership, while the postposition ~ t:ffB" 
expresses possess10n: 
#fr f91a 16il ~ I It's my book. 
3ITT:lfr CfiT ~ ~ CfilRT ~ I 
~ t:ffB" f91a 16il ~ I I have a book. 
3ITT:lfr ~ t:ffB" ~ ~ CfilRT ~ I 
It's a very big room(belonging to)the man. The man has a very big room. 
-.. 
31.3 Finally, the postposition Cfi t:ffB" is used after a noun or pronoun indicating a person 
gone to: 
'5 I Cf l'( ~ t:ffB" \jff3ff I Go to the doctor. 
3fN ~ t:ffB" 3IT ~ ~ I I'm coming to you. 
9Q ~ fu~ ~ t:ffB" \JfTctT ~ I She goes to the teacher everyday. 
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"' Transform each sentence as in the example. Use Cfi q-ro- with the possessor. 
' ' ..:.. '' ""' ..::.. Example: lRT ~ q I IJ\ IJ"I I ~ l ~ tfl"ij" ~ q I IJ\ I '"I I ~ l 
It's my white pajama. 
\3€ Ch I f<:ct~l I ~ I 
' ' ..:.. '.:.O• 
-.-.ii ~,....,.......,.I 'C ¥ tffi ~ I 
~'"' 1 D ;fu:fr um '1@ ~ , 
"' ~· 
~~~~I 
~ tTim cn~l~ ~ I 
~~~~I 
~ ~ fend l"Ji ~ I 
f'"l61{41~1 cti1" ~~~I 
' ' .::.O• 
'"li:J€1~'4 Cfi ~1\3~ ~I 
"1C9T?f cti1" ~ ~ I 
~ cti1" Cf1 I flp:ff ~ ? 
q,~tD ~ Btf~lff~ I 
am cti1" ~ ~ ~ I 
~ CfiT ~ +fcfiT;:(~ ? 311q;i) 'fWll'f tftbaf; ~ 
~·~~.~lltt~l 
Rewrite the words in parantheses in the oblique case followed by the correct 
postposition: CfiT, ~ tfl"B", or the zero postposition (used for place gone to and time 
expressions.) Use the combined form with the pronouns wherever such a form exists 
(~)~hr+ftmjt~~~ I 
~ ~ ~ (am) 3ff w ~ l 
(l:f) ~ I 
~~~m-(~~)IJ\T~~ I 
am (~ ua-) CfiP1 Cfi"'C W ~ ? 
CT1) fctia41 fCfia 1"Ji ~ ? 
' ' ' ' -:\ 1Cf11'"Ml'C (Cf)~~ W ~ I 
~ 
cw~~~? 
~ (~ CfiT fuITTi) IJ\T w ~ l 
~· , , ~ R , 
(lf) ~ ~ 'C€1~1 \Jill I 
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32 THE USE OF ili1" WITH POSSESSORS OF ABSTRACT NOUNS 
The English verb have is used with abstract nouns such as need in have need, pride 
in have pride, work in have work . Such expressions are rendered in Hindi by using 
the postposition cFl" after the possessor, the person who has pride, work, etc. and 
then using the abstract noun with forms of the verb ~ , which agree with the abstract 
noun. 
~ aITT1fr cFl" ~ ~ ~ l 
~ cFl" CfiTl1 ~ I 
~~~I 
~ cFl" ~mfr ctil° ~~<d ~ I 
That man has a lot of pride. 
The washerman has work. (i.e. is busy) 
We're in a hurry. (We have hurry) 
The girl needs a new sari. 
(The girl has a new sari's need.) 
Jj, '&l ~ ~ I I have happiness. (i.e. I'm happy) 
With some abstract nouns, the use of cFl" is possible with the possessor, but other 
formulations are preferred: 
Example: B9IB question 





" Even though ~ 'time' is abstract, it is almost always used with Cfi' qn:f: 
The teacher has little time. fue.rCfi' ~ qn:f Cfi1:r ~ ~ I 
I don't have time. ifZ qn:f ~ ~ ~ I 
With other abstract nouns, other postpositions may be preferred : 
aITT1fr ~ \3\~ I~ ~ I The man has enthusiasm. 
~ 911" ~ ~ \JfR CfiT I The girl has the intention of going. 
With some abstract nouns, the verb 31RT is used instead of ~ 
An example is the word for anger: sFltT (Hindi) ~(Urdu) 
~ 
<5,Gfil'i~I< CfiT ~ 3IT ~ ~ I 
The shopkeeper is getting angry. 
~~~~sFltTamIT~ I 
He always gets angry in the class. 
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33 THE COMPULSION CONSTRUCTION 





infinitive ~ has to (internal) 
of + ~ has to (external) 
main verb ~I~~ ought to (moral) 
Both the infinitive and compulsion verb agree with the direct object, 
if any. Otherwise they are in the masculine singular form (neutral) 
33.2 INTERNAL COMPULSION -- COMPULSION VERB ~ 
Indicates that an action has to be taken as a matter of schedule or due to a desire or inner 
obligation of the subject: 
fem. sing. 
~ Cfil" rn 4{"i1'1 I ~ I 
masc. sing.= neutral agreement 
lfRfr Cfil" ~ oTCf1" ~ ~ I 
masc.plu. 
13f'-~:1 
Now I have to read this book. 
(because that is what I set out to do) 
The boy has to arrive in the morning. 
The cobbler has to repair the shoes. 
Answer each question using a positive answer and the compulsion construction. Use a pronoun as the subject in 
the answer using a combined form with the postposition if possible. 
Example: 
Do the washermen wash clothes? Yes, they have to wash clothes . 
. ' ' ~ 
Cfll'T Lfl~91~1 ~ ~ ~? 
Cfll'T fu~ aITT1fr *'" ~ ~ ~ ? 
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1i1) cr:rr mWfi fen a 1 ~ ~ ~ ? 
~) CflIT lh~CI I~ I JI l~ctil "©-~ ~ ~ ? 
&_) CflIT ~ ~ ~ ~~? 
~........ ........ ~ 
\9) CflIT 1TTWfi ~ ~ ~ ? 
~) CflIT aft«r B I f'5 ll i ~ ~ ? 
€.) CflIT 3fN ~ ~ ~ ~ ? 
~ 0 ) cr:rr q+r ~ fcnal~ ~ ~? 
Note the use of the ~ compulsion of q Cfl'.¢"11 'grab, catch' in the cartoon below. 
0 ' ' ' ' ' ' ther words: i~I ~I '1 mousetrap , ~ please , ~ excuse 
3 ·.~11· I/I' 
-------------
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33.3 EXTERNAL COMPULSION -- COMPULSION VERB ~ 
Indicates that the action is by some external force or obligation. 
JJ,© BR~ <~~]f\1 ~~~I I have to make rasgullas all day. 
' masculine plural agreement with \'E"PI~ 
>:> 
~ ~ ~ ifiTl'.ft 'Wft ~ ~ I I have to fill a notebook every week. 
feminine singular agreement with ~ 
~ ~ ~Cfil"~# ftt~'11 ~~I I have to meet him every Tuesday. 
neutral masculine singular agreement. 
~~ITT ~1':'(1(\iffifT ~~I He has to go to the market every day. 
neutral masculine singular agreement. 
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33.4 MORAL COMPULSION -- COMPULSION VERB "Ci4 If&~ 
Usually corresponds to English should or ought to. It has fewer forms than most verbs, 
only two in the present tense: 
singular: "91 f~~ Examples: 
~~ajl-~~"91f~~I 
That boy should study Hindi. 
Examples: 
plural: "91 f~li Examples: 
~ ~ Cfil" ~ ~ "91f~lj I 
That girl ought to eat bananas. 
O.K. At your house there's a 
dinner (party) then I certainly 
will come, but after eating 
(we) certainly ought to get 
Mughal-e-Azam. 
CITTd ~ · ar5f ~ aen . QT 
m;:rT ~T~t:!· 
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34.1 The verb "ii I f~4 is somewhat confusing, since it looks like the polite 
imperative form of the verb "ii l~'i I but does not at all function in that manner. In 
section 33, its use in compulsion constructions was described. However, when not 
used with a verb form, "ii I f~4 is quite different in meaning, ranging from the 
meaning of the English verb want to need. Thus there is only a small difference in 
meaning in the three sentences below: 
(1) am~ ~ cffr 'ft 'E''Cd I~ I Cf Q4Cfld I ~ ? 
(2) am ~ CflIT "ii I f~4 ? 
What is it you need? 
What do you need/want ? 
What do you want ? 
......... 
(3) am "CflIT ~ ~ ? 
However, shopkeepers or others are likely to use mainly questi:on(2), the other two being 
much more specialized. In other contexts, however , all three could be found. This 
synonymy does not exist when the complement is another verb. Thus there is little 
difference between 
I need I want a book. 
But there is a great deal of difference between the following two sentences: 
l:i" fcfld I iSI fil D <'i I "ii I@ I ~ I I want to buy a book. 
Jj, <© fcfld liSI fil <l<~il '1 I f~4 I I ought to buy a book. (see 33.4) 
The third possibility: 
Jj, <© fcfld liSI fil D<q cffr 'ft 'E''Cd I 31IClQ4Cfld I ~ l I need to buy a book. 
is somewhat closer in meaning to the "'C1 l~'i I form. Thus it makes little difference in the 
meaning of "'C1101 or 'ft 'E''Cd I 311ClQ4 Cfld I whether the complement is a verb or a noun, 
but with 'tj I f~4 it makes a great deal of difference. 
~ a:w1q4i 
G!ll<~ 
Gt '(a\'(d 'i 
.D~~ 
''lff; illf@il~ 
+11g;, +d-c-\\ ~Iii 
-ctoo1. ~Jg_uf r" 
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2 
1 amr5l4rl'cli a 
$au~a :ni!'ia .. 3 
~ffijfl . 
qfaan~q~ ·~ 
arrq <U;:rr q;r ... 
· ~rf~~ .· 
--...""""··DV ~~ 
~q,N~...,1m~6JJ~ · .. 
~ ~ tr i1w=€1 ;rr~r - q\qf it ~~ 
lf;T~~ 
f~~'IQ'. 
fil?.Tfi:t"I .it H 
fi.iclfff.i ~ 
, fiQ"Tfir.i ~I 
~tiig 
3HQilJ~ifil 
~3 Q[rtqqui qlqcpqoq ~ 
7 
· ~~TtTit Cfft aTmttcnm ·~ 










Ji~'\9~01 = important 
4l 6ll Cfl~ clj M = nutrient 
Cfirn F = parings, shavings 
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35 USES OF THE POSTPOSITION ifi)" 
35.1 WITH AGENT I SUBJECT 







know (a fact) 
know (how to do something) 
"tleed 
get 
Example: ~ Cfi1" ~ amfr ~I The woman knows Hindi. 
(b) when the verb is in the compulsion construction: 
(infinitive+ compulsion verb~' ~. or ""i:! I f~4) 
Example: 31N Cfi1" ~ ~ ~ ~ I You have to go every day. 
(c) possessor of abstract noun ~. ~. ?t~'Z(t, ITCf, ~ etc 
~ Cfi1" CfiTll 'i""@ ~ I The washerman has no work. 
All three constructions above are objectival, i.e., the verb agrees with the object. In the 
compulsion construction, there may not be an object, in which instance the verb is in the 
neutral form(= masculine singular). 
35.2 WITH INDIRECT OBJECT (=person spoken to, given something to, etc.) 
~~~irf~Cfil"~~~ I 
The washerman gives the lady the clothes every day in the morning. 
N.B. Four verbs require the postposition 'ij' after the indirect object. 
converse 
speak 
say c'Cfil" also possible) 
ask 
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35.3 WITH DIRECT OBJECT 
Use of cnl" is preferred if the object is both animate and definite but is required only when 
the object is a personal pronoun or proper name. 
1{" ~ ¥. W ~ I I am looking for a servant. (cnl" not needed) 
1{" <j,~I{ ~ cnl" ¥. W ~I I am looking for your servant (cnl" preferred) 
1{" 1'%: ¥. W ~I I am looking for you. (cnl" required) 
1{" ~ fCfld l<SI ~ W ~ I I am selling this book. (cnl" prohibited) 
In sentences like the last one where an indirect object is implied or expressed, cnl" may be 
used with the indirect object only. 
35.4 WITH ADVERBIALS 
(1) Time Adverbs: 
a. days of the week: on Monday = ~l JOI~ I'( cnl" 
b. dates: on the fifth = Gt9" d ID~ cnl" 
c. nouns used adverbially: in the evening = ~ cnl" 
exceptions: omitted after marked masculine nouns: 
(2) Place adverbs 
~ in the morning = ~ (not ~ cnl") 
optional when nouns are modified. 
that evening = ~ ~ or ~ ~ cnl" 
cnl" may be used sometimes to indicate in the direction of 
rrm-~ cnl" \lfT W ~I The car is going toward the city. 
Normally, however, the place gone to is in the oblique with no postposition expressed 
(zero-postposition construction) 
rrm-~ ~ \lfT W ~I The car is going to the old city. 
35.5 WITH VERBAL NOUNS 
In these constructions, cnl" is usually used as an alternative to ~ ~ 
We are ready to go : ~ \lfR ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~ \lfR cnl" ~ ~ I 
The teacher is telling him to study: 
fu~~~~~~w~ 1 1fu~~~cnl-~w~ 1 
They are sitting in the room in order to study: 
~~lf~~~~~ I /~~1f~cnl-~~ I 
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35.6 EXAMPLES OF USES OF cr1" 
1 f'leirr qf~eJT'lT ·cit 
f q~f~ ~~TtroT 
2 +reel Cf>T if~ 
~ ' '-=> 
~) tnt~r ,,;1::1~• 
frrefrr = ~ 
qf{q I'( 








lar ... tt 1(1: I 
Identify all uses of Cfft" giving reason for use and translate passage into English. 
............ .· - .,...> 
~=trii· a!cllw1 cr~r ct5¥ !·- • ----. 
~a~l'!:CfiT~ I #+r~aft\~CfiT~~~~~ I~~ 
~ arr W ~ W fen' ~ CfiT ~ ~ '91 f~4·, mi 1'°@ I #+1 ~ mer ?fifCfi 
~CfiT~w~ 1aft\~~?fifen"CfiTm#~w~1~#+1~CfiT 
~ W ~, '3roffi, Jj,il ~ 31~~ltj ~, ~ 31 l\l1Cfl<1 ~ Ul Rittj'j CfiT ':'"ll l~I CfiTl1 
~ 1~am~~~~~~~~31h:m~li"~cr:rr~? am 
CfiT ~ ~ 1Cfll1~1{ ~ q-m- crr:R1 # ~ '91f~lj I~ CfiT ciktl<ti4 fen'~~ 
·(i1~1{1ll':'"\S' ~ =ci1f~li 131h: ~ m 1fTffi" 1~1 · lr-ir ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
w~: ar-om, *'<1Cll{ CfiT m 3IT1T1 ~ 1 
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~ "B- attentively 
~ abuse 
Answer these questions based on passage 
n ~ ifi" q-m CfiT-.1 ~ ~ ~ ? 
~) ~~~~~I 
~) cr:rr~~~~m~~~~? 
~) ~ cr:rr ~ ~ ~ ? 
~) t:fm Gfit.:r ~ ~ ~ ~? 
~) ~~Cfi1-w~arr~~? 




~) ~ ifi" ~lll\"?I lf ~ lf ~ CfiT ~ ~? ~~I~ opm10n 
E.) 91IT ~ ~ (CfiJil;;i arrR, ~ ~) it"Cfi~? ~ rest 
t 0 ) ~ Cfi1" m ~ 3fFlT ~? 
' ' ' ~ ::rt;- ~,E ll" ~ "B1':h 'Cl ll~'S" l:?.''' "9 l~ll I These clothes should be "sanforized". 
Note this variant of the "91 f~4 moral compulsion construction. When the subject is 
inanimate, Cfi1" is not used and the verb agrees with the subject: 
mfr 3ffO ~ 3wfr "91 f~4 I The train should come at eight o'clock. 
salary cash credit 




"' ~M bearer 
~M washerman 
' ~F delay 
' ~M mornmg 
mm wedding 























Rla 1\111 father· ~ 
~Id 1\Jtl mother ' ~ 
~M garden ~F 
WF night 
~")q~'( F afternoon 
~ '(Cfl I'( government 
easy 
clean, clear 
Cfi 1 RI PH Cfi"'(rJT try 
f11'1'1 I count 
,..... 
qQ>"i:f '11 arrive 
' €1~'1 I play 
~~ like 
POSTPOSITIONS 
' Cfi tn'B'" near 
cfi" ~ for 
' Cfi 3;q"(" on (top of) 
cfi" ~ under 
SOME STYLISTIC ALTERNANTS: 
HINDI URDU 
need 311~Q4 Cfld I ':ll~<a (both NF) 
hope 3ITTTT " (both NF) 13i=JO.t I~ 
anger ~ 1TW (bothNM) 
'-:> 






























Lesson Six Conversation 
~CfiT~~ 
(~~~.~~m+f) 
J1J1€ I~ I 
m~1 
p~ ........ 
ci1G:t1 ~ J1J1€1~ I 
~ 3IT \ifT3ft" I 
~~1\1 @" ~rrj~I< ~~~I~~ cp:ff ~? 
...... 
~ ~ ~ "CfiTll" ~I 
..... ..... ..... 
~ CfiCG5 ~ ~? 
~~.~~~ 1~0lf\l1~1 
m, ~ "Q!fi" am q1\il1J11 ~. ~ ~ ~ 1 
Cfl1'1€1 q1\illJ:il ~J1€l~q? 
~~ql\illJ:il ~#"~~I 
3fCm ~#"~I~ (fr~~ rt"? 
~t +l1R 00, W ~ tTR ~ ~ I 
~ tR ~J1€1~<Sl ? 
~ G.\11\3~ tRI 
..... ..,,;+ p ........... 
3fCm J1J1€l~q ~ <fll fcSl'il~'il mi;:Fi ~ ~ I 
~~~~~I 
anTI "Q!fi" ~ #° ~ ~I 
fcna1I ~ ~? 
~ ..... ..... 
~ "91<11€ ~ ~ J1J1€l~q I 
....... ....... ~ ....... ~ 
...,....,~~.....,...,....;I< qrn ¥ tro" ~? 
¥(fr~~~ tfffil 3f)lf cfi" qrn w ~? 
ift tfffi fu":i ~ ~ CfiT rrTc ~ I 
~ CfTcrn ~ \ilT'iT I 
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Listen to this song from the filmifiiit: 
~~~~I ---~m ~~~I 
I want to say something --- I want to say something too. 
first you-- first you-- first you you -- you -- you 
00 m ~ Z1 €Fi>& cfi" cfr" '1 ~ I Gll. ctil- mfr 
look, just as (m ~) the two nawabs' train in Lucknow 
~ arrr, ~ arrr, ~ am, ~ cfi" f'i CfiZ1 111 
was missed by doing "first you, first you, first you" 
~ ~ ~~I<] ~ q:+r, ~ <;pr, ~ <;pf, #" 
in the same way(~~) [doing] our "first you, first you, first you" 
~~~~~~~ 
This intoxication (+rffi) filled (~) season may go 
3fC1C9T 1f ~ ~ 
.... 
OK, I will say [it] -- (agreement with +r fem.) 
~ ctilf ~ ~ ~ #" fcfim ~ -ij- ~1 Z1~CT ~ ~ 
often a girl in her sixteenth year, with a boy, in this situation 
\lfr~~~~~~ 
what she says that I have to say 
~ ctilf ~ ~ ~ #,fcfim ~ ~ ~lZ1~ ~ ~ 
often a boy in his sixteenth year, with a girl, in this situation 
\lfr~~~~~~ 
what he says that I have to say 
~ cITTf ~ ~ cITTf Z1~Cfi I 
of ten a girl yes, often a boy 
q:f ~~ctilf~~~# 
'TI 31M #"~'TI~#"~ ~ ~rrj?ll'C ~ ~rrj?ll'C 
no sleep in eyes no peace at heart this expectation, this expectation 
~~~m3fC1C9f~~ 
nothing seems (~) good without (~) you 
~~~~~~~ 
everything seems false (~) nothing seems true (~) 
C'\ 
~~#~~'"l"T~Cfl@~ 







The washerman's bringing clothes 
' CfiT modifies verbal noun ~. ~ is direct object of ~ 
f<t\i'\11 ~ ~' ~ ~ -mi:r Delhi, The Swiss Hotel, 6 P .M. 
cITT- may be omitted when the adv. wr+r is modified as here by ~ ~. 
~Jtijj~ Madam 
ifilir ~ ? Who is it? 
dtGIT~~~ It's the washerman, Madam. 
~ 3IT \if"r3ft I Come inside. 
3IT \ifT3IT is arrafr with ~ used here as an "explicator" (helping verb). 
\5 <J. ~I (I ~ '4r<t ::;I I ( ~ W tft" I (I) was waiting for you. 
X CfiT ~rd'iJI'( ~=wait for X, here X= ~ with ~ + CfiT = ~Jifl'ZI (cf. 
p.226). ~ "<@" ~ is prog. past of ~ - agrees with understood -4"". 
Why did so much delay occur? 
~Adj. this much, so much. \3"a"IT Adj. that much, so much 
' ' ' ~ F. delay ~ B" Adv. late ("with delay'') 
~ ~ "<@" ~ I It's getting late. ("Delay is occurring.'') 
~ is feminine perfect of verb ~ occur 
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Yesterday I had a lot of work. 
~yesterday (in past tense context) ~ + Cfil" = ~ 
~ is used here instead of l:i" to indicate speaker's modesty. 
Literal translation of sentence: To us there was a lot of work. Cfil" is often used 
with the possessor of an abstract thing such as CfiTlf - the verb agrees with the 
abstract thing "possessed". Here ~ is masculine singular agreeing with Cfiflf. 
Did (you) bring all our clothes ? 
' ' ' """" ~ = ~ + Cfi" -- ~ 3fAT = ~ bring ( ~ ~ take s.t. somewhere) 
~ ~ like ~ in sentence I-!) is a simple perfect form. 
Yes Ma(am,all are ready. 
... ... 
a-r.rR ready cr:lR Cfi01T prepare, make ready 
~ {>fl f..;i ~ I Look. 
..... "R..... ~ ..... ~ ~11.J'(l{ is equivalent to ~I~~ --~ here like ~in sentence ~,is an 
explicator or helping verb, not easily translated into English. 
~~ ffi, ~ ~ 3fR q l\JI I 311 ¥11 I Stop, there was another (pair of) 
~ Cfi&:f ~ ? pants of mine. Where is it? 
ffi familiar command of ~stop (intransitive) 
q l\JI I +:f I cotton pants; our word for night clothing comes from this word, but in 
India, q I \JI I +:f I does not refer to night clothes. Note singular! 
r~ ~ m q I \JI I 'I I iJ1r ~ ? Which pants, Madam? 
~white - -lf in ; here: among ~ lf among these 
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O.K. I'll look at home. 
',., ' 
~ future of ~ see, look. Agrees with understood subject ~ 
The rest is there isn't it ? 
~ k {f, if1R' ~, W tR ~ ~ '&: I Yes, but look, (there) are yellow spots on this. 
lf1R= ~but ~ yellow ~ spot 
On what, Madam? 
~ - oblique of ~ what 
On this blouse. 
~ - oblique of ~ this 
0.K. Madam, (I)'ll clean this completely. 
fcil<'! Cfi<'I ADV completely (also one-word reply indicating agreement) 
>:> 
m;li clean (antonym: TPCT dirty) m::fi CfiVff clean (transitive verb) 
,., ,., 
m;li 'C.fi\ ~ is equivalent to m::fi ~ (future - agrees with understood 
~ --~ is helping verb -- explicator.) 
But I'm in a great hurry. 
~NF hurry. This noun is used in an abstract noun possession construction 
like 'Cf1Tlf work in sentence i:::;- • The verb ~ (sing.) agrees with ~ and 
the subject l:i" takes 'Cf1l" ( ~). 
>:> 
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(I) have to go today. 
\jfRT is in the compulsion form and shows neutral (=masc. sing.) agreement. 
An intransitive verb like \jfRT is always neutral in compulsion contructions, 
since there is no object to agree with. The subject of this sentence is understood 
(1)'11 give it to you in one hour. 
arm ADV right away W M hour ~ ~ = ~ ,the future of ~ give. 
' ' The second ~is an explicator like ~in sentence 'z::;- .Subject is(~). 
How much is the washing charge ? 
~ NF washing charges . The literal translation of the sentence is 
>:> 
How much washing charge occurred? with the verb ~ occur, happen used in 
the simple perfect , since the work has already been performed. 
~ is feminine singular in agreement with ~· 
~~ ~ "iii I {"11 ~ ~ ~ 'iji:r ~ I Everything is forty rupees, madam. 
~ is masculine plural in agreement with subject ~,which is plural (all ) 
Do you have change ? 
d~I( qn:f = ai:r + ~ qn:f, ~ qn:f is apostposition which usually means near. 
>:> >:> 
Here, however, ~ qn:f is used with the possessor of a concrete, tangible noun, 
much like ~ is used with the possessor of an abstract noun in sentences z::;- and 
... ' '€. . The verb agrees with the concrete noun possessed, here ~ (masculine 
plural). 
zzr broken is a verbal adjective (participle) formed from the verb ~break. 
~ ~ 
' ""' The expression ll ~ broken money indicates 'small change'. 
~ 
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~~ ¥at~~~tfrn I 
arrcr t tmr ifll'T ~ ? 
But I don't have any change. 
What do you have? 
~\( ~ tfrn ~ 4if I~ ~ ifiT ;:fte' ~[have only a 50 rupee note. 
Bring back the rest. 
~ ~ iJf1'ff is an example of two verbs in sequence, the first one means give 
back and the second one, iJfTrfT means go . In English the first part of the action 
is described: come and give back, while in Hindi the second part is described: 
give back and go . 




~ ~ cpl-~ %" q-rn ijf(r{T ~ ? 
\( ~ ~ ~ CfiT ~rd':Jil'( 91{ "<@ ~? 
&_ ~~Cfil-er:IT~~ ... d':Jil'(~~? 
" ~~CfIIT~? 
c; ~Cfil-~%-~~aITT-~? 
-... -... -.... -... -..:.. -... 
~ CfI{T lflf ~ Cfi" ~ 21111 l1 ~ ~ (flfR ~ ? 
~ 0 ~ %° ~21111 ~ ~ Yl\Jtl+il ~ ~? 
n ~ ~ i<11'3':11 cr:IT ~ ~ "<@ ~? 
r=< ~ ~ CfiT i<11'3':11 cr:ft ~ ~ "91 F~4 ~ ? 
t~ ~ ~ w tf9W ~ CfiT rr)c: ~ w ~ ? 
t~ atrrefr"~~~~ ~? 
ti( atrr em-~ ~ ~ anrrr ~ ? 
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36.1 THE 3f1AT RULE 
Personal and possessive pronouns must be replaced by 31CT'lT when they refer to the 
logical subject of the same clause. Thus 
' ~ lfU becomes ~ when the subject of the sentence is +:f 
<!'ifl '<I becomes ~when the subject of the sentence is ~ 
~+t I '<I becomes ~ when the subject of the sentence is ~ 
Id~ Cfl I becomes ~ when the subject of the sentence is ~ 
as long as the two pronouns refer to the same person. Thus the sentence 
He is feeding his dog is ambiguous in English and corresponds to two Hindi 
sentences with different meanings: 
(1) ~~~ajl"~~~ I 
(2) ~~~ajl"~~~ I 
He is feeding his (own) dog. 
He is feeding his/her (someone else's)dog. 
Note that 3f1AT can never modify the subject, since, by definition, it refers back to 
the subject. Thus in sentence (3) below,~ must be used for his, since it modifies 
a part of the subject. In sentence ( 4 ), the subject is ~ and ~ does refer back 
to it. 
(3) di litllfl atR '1ttiffl tR9ft' ~ ~ I The man and his wife are outside. 
(4) at litllfl ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I The man is outside with his wife. 
An important condition for the apnaa rule is that the subject and the pronominal 
should be in the same clause. Compare: 
(5) ~ Cfll" atq'1 I ;:rJ'lf ~ ~ I The child knows his name. 
(6) ~ Cfll" ~ ~ fcti \1ttlfil ;:rJ'lf Cflll" ~ I The child knows what his name is. 
3f1AT can also be used as a personal pronoun: 
~ ~ Cfll" ~ ~ ~ I He I she is feeding himself I herself. 
' In this use, ~ is sometimes replaced by 3ll1rl" 3fN : 
~ ~ arN Cfll" m"W ~ ~ ~ ~ I He is looking at himself in the mirror. 
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36.2 d\4'11 INIMPERATIVES 
In imperatives, the logical subject, which is normally expressed, is the person 
addressed and the 3l1Frf rule operates accordingly: 
' ' (3fr1) a:rqrf 3ff1f ~ I (you) eat your mango 
(a+f) 3l1Frf ~ '©l"3fr I (you) eat your food. 
"' 
Otherexamplesofimperativeswith d\4'11 : 
>as a personal pronoun: Save yourself from the tax burden. 
~ tax ~ burden cil=c:t I rt I save 
3ltliit .. 3f1Qtfj} Chi!. ifi• 
.& i!l iSliili;ie 
>as a possessive pronoun: 
Decorate your kitchen. 
<:ffi {'Cl '( kitchen '8 ~ I <:'11 decorate 
3nr.fr « (ft f~ <ii a;t• 3f"lft . ~ 
?.ta;¢ia> lfi"'"{ m r.. 
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~ = cold ~ = light "'"WI~~ I = tingling Q)Cfle:it = quite 
{.,!__' .. ' "' "' 
fum F =education ~ M =face it•=i'I~< = beautiful ~ M =form 
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The 3fl1rfT rule also functions in non-imperative sentences where the 
subject is not expressed: 
3fl1rfT Cflrlf ~ ~ I (I) do my own work. 
36.3 SUBJECT + Cfil" 
In constructions where the logical subject takes postposition Cfil" (such as 
compulsion constructions) the 3fl1rfT rule functions normally: 
'j,~ ~ fCf1dl~ "91f~~ I 
..... ... 
~ 3fl1rfT 'CR ~ ~ I 
,. ' (' ~· 
~ arqrr ~ +ffiT1 ~ I 
I need my book . 
I like my house . 
We know our duties . 
~ Cfil" aITT cntj" ~ ~ I The washerman has to wash his (own) clothes. 
I af'-"1ffif = I 






wfr f~.-<i«l I '1 iifT ~ ~ I his (own) 
=tjtq\>il (f) ~ qTf<1 #I W I your 
cr:rr~-­ f'ha I~ ~ ? your 
M~#TI ~~~'-­
~qufj"#~--
~ lfl~ctl~I __ _ 
... 
~ 'Cf)C:T ~ I 
......... 
'CR iifT ~ ~ I 
...... ... 
~ +:f ~ \1Tfil ~ I 




t:;) ~ ~ Cfil" -- frfia I~ "91 f~~ I her 
Cfl iil \Ji tf'RT ~ I your .... E.) ~--
~o) Cflrlf ~ ~ I my 
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36.4 OTHER RELATED USES (NOT GOVERNED BY APNAA RULE) 
3fCflT may also be used after another possessive adjective; in this 
use, the 3fqrIT rule does not apply: 
~ ~ arcrrfr f<{ld IGI ~ I This is my own book . 
' "' ~ ~ ~ ctiT arqrrr Cf1Tl:r ~ I That is the boy's own work. 
' ~ 31111 can also be used after the subject in the meaning on his/her own. 
~ 3l1R 31111 ~ ~ ~ l 
~~~3ITT"~~~ I 
She's learning on her own. 
That light goes off by itself. 
Again, the 3,-qrrr rule does not apply, since, by definition, 3fCflT, according to the 
3rq;:rr rule, cannot modify the subject of a sentence. 
36.5 ~ is unique among pronominal forms in that a verb can be derived from it: 
31 q rt I rt I adopt , make one's own 
~ll"~™~ M~~n ~~~arqrrr~~ 1 
Those foreigners living in Delhi are adopting the Hindi language. 
BC!f winter ~season H6~flc:;c; loving 
ailQCf'J~ ~ "" ~· 
\llCft( <Pr q;1+1 q;;c\11 Q\Jdl ~? 
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37 THE PAST TENSE (\idifil~) 
c-. 
37.1 FORMSOFTHEVERB ~ 
The verb ~ has the following forms in the past tense: 
masculine feminine 
singular ~ ~ 
' ~ plural l?1" 
Note that there is only gender/number agreement in the past tense; 
.... 
there are no special forms for agreement with +r or d'lf. The past tense of the verb 
"' 
~ is used wherever the preserit tense may also be used: 
1. as an intransitive verb 
PRESENT: ij, '( fo 4i ~ I 
PAST: Cfl'Zfo4i lff' I 
"' 
PRESENT: 1:i° { I 
PAST: 1:i° "1'T I 1:i° ~ I 
2. as an intransitive linking verb 
PRESENT: ~ rrrwn ~ I 
PAST: ~ rrrwn "1'T I 
~ rrrwn 'fi I 
PRESENT: ~ ~ e: I 
PAST: 
3. possession of concrete noun with ~ ~ 
PRESENT: ~%~~~~I 
PAST: ~%~~~~1 
4. abstract possession 
PRESENT: ~ aj1-~ ~ I 
PAST: ~ aj1-~ tft" I 
there are chairs 
there were chairs 
it is me 
it was me 
he/she is a customer 
he was a customer 
she was a customer 
the apples are good 
the apples were good 
the boy has two pencils 
the boy had two pencils 
the gentleman is in a hurry 
the gentleman was in a hurry 
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5. compulsion construction 
PRESENT: ~ Cfil" ~ ~ ~ '&: I The customer has to pay (give) a lot of money 
PAST: ~ Cfil" ~ ~ ~ ~I The customer had to pay a lot of money 
6. habitual forms 
HABITUALPRESENT: {<1~11'jfl ~~ ~I thetrainstopshere 
HABITUALPAST: {sf'll~l ~~ ifl"I thetrainusedtostophere 
7 .progressive forms 
PROGRESSIVE PRESENT: ~ ~ \lfT ~ °&: I 
~' ' ' PROGRESSIVE PAST: ~ ~ \lfT ~ f;f" I 
37.2 AGREEMENT (€~~fu) PATTERNS 
the bearers are going home 
the bearers were going home 
In the present tense the verb ~ shows person agreement only. Thus with 
~· ~ ~ 
subject lf, one form is used ( ~ ) and with subject ~ another (~) . On the other 
.... 
hand, ~ ~ ~ may mean either: 'He is a customer' or 'She is a customer' 
.... 
since ~ does not show gender agreement in the present tense. In the past tense, the 
verb ~ shows gender agreement only. Thus the same verb form is used with the 
..... 
subject lf or the subject ~ as long as the gender is the same. 
He was a customer. ~ ~ ~ I 
She was a customer.~ ~ ~ I 
[Note that these two sentences were the same in the present tense.] 
I an-"?frn: I 
Change each of the sentences below into the past tense . 
0 ~ Cfil" ~ ~ I ~) CflfT (flf ~ ~ ? 
~) ~ q%-~1 lil) Pt61'tilli ~~I 
~) lf ~~I &_) ~ ~ tffif °¥ ~ rr@~ I 
\5) ~~~~I 
E.) lf'Rn" 3PT#r ~ q\ ~ I 
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OTHER EXAMPLES OF PAST TENSE: 
-income 
j 
EXAMPLE OF PAST HABITUAL: 





Fill in each blank with 
(a) the habitual past and 
(b) the progressive past forms of the verb given in parentheses. 
(c) Put the sentences in the ~ past compulsion form. 
n ~~~ I 
"' 
~) ~ tfrGfr ~ ~ c:~l li" W. 
~) ~~~l\3':11 ~~lr<::~n 







~) cp:rr ~CfIT~ li" R111 I 
'o) arrcr 9W ~ ~ efriT ~ 
(itcn~) 
' A" 31RT) 







I (Gffif ~) 
I was using one tea since 
ten years ago. 
fit~!f~l(: 
~~· ~~r ~i 
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3 7 .3 "'i I f~4 IN THE PAST TENSE. 
The past tense of the verb "91 f~4 is formed by adding the past tense forms ~ I q 
I ~ I tjl- after the verb. This is the only instance where these past tense forms do 
not correspond to present tense forms ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ , since "91 f~4 never uses these 
forms in the present. 
(a) As an independent KO VERB, the verb agrees with the object, the 
thing needed: 
masculine feminine 
singular ' fr ' ~ 1Z9i" ~ 1'3':11 "'i I ~ll ~ I ~ 1Z9l CfiTCfr 'tj I F~~ ~ I 
I needed a blouse. I needed a notebook. 
plural 
........ ....... Fr .............. 
~ ™. "'i I ~ll ~ I ~~ "91f~4 tjl- I 
I needed clothes. I needed pencils. 
As a compulsion verb, 'T.:( If~~ agrees with the object of the main verb. If there is no 
object or the object is followed by a postposition, the verb is in the neutral form ( = 
masculine singular =ct I f~~ ¥.lT ) 
13f'-~= I 
Change to the past tense and translate into English. 
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Respond in the past moral compulsion as in the example. 
~~~~~~~W!2111 
Sanjay was flying his kite in bad weather. 
~? ~~~~~~~\3~111 =t:tlf~~ ~I 
Really? He shouldn't have flown his kite in bad weather. 
t ~ ~ ~~ # '(~~~ &T W !211 I 
~ ~ ~ qirfr ~ m.- ITT w !211 I ~ dirty 
~ ~~~.-~4~~*~~~W~1 
~ ~~~191<11 fci~~TI ~ ajl-~ ~ ~ W !211 I 
\( ~~#Cf1m~arrw~1 
&. fu~ ~ ~ Wm ~ W !211 I Wm F exam 
* ~.-~ 4 ~ ~ Central Hindi Institute 
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38 COMPLEX Cfl<'1 I VERBS 
Complex verbs are formed by combining a non-verbal element with the verb~. 
The non-verbal element is called a preverb. 
Non-functionalcomplexverbs behave exactly like simple verbs. The preverb, which 
is often an adjective, provides the meaning of the verb but has no grammatical 
function in the sentence. Examples are given below of non-functional preverbs used 
in the past compulsion construction. As with simple verbs, agreement in compulsion 
constructions is with the direct object. When Cf"i1" is used with the direct object in 
compulsion constructions, non-functional complex verbs, like simple verbs, are in 
the neutral masculine singular form. 
SUBJECT DIRECT PREVERB VERB 
OBJECT 
(used with ko (verb agrees (no (agrees with 
in compulsion with this noun) grammatical object in 
construction) function) compulsion 
construction) 
'"' cti1" '"' ..... '"' The boy had to clean the ~ CflCf¥ ~ ~~I 
masculine masculine clothes. 
plural plural 
'"' cti1" ~ &en ~~I ~ The boy had to repair the 
"' 
feminine feminine chair. 
singular singular 
..... cti1" f~61<&lli "" ~~I ~ Q?1R The boy had to prepare the 
feminine feminine sweets. 
plural plural 
'"' cti1" CfiT11 ~ ~~I The boy had to begin the ~
"' 
masculine masculine work. 
singular singular 
In functional complex verbs, the preverb is a noun and functions grammatically as the direct object. Thus, in 
compulsion constructions, the verb agrees with the preverb (which , unlike true direct objects, is never used 
with postposition <ITT) . The logical object is used with a postposition , usually CfiT, Cfi1" or ~-On the next page, 
functional complex verbs are used in the past compulsion construction; agreement is with the preverb. 
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SUBJECT CO:MPLE!v1ENT PRE VERB VERB 
(used with ko (always takes (verb agrees agrees with 
in compulsion postposition with this preverb in 
constructions) given) noun) compulsion 
constructions). 
~ ctil" -- ~ ~~I The boy had to hurry. 
feminine singular 
' ctil" ~ tfR~ ctilf111QI ~~I The boy had to try to 
feminine singular wash. 
~ ctil" ~~ ~ ~~I The boy had to help the 
feminine singular girl. 
' ctil" ~ ~CfiT ~ra i?11 ;c Cfi"VIT ~I The boy had to wait for 
masculine singular the girl. 
' ctil" ~ ~u ~ ~~I The boy had to 
feminine singular converse with the girl. 
" ctil" ~~ ~~I ~ ij '(+:'"f d The boy had to repair -.:. 
feminine singular the chair. 
I af'-'ITTI": I 
(1.) Fill in the blank with the noun phrase given in parentheses. Omit Cfi1" if not required but insert all 
required postpositions. Translate each sentence into English. (2.) Using same tense as in original, write 
each sentence in ~ compulsion form. 
0 ~ (~~~~fchlli) ~~~~I 
~) ~ (~ FCfldl~) 9mf ~~~I 
~) +f'Rfr (~) olCfi ~ ~ I 
C"\ 
~) +:f'Rfr(~t'"l<+"'"ld ~ ~ I 
C"\ 
\() ~ cm.-) B1::Fi ~ ~ ~ I 
&.) M~QTI (~ 4'1~11) Cfilf!tlQI ~ ~ ~ I 
'-') fu~ (aft«r) lff:fi ~ ~ ~ I 
~....... ....... .:to• 
~) ~ ("[[QJ 9i" lllWfi) ~..-a ij1 I < ~ ~ ~ I 
E.) l:j- (~ ~) ~ ~ ~ ~ I 
~ 0 ) ~~f9llli Ct<f~p:ff) \11 W ~ I 
~~) ~ (~) ~~~ ~ 
~~) ~ (~) ~~W~ I 
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(' fc ' ~(ideal) ~c;sna I 
' ' "' ~) q 119 I~ I tfR Cfi" 31'1T9T Cfiff ~~ ! 
ei) ~ ~ q"{ fum ~ : YUP: "lffrr Cf){ !l/ {if~ I rr Cfii I Cfiff Ji a~~ ? 
!.() ~ ~ q"{ fum ~ : 3fGf 4'ct12rJ r wit it 1 am 'RT 4'ct1erJ cflfutij --~ 
<S\1s ~ c4Q.d<7rt I Cfic~c:ri cr:rr~? c4Q.d<7'1 Cf1T Jid~~ cr:rr~? it Cf1T Jid~~ Cfiff 
"' '"'"' ~~q"{'? 
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~ ~ ~ cnl" ~ ~ I 1&£taj (p.n.) ~ CfiT "U\ifT qr I "Q,Gfi ~. i)(Cfll'( (hunt) 
~, D"\ifT ~&ll'"Q ~ ~(Cfl..-a~ I Cfil" ~ rn qr ~ ~ # ~ ~ (marry) ~ ~ ~ ,~. 
"91Qdl ~I m<fr ~ ~ ~ Cfil" am-~ lf CfrCro" ~~qr~ ~lt..-a~I Cfil" 
"("RT C\11" ~ (ring) ~ W ~ I WfCf ~ CfiT'(1lT (because of a curse) ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ (without) D'ilT ~lt..-!j~ I Cfil" ~ 4Q"tj 1'1 (recognize) BCfld I qr I 
~ ~ GfR, ~ '1Cfr lf m (lose) ~ Gf°R, ~lt'"Q~ I ~ ~ ~ lf ~am 
"("RT Cfil" ~~qr fcfi ~lt..-a~ I Cfi1"'1" ~ I Z1 fCfl'1 ~ ~ (fish) lf ~am 
df~l'C (picture) lf 31T4" ~ ~~ Rl "U\ifT Cfil" ~ CfrCro" ~ W ~ I 
I. Translate the above passage into English and answer (in complete sentences ) the 
questions based on the passage and picture. (Questions are on the next page). 
More vocabulary: 
~ thief W3ff fisherman 
"' 
~ stamp, seal 
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II. Insert the correct postpositions and give correct compulsion verb 
according to the translation. (Use X for 'no postposition required') 
n mm --- ~-- '&rcl~I'( __ _ 
The students had to wait for the teacher for class. 
~) fl:l61~tj 11Pi ~~ '(~~I~ 
"' --
... 
a-rrR __ _ 
The sweetseller had to prepare 10 rupees' (worth of) rasgullas. 
~) ~ ~ ~ ~ 
At the shop, the people should have conversed in Hindi. 
111) ~ ~ ~ ~ \ifR 
Everybody had to try to go home quickly ("with haste") from class. 
\() lfRfr aITT ~ '"I '( J:'"I (1 ~ 
The cobbler shouldn't have fixed his own shoes. 
&_) 00 __ ~~--- trcri~---
The tailor shouldn't have fixed the old clothes. 
III. ~ (based on passage in I.) 
n ~~Cfil"cr:IT~~~? 
~) ~ ~ ~ ~ q-\ Cfill" ~ ? 
~) ~ ~ ~ U\JfT ~ 3f1Til" ~? 
"' 
Iii) Cfill" ~ CfiT J•i(i 01 <Sl ~ fcfi" ~ ~ ~ ? 
t() QI trc101 I Cfi1" W ~ ~ ~ "91 f~4 ~ ? 
&.) U\JfT W Qltr<10'J I B" ~ ~ "91~<1 I ~? 
") QI Cflr(10'J I Cfi1" W amir ~ \Ji f'(<1 ~ ? 
"' "' . 
~) ~ 9il" ~ ~ B" 111'1 <:@" ~ ? 
€.) 311 ~ f~ ~l 9il" ~ +ITTf11 ~ fcfi" amir U\JfT ~ ~ ? 
"' "' ~ 0 ) Cfill" ~ <Sll~I'( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~? 
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~00% ~~~ iml'l ~JI~ ~'tll 
~~ '~~ ~ ~~ 'ID:~ f~ ~···~ 
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HINDI WORD LIST CONVERSATIONS 1-6 
~ people 
11 ')3 Cfi I M. boy ~ F. girl 
3ITT1ff M.man ~ F. woman 
-~ seller, speaker etc. (M) -cmfr (suffix) seller, speaker, etc. (F) 
~ M. sir, gentleman 
..... 
+f1=I' ~lady 
~ M. brother ~ F. sister 
"' ~ ~ M. bearer M. washerman 
fue1Cf1" M. teacher ~ M/F customer 
~ M. student ~ F. student 
M~~n M. foreigner +:fR.IT M. shoemaker 





M.papaya ~ M. apple 
~ M. orange 3fTl1 M.mango afm 
..... ..... 
~ M. banana ~ M. ber 
*'" M. lemon ~ M.cucumber "' .... ~ M. eggplant ~ F.carrot 
CTfT\!f M. onion ~ F. cauliflower 
3ffi1 M. potato 
"' 
cm. clothes 
q I 'Jt I+! I M. pants ~ M.sock 
CfiTc:' M. coat ~ M. kurta (Indian shirt) 
"' 
~ I \3':11 M. blouse mtr" F. sari 
Cfi Jil ':ii F. shirt (i( Fl l{ 11 F. undershirt 
tTrm F. loincloth (garment wrapped around upper legs) 
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~ money 
~ ~ = one rupee 
........ 
~~=~00 w 
ctf-9" m- CfiT ;frc: 
one rupee= 100 paise 








































~ M question lfU ~ B9R ~ I I have a question. 
~ m?f ~ cft" ~ ~ I That student has two questions. ~ ~ ask a question. 
\if9R M answer \if9R ~ answer, give answer (verb) 
... 
'"Id~~ M meaning ~ CfiT '"Id~~ CflIT ~ ? What is the meaning of this? 
~ U CfiT{ '"I c:t ~ ~ ~ I (It) has nothing to do with me. 
Cfi1l1 M work Cfi1l1 Cfi\11 do work, work (verb) 
31N Cf1l" Cfi1l1 ~ ? Are you busyi Cfi1l1 ~ \ifFIT go to work, go to a job 
~ F conversation ~ Cfi\11 converse, make a conversation 
~ F matter ~~~I O.K., that's fine. (see songp. 81) 
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""' ""' ""' ""' ~ F delay ~~delay, be late (verb) ~ 'ij" ADV late 
Gfffl F conversation Gfffl ~ converse 
B"+r:r M time ~ B"+r:r ~ ? What is the time? ~ Cfi1" B"+r:r ~ I 
..... ... 
~ Cfi" tfT"B" B"+r:r ~ I The gentleman has time. synonym: CfCRf 
~ F hurry ~ ADV early ~ ~ quickly ~ Cfil" ~ ~ I 
The bearer is in a hurry. 
ITT M day 3fl\if m m ITT ~ !! What day is it today ? 









qCfCfiT lfcnTrr brick house 
~ ~ paved street 
~ Gfffl sure thing 
~ a little , few 
~~q(f\i\4 I 
drink a little coffee 
Cfilf (too) little 
(unmarked adjective does not change) 
Cfilf ~ ql f\il 4 I 
drink little coffee. 







~ lfCITT"l mud house 
~ ~ unpaved street 
~ ~ raw material 
~ a lot, many 
~~~I 
there are a lot of people-
~ll l~I (too) much 
~lll~I ~~I 
there are too many people . 
.... 





























enough, quite a few 
quite good 
KO VERBS (subject always takes postposition Cfil; verb agrees with direct object 
i.e. thing liked, gotten, known, needed, etc) 
~ ~ know (a fact) ~~ like 
P•1<1'1 t get 3ff'1T know (how to do something) 
Object is verbal noun (masc.) or language(fem.) 
'ii I f~~ I 'ii If~~ need (object cannot be verbal noun in this meaning) 
INTRANSITIVE VERBS (no object possible) 
3ff'1T come \ifrrfT 






TRANSITIVE VERBS (object possible -- direct object takes ifil; ifiT usually omitted 
with inanimate objects and required only for personal pronouns and proper nouns). 
' see, look at fq€11'11 (IO -DO) show ~ 
~ bring f11'1'1 I count 
i!~l'11 call ~ cause to wash 
"' "' 
~ wash 
' ' Cf.ff (IO-DO) give ~ take 
"@lt=fT eat IEP"\~'11 understand 
i!dl'11 (IO-DO) tell f~€1'1 I (IO-DO) write 
B"'1'lT listen to, hear ~l~'1 I (IO -DO) speak 
"' 
~ read, study ~ (IO -DO) say 
~ (IO -DO) ask mi:n~ clean 
"" 
~~ (IO-DO) converse Cfi+1 ~ reduce 
~~ excuse 
~ Cfi\'11 begin 
"' 
X CfiT ~ra\l\ I 'C ~wait for X 
XCfil" ~ ~ helpX 
X Cfil" Cfll Ril ~I Cfi\'11 try X (X= verbal noun) 
X Cfil" +J '( i+J d ~ repair X 
CfTlRf ~ 
IO-DO= verb takes indirect object+ ajl- and direct object 
(without postposition) 
return 
IO ~ -DO= verb takes indirect object+~ and direct object (without postposition) 
underlined preverbs ( ~.-d\Jl I :Z , etc) show agreement with verb in compulsion 
constructions 
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ENGLISH-HINDI WORD LIST 
CONJ conjunction 
F feminine noun 




KO verb used with agent + Cfil" 
M masculine noun 




Hindi word of Sanskrit origin 
Urdu word of Perso-Arabic origin 
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---------/\--------
a, an~ (NUM) 
a few ~ (/\) 
a little ~ (/\) 
a lot ~ (/\DY) 
"" ' abandon 01'¢'1 I (NE) 
able IfTnr(A) be able 'EFfl'i I (I) 
aboriginal 3"11f~91181 (M//\) 
' ' .... about Cfi" ~ +:r (PP) 
above, on top ~ (/\DV) 
above, on top of cB" ~ (PP) 
absent ~ Urdu (/\) 
3f<Nft~ 1-Iindi 
"' 
abuse ~ (F) 
accept ~ ~ Urdu, 
" ~ I Cf1 I Z Cfi""Z"'iT Hin di 
accompany ml?:f ~ 
..... 
according to Cfi" 3"1 'i '81 '(, 
-=> ..... . (' 
Cfi" ~Hindi 
~ ~a I f~'!fi Urdu (PP) 
acquaintance q P::'"9 4 Hindi 
91 fCfl:"h Urdu (M) 
acquainted q f<f'9d (/\) 
actions, measures Cf1 I (91 { (F) 
active ~IRJQfl;;;i, Bfsfi4 (/\) 
.... 
actually, really ~ +:r Urdu; 
.... 
91«19 +:r Hindi (/\DV) 
(in) addition, besides 
~ 31 R1 f<Cfa, ~ am (PP) 
additional, other m (/\) 
address, information q(11 (M) 
address~ Cfi""Z"'iT 
adopt 31 q rt I rt I (NE) 
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adornment, ornament $ITT (M) 
c 
advertisement ~GiCIQI '( Urdu 
~Hindi (M) 
affair~ (F) 
affect (tr{) 3fB\ ~ 
(be) affected (tr{) 3fB\ ~ 
(tr{) ~ ~ Hindi 
affected ~ (A) 
afterwards GfR it (ADV) 
after cfi" GfR (PP) 
afternoon cft" ~ (ADV) 
again, then fu (ADV) 
against cfi" ~ Hindi 
ifi" f €1 Z1 I~ Urdu (PP) 
age, period if1T Hindi 
"' 
~'"l l'i I Urdu (M) 
age ~Hindi (F); ~Urdu (F) 
"' 
aged ¥.I (A) 
Agra 31T1KT (M) 
agreed ~ (INT), 
~' BQ+=ld (ADV) 
agriculture Cfi"N (F); ~ (F) 
c 
ahead, in front 3ffTr (ADV) 
in front of cfi" 3ffTr (PP) 
aid, help, assistance ~ (F); 
BQl4dl (F); BQl'(I (M) 
aim, purpose ~ Hindi (M); 
'"l ~18 i; Urdu (M) 
air, wind~ Hindi, QCITUrdu (F) 
airport ~ ~ (M) 
alike ~ ~ (A) 
alike, similar ~ - BT (A) 
all, everybody "8Gf (plural) 
all,entire, whole UTU (A) 
at once, suddenly ~ ~ (ADV) 
(in)all directions ~ aITT (ADV) 
all (four) ~ (A) 
all right ~' 3tCfi (ADV) 
altogether ~ ~ (ADV) 
Allah~ (M) 
Allahabad ~Iii I ~I~ I;; (M) 
alone ~(A) 
also '+fr (PART) 
always~ Hindi ~Urdu (ADV) 
am ~ (I) 
America 31 '"l D Cfl I, 31 '"l D 6111 (M) 
American 31 '"l D Cfl'i, 
31 ~ f<:Cfl'i (M/F), (A) 
among( themselves) 
3fmf it (ADV) 
among these ~ it 
anarchy 31 '(I \i\ Cflct I (F) 
and m, ~' ~ (CONJ) 
anger ~ Hindi, ll'@Urdu (M) 
"' 
angry 'i I '(I~ (A) 
animal q11", \i\ I 'i Cl'( (M) 
"' 
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anna (coin,=1/16 of a rupee) 
31FfT (M) 
anniversary ~ (F)}~ tf~li6 (M) 
announcement ~l t"I 011 Hindi 
~Urdu (F) 
annoy ctiT CfiVTT, q {QI 1"1 CfiVlT 
annoyance 'f-9w (F) 
(be) annoyed f=i::!¢"1 I, 
q{Qll'i ~ (I) 
another, one more 
~am,~ (A) 
C"\ 
answer ~ Urdu (M); 
~Hindi (M) 
any, anyone, some, someone 
~ (PRO) 
any more, some more 'Cfit9 am 
"" 
anyone ~ (PRO) 
anywhere,somewhere 'Cfi"@".(ADV) 
anywhere at all 'Cfi"@" m (ADV) 
appear, look f~@'"l 1 (I) 
appear, seem \jfR ~' 
fo:@I~ ~ (I) 
appearance, face 'ITT([ (F) 
C"\ 
appearance ~ (M) 
apple ~ (M) 
apply, install ~~11'1 I (NE) 






April ~ (M) 
"' are Q (I) 
area, locality, region mHindi, 
~~ICfil Urdu (M) 
ari thmetic,mathematics ~(M) 
around cfi' 31 I tj q I B (PP) 
arrange (CfiT) ~ CfiVlT Hindi 
'CfiT ~a ':311 J:I ~ Urdu 
arrangements Urdu ~;a ':311 "'l 
~tT Hindi (M) 
arrest r1:Zlfla1 :Z 9lm 
'"' 
arrive Y[-911 (I) 
art~ (F) 
artisan, workman Cfi ID ;1 :z (M) 
artist Cfi~ I 91 I ( (M/F) 
... 
as iJfm (CONJ) 
........ 
as if~ 
ascent ~ (F) 
ashes~ (F) 
ask WrrT (NE) 
C"\ 
ask for "lf41'1 I · 
assemble, gather 
~Cfi461 ~ Hindi, 
\Jf1IT ~Urdu 
assembled ~Cfi206 I, 
'"' 
\Jf1IT Urdu , (ADV/A) 
assistant tjQP1Cfi (M) 
assurance 311Q91B'"1 (M) 
at, on ~ (PP) 
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attempt, effort 'til ~I ~I Urdu (F); 
~Hindi (M) 
attention 't."lfR Hindi (M); 
llR Urdu (M) 
(pay) attention to 
(~) t."lfR CR:rrT Hindi 
(~) llR CR:rrT Urdu 
attentively llR B" (ADV) 
C" 
attractive 3"{ ICfl~Cfl (A) 
(paternal) aunt ~ (F); 
'9T=tfr (F) 
August 311mf (M) 
authority, right 3ff~ Hindi 
~Urdu (M) 
available \3q~cs;t:f Hindi, 
~I fo~ Urdu (A) 
beavailable f+"l~'il (KO) 
avoid C:l~'il, (B°) Cflcl'(l'il (NE) 
---------13--------
baby ~. ~~ (M) 
" 
back, rear ~ (M) 
(in) back (of) ~ ~ (PP) 
bad ~ Hindi mR Urdu (A) 
bad quality, inferior 't:l ftll 1 (A) 
bag~.~ (M) 
baggage, stuff IE1 I Ji 1 'i (M) 
(small) ball, bullet 1ftfr (F) 
banana cfK;rr (M) 
13anaras ~HI 'C IE1, 91'(I01181 
bangle, bracelet ~ (M); 
W (F) 
bank note '1lc: (M) 
base, foundation 3IT~ (M) 
bathe 'i~l'i I (NE) 
bathtub ZGf (M) 
bay~ (F) 
13ay of 13engal ~ Gfil" ~ 
bazaar, market <ii 1':111 'Z (M) 
be, happen ~ (I) 
be called Cflii~ 1 'i I (I) 
bear, undergo ~ (NE) 
"" bearer, room servant Gf\f (M) 
beautiful ~Hindi, 
" 
~i:§l~<il~'Ei~<~a Urdu (A) 
~ ~ 
because -Cfll-'l-'-f cn- (CONJ) 
because (of) ~ ~ Hindi , 
Gfil" ~ B° Urdu (PP) 
become, happen ~ (I) 
bed ~(M) 
bedbug €1 D'"I~ (M) 
bedding fG! «1 '( (M) 
bedroom m CfiT Cfi11U (M) 
before ~;B- ~ (PP) 
before ~ (ADV) 
begin~~.~~ 
beginning ~ (F) Urdu 
" 3ITD:f (M) Hindi 
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behind, in back ~ (ADV) 
below, beneath ~ (ADV) 
Bengal ~ (M) 
ber (a fruit) ~ (M) 
beside cli" ~ ~ (PP) 
besides cli" ~ Urdu ; 
cli" 31 R1 P:CRI, cli" fuctT Hindi (PP) 
(in) between ~ ~(ADV) , 
Bhaarat (India) ~ (M) 
billion 310f 
big, large ~ (A) 
(Ii ttle) bird f=tt f.,s 41 (F) 
birth ~ (M) 
bitter ~ (A) 
black ~ (A) 
blank CfiTu (A) 
block ~ (M) 
blood ~ Hindi ~ Urdu (M) 
'"' 
bloom fol~ '11 (I) 
blouse ~ l\3ijl (M) 
blue ~(A) 
boat rrT9 (F) 
bodice ~ (F) 
body ~ (M) 
boil \3(S(~ rt I (I) 
book fcfla l(S( Urdu lffifCfiHindi (F) 
"' 
(be) bored ~ (I) 
(be) born W ~ 
boss, owner it I f~ Cfl (M) 
it I~ f91'1 (F) 
both, the two ~ 
boulder, cliff ~ (F) 
box, trunk ~' ~ (M) 
boy~ (M) 
bracelet, bangle ~ (M); 
~ (F) 
braid, peak TfriT (F) 
branch ~ (F) 
brand t9T11 (M) 
brass ~ (F) 
brazier, ~ (F) 
bread (~) UiT (F) 
(Indian) "9 q I al (F) 
break dl':S'1 I (NE) 
break ll'lT (I) 
'"' 
breath ~ (M) 
breeze, wind ~ (F) 
bribe ~ Hindi; f<~9d Urdu (F) 
'"' 
bridge ~ (M) 
"' 
bring ~ (I) 
bring back ~ 'Cfl"VIT, ~12: I '11 
British (person) ~ (M/F/A) 
broad, wide ~ (A) 
broken UT (A) 
'"' 
brother ~ (M) 
(raw) brown sugar ~ (M) 
.... ... 
buffalo~ (F) ~ (M) 
build, make (S( '11 '1 I (NE) 
building ~it I 'Cd Urdu (F); 
~Hindi (M) 
bullet rITBT (F) 
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bus ~ (F) 
bus stand ~ CfiT ~ (M) 
"\ 
business cl{ I q I 'C (M) 
but ~' +rR, ~ (CONJ) 
butter, clarified tfr" (M) 
butter fFf€1""1 (M) 
buy ~De>'il, ~ ~(NE) 
by force ~tii <<«"ll (ADV) 
by means of cfi" ~ (PP) 
--------C--------
call tii~ l'i I, q Cfl I 'C'i I (NE) 
"=> "=> 
be called ..... Cfl~~~"1...-l'i~I (I) 
camel ~ (M) 
canal ~ (F) 
candidate \3J0ffl<91'C (M) 
"\ 
candy, sweet P:i61~ (F) 
capital ~ (F) 
car ~' CfiR (F) 
cardamom ~~I ll=tfl (F) 
care mcrc:rFlt (F) 
careful mcf'CTT'i" (A) 
be careful ~ (I) 
carefully mcrc:rFlt # (ADV) 
carpenter fli"m (M) 
carpet ~I #l "9 I (M) 
carrot ~ (F) 
carry, lift \361'1 I, irrf (NE) 
cart (horse-drawn) qffi (M) 
cashew 'CflT\if (M) 
"' 
catch q Cfl'¢'i I (NE) 
cauliflower rfTm (F) 
(' 
cautious ~ Hindi , 
~Gl'C<l'C Urdu (A) 
celebrate +:t'il'il (NE) 
center ~Hindi (M); 
+:{ '(Cfl':Ji Urdu (M) 
certainly, surely ~ Urdu, 
~ Hindi (ADV) 
chain~ (F) 
chair ~;cnm (F) 
"=> "=> 
chance, opportunity ~ (M) 
change (money) cZ tTB" (M) 
"' 
change q P:A J 'i Hindi (M) 
a Gen JI Urdu (F) 
change Gl <~ 'i I (I) 
charcoal Cfil '4~ I (M) 
charpoy, cot "91 '(q I { (F) 
cheap B@ (A) 
chest ~ (F) 
chew "9Gl l'i I (NE) 
chicken, hen ~' 1r"ff (F) 
chickpea "9""'iT (M) 
child~ (M) 
China~ (M) 
Chinese ~ (A) 
choose, elect ~ (NE) 
"=> 
Christian ~ (M) 
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circle, round "9 CfCfi 'C (M) 
city ~Urdu , rf1R Hindi (M) 
class ~(M/F); ~ Urdu (M) 
class (school) Cfi"ffi Hindi (F) 
class (train) ~Hindi (F) 
clay "R1fr (F) 
clean, clear m1;fi Urdu (A) 
clear ~Hindi (A/ADV) 
clean mLfi 'CfiBT 
climb, go up q"{ ~ (I) 
climbing, ascent ~ (F) 
clock, watch, moment ~ (F) 
close '1':l1~1Cfi, q-fB", ~(ADV) 
' 8 ' close to Cf1 'i':l"l~ Cfi, Cf1 q-fB", 
cfi ~ (PP) 
closed ~ (A) 
closet, cupboard 311 ~SOI I;() (F) 
cloth CfilWT (M) 
cloth (homespun) ~ (F) 
clothseller <fiq~tj I~ I (M) 
cloth shop ~ Cfil" ~ (F) 
cloud ~ (M) 
coat cnTz (M) 
cobbler, shoemaker +n-=tfT (M) 
coffee ~ (F) 
coffee house ~ ~ (M) 
cold ~ (F) ~ (A) 
collect, gather \jjlIT 'CfiBT Urdu 
~CfiC:ol 'CfimHindi .... 
(be) collected, gather \il+IT ~ 
Urdu; ~Cfi~61 ~Hindi 
colony, settlement ~ (F) 
color tr!" (M) 
comb W (M) 
come 3nrfT (I) 
come out PiCfi~'il (I) 
comfort, rest 3IT'CTlf (M) 
' comfortably 311 '(l-l-1~ (ADV) 
command ~ Hindi (F) 
~Urdu (M) 
companion m~ (M) 
(in) comparison to 
ctil" aNm, 
Cfil" ~ ~ Hindi ; 
"' ' ' Cf1 SOI Cfi I Gt~ Urdu (PP) 
"' 
complete W (A) 
" 
completely f~~Cfi~ (ADV) 
"' 
compulsory, inevitable 
31fri9 I tl (A) 
concern, worry f-il'"<i I Hindi 
~Urdu (F) 
C' 
condition IB (F) 
condition (=health) ~ (F) 
dt>tllld (F) 
confusion, trouble ~I~~~ (F) 
conversation ~ 1a;f)a (F) 
converse ~ 'Cfim 
C' 
container ~foRf'i" (M) 
cook &.11 '1 ~I SOii (M) 
cook q Cfi I '11 (NE) 
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cool, cold ~ (A) 
coolie, porter ~ (M) 
"" 
corner ~ (M) 
correct 'trCfi (A) 
correctly 'trCfi (U) (ADV) 
cot ~. "91 'CY I~ (F) 
cotton ~ (F) 
cough ©i'El rt I (NE) 
cough "©'Tm (F) 
council B"m (F) 
count Rl'i'i I (NE) 
country ~ (M) 
cover Gl~I~ (M) 
cover (oneself) ~ (NE) 
be covered BTrtT (I) 
cow lfT"!f (F) 
cow-killing ~fl~sll I (F) 
craftsman Cf1 I :()~I 'C (M) 




criminal ar:rnm Hindi 
'"l\J"l P::it Urdu (M/F) 
"" 
crippled 3flliT (A) 
crops, harvest ~ (F) 
cross m Cfi"'C'rtT 
crow 'CflTcrr, CfiT31T (M) 
crowd ~ (F) 
cucumber ~ (M) 
cultural BifCflHCfl (A) 
c:. 
culture 'Ei fCfl fu (F) 
c:. 
cunning '9 I~ I Cf1 (A) 
cup Q{lm (M) 
cupboard, closet 311 ~ '"11 :() (F) 
curds, yoghurt ~ (M) 
cure, treat (CfiT) ~ Cfi"'C'rtT 
custom f{9 l':l1 (M) 
customer 1TIWfi/IDWfi (M/F) 
cut Cf1 I <:'.Ort I (NE) 
cycle ricksha1J P::ctQI I (M) 
--------D--------
daily ~ (ADV) 
danger ~ (M) 
dangerous ~d'Crt ICfl (A) 
dark affr<T (A) 
darkness affru (M) 
date d I D fil (F) 
daughter W (F) 
day ITT (M) 
day before yesterday, day after 
tomorrow ~ (ADV) 
dear Qfn::T (A) 




December f<'El kl'( (M) 
decorate '8 \J1 !rt I (NE) 
decrease, reduce Cfilf 'Cf1'W 
decrease Cfilf ~' ~(I) 
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deep~ (A) 
defect ~'(I Gtl (F) 
' delay, lateness ~ (F) 
Delhi~ (F) 
delicate, tender Cfil J'.l\'1 (A) 
delicately Cfil "f {1(11 'ij- (ADV) 
desert {pjfrjl'"I (M) 
desired "f "'1 ~ ~ Urdu (F) 
~Hindi (F) 
desire "91~'1 I (NE) 
development M Cfl I '8 (M) 
die~ (I) 
(' 
difference ~ Urdu (M); 
~Hindi (M) 
difficult it Rt Cfl<"I Urdu 
"' 
~Hindi (A) 
difficulty 'fl fo'1 I ~ Hindi (F); 
it fQCfl<"J Urdu (F) 
"' 
difficulty, trouble q {QI 141 (F) 
direction ~ Urdu (F); 
am Hindi (F) 
(in the)direction of Cfil" amHindi 
Cfil" ~Urdu 
(in all) directions ~ am 
director ~ (M) 
dirtiness i 1..-~Al (F) 
dirty lF<T (A) 
disappear ~ ~ 
' disciple ~ (M) 
discipline 31 'j, !ti I~ '"I (M) 
discovery 311 f9 Q Cfl I'( (M) 
distance W (F) 
""' 
district ~ (M) 
do, make ~ (NE) 
dog~ (M) 
donkey 1fm (M) 
door <<:9 l'Jt I Urdu ~Hindi (M) . "' 
drain, ditch ~ (F) 
dream ~Hindi (M) 
~Urdu (M) 
drink ~ (NE) 
drive, operate "9\'11'"1 I (NE) 
dry ~Hindi, ~Urdu (A) 
""' "' (' . . (' 
duty ~Hmd1 (M)~Urdu (M) 
--------E--------
each, every ~ (A) 
eagle, kite ~ (F) 
ear 'CflT'"I" (M) 
early ~ (ADV) 
earn Cfl it I '11 (NE) 
ease '8 '(\'1 a I Hindi (F); 
" 311 '8 l'i I Urdu (F) 
easy~ Hindi , anmrl'Urdu (A) 
eat "€f"RT (NE); ~ ~ 
echo ~(I) 
""' 
economic anf~ (A) 
(' 
economics 31~ (M) 
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edge fctirtl<I (M) 
education fum Hindi (F) 
d I ffi '"I Urdu (F) 
effect ~Urdu.;;~ Hindi (M) 
effort, attempt 91l i11 QI Urdu (F) 
i;r:JR Hindi (M) 
egg am (M) 
eight 3fTO 
either ... or ... 
~· .. ~· .. (CONJ) 
elect, choose ~ (NE) 
>:> 
election ~ (M) 
>:> 
eleven J ll I '(Q 
embrace, hug (U) ~ f~ ~ '1 I 
embroidery ~ (F) 
emergency (F) 
emphasis, force ~ (M) 
employee Cfl+f=q 1 '8 Hindi (M/F); 
Jj, ~ I f-Ji '"I Urdu (M) 
empty ~(A) 
end 311 f €1 < Urdu (M) 
aIB Hindi (M) 
end B '"11 L(1 ~/~ Hindi 
~~/~Urdu 
England iJ(~'Erj 1'1 (M) 
English (language) ~ (FIA) 
enough, quite a few Cfi1:=ITT Urdu q;qfL(t 
Hindi (A) 
enough! ~ (INT) 
entire, whole, all 'ffiU (A) 
entirely f~~ Cfl~ (ADV) 
>:> 
enthusiasm \3<:"B IQ (M) 
error ~ (F) 
C'>. 
especially Wffi ffi rr<:.Urdu, 
fcnlisr t;fCfiR U Hindi (ADV) 
estimate, guess ~ (M) 
et cetera ~ Hindi 
"' ~Urdu (ADV) 
even if ~ (CONJ) 
even more ~ m 
even now ~ m (ADV) 
evening -m+:r (F) 
ever, sometime(s) Cfi'4T (ADV) 
every, each ~ (A) 
every house ~ ~ (ADV) 
everybody ~ ~ 
every day ~ ~' ~' '(}i!lrtl, 
~ Ri fc;:rt (ADV) 
everywhere ~ ~ 
examination Wm Hindi (F); 
<;f.i:a~lw:f Urdu (M) 
(give an) examination 
~J{1~1'1 /Wm~ 
(take an) examination 
<ti+:rj~l'1 /mm~ 
example \3~ I Q'(OI Hindi (M); 
f1:i B I~ Urdu (F) 
except cfi" fucrr (PP) 
excuse GiQI '11 (M) 
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excuse +rr:fi ~ Urdu 
a1lIT ~ Hindi 
exercise, practice an--"'lfrn (M) 
exercise(physical) Cfi'8 'Cd Urdu (F) 
c4 I 4 I l"I Hindi (M) 
expect, wait (CfiT) ~.-~':311 'C ~' 
(Gfil") wm ~ 
expectation ~ra ':311 'C (M) Urdu 
Wm Hindi (F) 
(' 
expenditure ~ (M) 
(' 
expense ~ (M) 
expensive ~ (A) 
experience ~ Hindi (M); 
"' 
d \l1 'CGl I Urdu (M) 
"' 
experience (CfiT) ~/d \l1 '(~ I ~ 
"' "' 
eye~ (F) 
eyeglasses ~ Hindi (M); 
~ Urdu (F) 
--------F--------
face, appearance B"«f- (F) 
"' 
face, mouth ~ (M) 
face~ (M) 
facility, ease 311 '8 I 'il (F) 
factory Cfi I 'C?J I '11 (M) 
fall GI 'C'1 I (I) 
fame €41 fd- Hindi (F); 
J:I Ql~D Urdu (F) 
family q PA I '( (M) 
~ ~ (M.Pl.) 
~ l'i~H Urdu (M) 
famous ~ Hindi 
l"I Ql~'C Urdu (A) 
far ~ (ADV) 
"' 
fare ~ Hindi (M); 
fen 'C 141 Urdu (M) 
farmer fcf11Ell'1 (M) 
farming, agriculture ~ (F) 
fast, strong ~ (A) 
fat ~ (A) 
fate 'qTITf Hindi (M); 
fcnfl"I~ Urdu (F) 
father ~ > GfN (M) 
fault ~ Hindi (M); 
~Urdu (M) 
favor, kindness .,.;-~~..,....,'C~~-11:,.+fl Urdu (F) 
CfiLfT Hindi (F) 
~ 
fear (U) ~ (I) 
fear ~ (M) 
feast ~ (F) 
February ~f>'(ct ;() (F) 
felicitations Grtnf (F) 
felt, be applied ~ (KO) 
feminine, women's f?ll f~JI Hindi 
':31'1 l'i I Urdu (A) 
festival \lll~l 'C (M); ~(M) 
(a) few, less Cfili_, ~ (A) 
field ~ (M) 
... 
field, plains ~ (M) 
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' field, section ITT Hindi (M); 
?i\11 Cfi I Urdu (M) 
finally, at last 3•11 f €1 'CCfi I 'C (ADV) 
find qrrrr (NE) 
find out, locate qfil 11~11'"11 
fine 3fCffi (A) 
finger~ (F) 
finish ~ ~Urdu, 
~it I trj ~ Hindi 
finish ~ Cfi0lT Urdu , 
~it ltrj ~Hindi 
fire 3IT1f (F) 
first ~ (A) 
. ' first ~ (ADV) 
fish ~ (F) 
five LIR 
fix itCfi ~ 
flood ~ (F) 
floor, land ~Urdu (F) 
flour (whole wheat) 31m (M) 
flow ~ (I) 
flower ~ (M) 
"' 
fly~ (I) 
fly \3'¢1'"11 (NE) 
fodder '9T<T (M) 
food~ (M) 
foot qfcr (M) 
for ~ ~ Hindi, ~ ~ 
~ ~ I Rt 'C Urdu (PP) 
for a while 'Cfit9 ~ ~ ~ 
"' 
for an instant ~ ~ (ADV) 
for this reason ~~ f~ 4 (ADV) 
for this very reason ~41 r~ 4 
force ~ (M) 
"' ' (by) force \JI ........ ~~<~~~~ ...... I (B") (ADV) 
forehead lIT~ (M) 
foreigner f4 ~ Qll (M/F) 
forest ~ (M) 
forget ~ (I) 
"' 
forgive, excuse ~ Cfi011, 
e.1lIT Cfi"VIT 
formality a ':fl~ Cf) (M) 
fort ~ (M) 
fortune, fate mn:r (M) 
foundation, base 3fTU"R" (M) 
four '9R 
fourth ~ (A) 
(one-)fourth °91~ (F) 
free ~(A) 
free, independent ~ Hindi ; 
~Urdu (A) 
freedom, independence IEGl a ?Id I 
311~ I~ (F) 
fresh ~(A) 
freeze, solidify \J1+frrT (I) 
Friday QI *191 'C (M) 
"' 
friend ITT Hindi.~ Urdu (M/F) 
·' 
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from, through # (PP) 
from here ~ # (ADV) 
from which ~ # 
from which? ~ # ? 
front 
(in) front arm, m+frt (ADV) 
(in) front of ~ arm (PP) 
fruit ~ (M) 
fruitseller 1fr.191 &I I (M) 
full 'B"U (A) 
future ~Hindi 
3"11 'ti r~ I Urdu (M) 
(in the) future, ahead arm, 
arm~~ (ADV) 
--------CJ--------
game, play ~ (M) 
Clanges *1T (F) 
garden ~ (M) 
gardener +nm" (M) 
gate lfi I C:Cfi (M) 
generally, mostly ~ (ADV) 
generation tj1sfr (M) 
gentleman ~ (M); B \J"\lj '1 (M) 
get off, go down \3<:"1 Z'i I (I) 
get up, rise ~ (I) 
ghat (river bank) tjlC:" (M) 
ginger ~ (M) 
girl ~ (F) 
give ~(NE) 
glass 91f9 (M) 
go \llMT (I) 
go, walk =r:i&i'i I (I) 
go back, return &i1 C:'i I (I) 
go down, get off (se)\3<:"1'tYl I (I) 
go up, climb (~) ~ (I) 
Clod (Hindu) ~ (M); 
(Muslim) ~ (M) 
"' 
gold efr'iT (M) 
gold thread ~ (F) 
good~ (A) 
good quality, merit lfUf (M) 
"' 
goods BI Ji I '1 (M); ~ (M) 
government B :ZCfi I :Z (F) 
governmental, official B :ZCfi ID (A) 
grain ~ (M) 
grape WR (M) 
" 
grass 'Cfffi(F) 
grave, tomb ~ (F) 
graveyard Cflfi'Erj l"i (M) 
green ~ (A) 
grief ~ (M) 




grow \3~11'1 I (NE) 
guess~ (M) 
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guess ~ ~. ~ (NE) 
guest arfuf~ Hindi (M/F); 
"" +i~+i l'i Urdu (M!F) 
guide ~ (M/F) 
--------II--------
habit, custom 31RQ (F) 
(form) habit (cFr) 31RQ 'Sl<"t'il 
(give up) habit (cFr) 31RQ §l'j5'i I 
habituated, used to aOO (A) 
"" hair Cfi"W (M); ~ (M) 
half a:rrm (A) 
hand ~ (M) 
hands and face ~ - ~ 
happen ~(I) 
happiness ~ Urdu (F); 
" 
)o\,....-,..,B~ .. .., ..... a~1 Hindi (F) 
happy~ (A) 
" 
hard ~ Hindi , ~ Urdu (A) 
haste ~ (F); 
hat ifcIT (F) 
health ~lf Hindi (M), 
<1'1<'Q«ll Urdu (F) 
" 
hear, listen B1'"'1T (NE) 
" 
heart ~ (M) 
heat, summer 1Rl1 I 1R"+IT (F) 
heavy mfr (A) 
height ~ (F) 
help B~l lld I Hindi, °™Urdu (F) 
help B~lll<il ~.°™ ~ 
hen, chicken ~' 1r"ff (F) 
here ~' ~ (ADV) 
hide fgqtj I (I) 
hide fgq I 'i I (NE) 
high ~(A) 
llindi ~ (F/A)) 
llindu ~(A) 
history ~fa~IB (M) 
holiday ~ (F) 
home, house ~ (M) 
honest {it 11<1 '( (A) 
hoodlum, hooligan ~ (M) 
" 
hope 3fTm Hindi ; '3 i:tj'j <Urdu (F) 
horse ~ (M) 
hospital 3<1fq(i 1,1 (M) 
C' 
hot, warm 1Rl1 I rr+r (A) 
hotel, restaurant ~ (M) 
hour tjzr (M) 
house CR:, lfCfiR (M) 
"""" how ~ (ADV) 
how many, how much fcfid'i I (Q) 
hunger ~ (F) 
" 
hungry ~ (A) 
" 
hurry ~ (F) 
hurry~~ 




I, me lf (PRO) 
Id (Muslim festival) ~ (F) 
. (' 
ice, snow ~ I ~ (F) 
idea, opinion M't:U '( Hindi (M); 
~ '41~ Urdu (M) 
if 3ITT Urdu ; IfR Hindi (CONJ) 
(even) if ~ (CONJ) 
if only CfiTIT fcfl (INT) 
ill i1l+il'( (A) 
illegal ~'tT Hindi ; n '(Cfi I Ii ;fl Urdu (A) 
C"\ 
illiterate ~. ~ (A) 
illness ~1 +i ID (F) 
imagination Cfi~li I (F) 
import arr:ITTr (F) 
important ~ Urdu , misr Hindi (A) 
impossible ~,Hindi 
Ii I +i +i fctili Urdu (A) 
-.:> 
in ~ (PP) 
incident ~ (F) 
income 3fP:r Hindi ; 3'f I +i c;:iil Urdu (F) 
income tax 3fP:r - 'Cfi\ (M) 
incomplete 31'CTU (A) 
C"\ 
independence ~. 3'f 1':1"1 IC:.l (F) 
independent mtfr;:r, ~(A) 
India f~..-1frj I Ii (M); ~ (M) 
Indian f~r1frj 141 ; '*°!I {'11 '4(ADJ) 
indication ~ Q 11 '(I (M) 
industry ~ (M) 
inevitable 3'f f19 1 lf (A) 
inexpensive, cheap ~ (A) 
inferior, bad quality '6l fc:;q 1 (A) 
inform ~ ~. ~ ~ 
• C"\ 
information ~ "9 Ii I (M) 
C"\ 
inhabitant <i2:19 I~ I (M) 
(be) injured '91z ~ 
~/~~ 
injury, blow W (F) 
injustice 3R"r1 Hindi (M); 
~~..-~I~ Urdu (F) 
inland, interstate a:jc1 (f Qf) '4 (A) 
insect ~ (M) 
insert, pour :SI~ Ii I (NE) 
inside ~. ~ (ADV) 
inside ~ ~. ~ ~ (PP) 
install, apply ~~lllil (NE) 
(for an) instant e;roT ('+!\) (ADV) 
instead of ~ BfT'1 (~)Hindi , 
cn1" ~ (~) Urdu (PP) 
insult 31 q +i I Ii (M) 
intelligence 31:'K1, ~ (F) 
intend (CfiT) ~ ~ 
intention ~ (M) 
interest ~ (F); f~~"9~ (F) 
interesting f~~"9fll (A) 
international 31 d <f t>i'l ;q (A) 
A . . . (' 
mtrans1t1ve 3'f Cfi+iCfi (A) 
iron ~ (M) 
irrigation M"9 I~ (F) 
Islam ~~ ~ I +i (M) 




jail ~. ~ (F) 
January \il'"FPJ (F) 
joy~ (M) 
July ~ (F) 
>:> 
jump ~ (I) 
C'\ 
June \Jf'rr (M) 
C'\ 
junk, rubbish CfiGI I~ I (M) 
--------]{_--------
kabob (meat patty) ~ (M) 
keep, put ~ (NE) 
key ~ (F) 
khurchan (Indian sweet) €l (tj ri (F) 
>:> 
kilogram ~ 
kind ~ Urdu (F); ~ Hindi (M) 
[what kind of~ ~I ~ CfiT ] 
kindness ~. ~~<GI I rtl, ~ (F) 
king ~ (M) 
kiss ~~"'I (M); ~ (NE) 
>:> 0.. 
kitchen ~ (F) 





knife =tfTCfi (M) 
C'\ 
know ~ ~ (]{_Q), 'J1I11 I (NE) 
know(how to do something) 3ff'1T(]{_Q) 
(' 
kurta Cfifil I Cfi«IT (M) 
>:> >:> 
labor, wages '"l':l"t~D (F) 
laborer '"I ':l1 ~ '( (M) 
lady '"I f i?:\11 (F) 
lake ~ (F) 
land ~Urdu; ~ Hindi (F) 
lane, alley ~ (F) 
language m1TI" Hindi ~ Urdu (F) 
large ~(A) 
last, previous fll t911 I (A) 
last ~ Hindi ;~ I f© ;() Urdu (A) 
late ~ U (ADV) 
lateness, delay ~ (F) 
law CfiT-1'1 (M) 
C'\ 
lean, thin (person) ~ (A) 
>:> 
learn '81 €l ri I (NE) 
(at) least Cfi"1l U Cfi"1l (ADV) 
leather ~ (M) 
leather worker ~ (M) 
leave Bil~ 1 I (NE) 
leave BZ'1T (I) 
C'\ 
left ~ (A) 
leisure 31T"<T11, fcf~ (M) 
lemon ~ (M) 
C'\ 
lentils ~ (F) 
less, few, little Cfi"1l (A) 
lessen, reduce Cfi"1l Cfi'BT 
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letter (mail) f-'9 l61 (F); q?;Hindi (M) 
"' 
~Urdu (M) 
letter (alphabet) a:rm Hindi (M); 
(' 
~ Urdu (M) 
library q «1 Cfi I~ ll (M) 
"' 
lie~ (I) 
life ~Hindi (M); f\l"lr<~n Urdu (F) 
lift, carry '361rt I (NE) 
light ~' ~ (A) 
like ~ ~' ~ ~. (cfi) ~ 
like this ~' ~ ~ (ADV) 
limb aPT (M) 
lip @a (M); aTio (M) 
listen, hear B"'i"'iT (NE) 
"' 
literate ~ (~) (A) 
literature B I f~sll (M) 
little, small mer (A) 
(a) little ~' ?fn, 'Cfilf (A) 
little bird f-9 f.s ll I (F) 
live, stay ~ (I) 
(' 
loan ~ Hindi (M); ~ Urdu (M) 
locate, find out q(fT ~~I l'i I 
long, tall ~ (A) 
look, see ~ (NE) 
look, seem fo:© I~ ~ (KO) 
look for, search ~ (NE); 
"'"' 
~~ 
loneliness 3i ch~ I q rt (M) 
lose (object) ffirrr (NE) 
lose (game) til 'Crt I (I/NE) 
(a) lot ~ (ADV) 
"' 
lotus ~ (M) 
loudly ~ ~ (ADV) 
love :t3\ I~~ I ; ~ ~ 




machine ~ (F) 
(be) made ~ (I) 
Madras '"i<'CIB, ~ (M) ... ,,.. 
magazine q f.;;i Cfi I (F) 
maid, nursemaid 3fP:IT (F); ~ (F) 
make, build ~rt I rt I (NE) 
man ~ Urdu ; ~Hindi (M) 
"' 
manage, control ~ (NE) 
management ~ (M) 
manager ~U"Cfi" (M/F) 
mango 3n+f (M) 
mango powder paste ml{ (F) 
manner, way ~ (M); ~ (F) 
many ~' ~. Cfif (A) 
(' 
March +:ff9 (M) 
mark, sign f'1 ~11 'i (M) 
market, bazaar ~ I~ I '( (M) 
marriage m<fr (F); ~ (M) 
mathematics,arithmetic ~(M) 
matter GlTcf (F) 
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maximum ~ (A) 
May ~ (F) 
(' 
meaning J:fd~~ Urdu; 31~ Hindi (M) 
meanness Cfl '"11 '11 q '1 (M) 
' ...,, 
meanwhile ~ l'.{" (ADV) 
measures, actions Cfl I f91 { (F) 
meat lfhr Hindi (M); ~ Urdu (M) 
meet (~) Pi~'i I (I) 
... 
meeting (of group) ~ (F) 
meeting JOI~ ICflld, ~ (F) 
"' 
melon ~ <:15! 'l"l I (M) 
melt~ (I) 
mention ~ (F); ~ (M) 
' mention (CfiT) \3WI €1 ~ 
mention (cITT) ~ ~Hindi 
(CfiT) ~ ~Urdu 
memory ~. B1fu (F) 
e 
merit, good quality 1fUT (M) 
"' 
messenger,peon, orderly =c::iq '(I '8l (M) 
middle ~ 9iT (A) 
milk ~ (M) 
C"\ 
milkman/milkwoman $ (M/F) 
minister ~ (M); liiT (M/F) 
minute f1:r'1c:" (M) 
mirror m-w- Hindi (M); 
~Urdu (M) 
miser (M/F) ~ 
Miss Cfl JOI ID (F) 
"' 
mistake ~ (F) 
mix, add f+:t<"!l'il (NE) 
modern 3fT~ (A) 
"' 
modernity 3fTtl f.:t Cfld I (F) 
"' 
moist, wet ~ (A) 
molasses ~ (M) 
-.:>' 
moment aTUT (M) 
... 
money qm (M) 
month JOl@'i I, lfffi (M) 
moon =tR:, ~ (M) 
moonlight "91~11 (F) 
more, much '!ll I~ I Urdu ; 
~Hindi (A) 
' morning BCfU (M); ~(M) 
mosque JOI ff'l1~ (F) 
mosquito JOl-oBJ'( (M) 
mosquito net JOl-oBJ'(~ 111 (F) 
mostly ':l"ll I~ Id<: Urdu ; 
~Hindi (ADV) 
mother lfT, +:ff'aT, 3p:lIT (F) 
mountains ~ (M) 
mouse W (M) 
mousetrap i~l~l'i (M) 
mouth, face ~ (M) 
move ~(I) 
move ~ll'i l (NE) 
move over f@'8Cfl'i 1 (I) 
movie ~, fo ~Ji I (M) 
much~ 
music ~ (M) 
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--------N--------
narrow ~ (A) 
nation ~ (M) 
A 
national 'l I t>i) 4 (A) 
A 
near, nearby '1'jlcf1Cfl (ADV) 
near cfi" '1 'jl cf! Cfl , cfi" q-ffi (PP) 
necessary 3119Q4Cfl, ~ (A) 
necklace lfR1T (F) 
need, desire, necessity 'j1 f 'ld (F) 
never Cfi'4t '1""@ (ADV) 
news B +:!I =i:l I 'l (M); ~ (F) 
newspaper B +:!I "tj I 'l q?[ (M); 
31~~ I 'l(M) 
next, ahead ~ (A) 
night IB (F) 
noon, early afternoon <lq~'( (M/F) 
normally 3fPTah:" ~ (ADV) 
north ~ 
nose rrTCfl" (F) 
nothing ~ '1""@ 
novel Jq .-41 B (M) 
November '19 kl 'l (M) 
now 31Gf (ADV) 
nowadays 311\lfCfl~ (ADV) 
number ~ (M); ~ (F) 
nursemaid, 3ITlfT (F); ~ (F) 
I --------0-------- . 
occasion, time ~ (F) 
ocean ~ (M) 
>:> 
""' o'clock ~
October 31 CR1 ~ 'l (M) 
C'\ . (' 
office Cfl 141~ 4 (M); ~lfld 'l (M) 
" 
official,governmental B 'lCfl ID (A) 
often ~ (ADV) 
old, ancient Q 1"9l'1, q{l'i I (A) 
>:> 
old man ¥.T (M) 
old woman ~' 1f¢4 I (F) 
on, at~ 
on top of, above ~ (ADV) 
one ~ 
one-eyed man CfiT'1T (M) 
one-half 3ffITT (A) 
oneself ~' ITT 
>:> 
one more, another ~ 31i"'l" 
only, just "fu""i, @, ~ 
open &fl~ '11 (NE) 
open €4 ~ '11 (I) 
>:> 
opinion, advice "'CD1 (F) 
opinion, idea f;j '41~ (M) 
opportunity lfl:ITT (M) 
or "4"T (CONJ) 
orange B"dlJ (M) 
ordinary +:!I +:!'11, merRUr '(A) 
C'\ 
other, additional ~ (A) 
C'\ 
otherwise '1""@ aT (CONJ) 
our ~+:!I 'Cl (PRO) 
outside ~ (ADV) 
oven~ 
"' ox~ (M) 
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--------f>--------
palace ~ (M) 
" papaya qq 1a I (M) 
paper ~ l~l':lt (M) 
parents +rraT-'NaT, ~-~ 
part ~(M) 
passenger B ct ID (M/F) 
passerby afR - \J"I 11 ct I~ I (M) 
path, road Dm (M) 
peak~ (F) 
pencil q-fmr (F) 
people ~ (M) 
pera (a sweet) ~ (M) 
perhaps ~. Cfl~I Mtj\(ADV) 
period, time ~ (M) 
permission, leave ~151 I ':ltd (F); 
3ITTIT (F) 
person, man ~ (M) 
person in charge o/tfcli (M) 
phone l'11 ~l'i (M) 
picture ffi (M); dB611 <: (F) 
pilgrimage M (irl?IT) (M) 
place ~ (F); PTI'l (M) 
plain ~ (M) 
plan 41151 '11 (F). ~ (M) 
, C'\ 
plant tITm (M) 
plate ~. ~ (F) 
play ~(M) 
play ©ii'""! I (NE) 
pleasing ~ (A) 
plenty, enough ~ (A) 
plow ~ (M) 
poet °Cfifcf (M) 
police station ~ (M) 
polish qTf~ Ql(F) 
poor~ (A) 
population 31I~1~1 (F) 
porter, coolie ~ (M) 
-::. 
possible 4j, +:f fCfl'i, ~ (A) 
..... 
poster q I fC:'( (M) 
potato 3ffif (M) 
C'\ 
praise a1D~ (F); ~ (F) 
pray 'Cf\J"IT ~ 
C'\ 
prayer (Hindu) ~ (F); 
C'\ 
(Muslim) ~ (F) 
preparations d ;q I D (F) 
prepare d ll I D ~ 
president <:I t>C:q R1 (M) ,,... 
previous, last -fq~g-il-1 (A) 
price ~ (M) 
priest ~ (M) 
prime minister ·~ +f?fr (M/F) 
principal, chief ~ (A) 
process, manner fcrft:r (F) 
progress d <:~~1 (F) 
province ~. gRf, ~ (M) 
-::. 
published t;!Cfll ~Id ~ 
publisher t;I Cfl I QI '1 (M) 
pure ~. m:=n (A) 
put, keep ~ (NE) 
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--------(2--------
queen 'tRt (F) 
question ~. ~ (M) 
quickly ~ (ADV) 
quite ~(ADV) 
quite a bit ~ ~ (ADV) 
quota~ (M) 
--------R..--------
ram €11 fql (F); ro (F) 
ram €1 '(18 '"11 (I) 
rainy season €l 'Cl8 I <:1 (F) 
. ... 
ra1 se qcrr Cf1'(rIT 
rasgulla (a sweet) <~W~ I (M) 
"' 
rate tc, mcf (M) 
read, study ~ (NE) 
readiness 8 41 D (F) 
... 
ready <:1""4"R (A) 
(in) reality 91f(l9 "B", 31m1 "B" 
reason GfiKUT (M); ~ (F) 
(for this) reason ~18 f'1 ~ 
(for that) reason, therefore 
~wR1~ 
recognize q~ 1'"1'"11 (NE) 
red~ (A) 
reduce Cfi11 ~ 
relation ~tr (M) 
religion, duty alf (M) 
religious ~ I flf Cfi (A) 
remain, dwell ~ (I) 
remaining, rest ~ (F/A); 
~ (M/A) 
remember I!"R ~ 
remove f.:t Cfi I 1;1 '11 (NE) 
repair +! '(J'.0+!<:1 (F) 
residence ~ (M); cITTiT (F) 
rest, comfort 31l"U+f (M) 
rest, remainder ~ (F/A); 
~ (M/A) 
restaurant, hotel ~ (M) 
restriction, prohibition +!rt lg) 
result rt<:1l\J11, qfzo11+1 (M) 
return (intr.) ~ 31RT I \Ji"FlT, 
ill C:rt I 
re turn (tr.) i;'ll C: I rt I 
rice ~ (M); (cooked) ~ (M) 
rich ~ (A) 
rickshaw P::ct=QI I (M) 
ricksha1.1puller f<:Cf~911;1 I (M) 
right ~I ftrt 1 (A) 
right, correct tl"Cfi (A) 
right here ~ 
ripe qcfi"f(A) 
rise, get up OO'lT (I) 
river rRT' (F) 
riverbank t{TZ (M) 
road, path Uffi (M) 
roof t9a" (F) 
room Cfi11'U (M); 
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rug~ (F) 
ruins €i :S~'( (M) 
rule ~ (M) 
ruler, king ~ (M); ~ (M) 
rupee ~ (M) 
--------S--------
salt ~ (M) 
salted snack '1 J:f ctil '1 
same ~m, ~ 
sandal ~ (F) 
Sanskrit '8 fCfld (F) 
G 
sari mfr (F) 
Saturday QI f.:Ft I'( (M) 
save ~"91'1 I (NE) 
say~ (NE) 
saying Cfl~ICld (F) 
screen, net ~ (F) 
script fuftr (F) 
search d\11 Qf) (F) 
search, look for ~ (NE) 
"" seat ~61'1 I (NE) 
"" seated ~ 
second~ (A) 
" ' . 
second~ (M) 
' see, look at ~ (NE) 
see, visit ("#) fii\1'11 
(' 
('CflT) ~ ~ 
seem,appear f~© '11 (I)_. BTr'1T (KO) 
' ser (approx. two lbs.) m 
seize 491')5'11 (NE) 
' sell~ (NE) 
' self ~ 31N, ~· (ADV) 
separate 3R7T (A) 
September fo d ~ '( (M) 
' sermon \34~QI (M) 
servant ~ (M) 
serve (ajl") ilCfT I ~ I R1 '( ~ 
. ' service ~ (F) 
settle ~ (I) 
seven BTd" 
sheet~ (F) 
shirt Cf1 Jil ':11 (F) 
shoe~ (M) 
" 
shoemaker +:f'r:IT (M) 
shop ~ (F) 
><> 
shopkeeper ~Cfll'i~I '( (M) 
><> 
shore, edge, corner fcti'i I '(I (M) 
short ffizT (A) 
shortage Cfi1:fr (F) 
show fG: © I '11 (NE) 
show a J:f I QI I (M) 
side fct'i'i I'( I (M) 
sight ~ (F) 
silver ~ (F) 
sink~ (I) 
" 





sky 311 '9 '"i I 'i , 311 Cfl I QI (M) 
sleepiness ~ (F) 
sleep "'9l'lf (I) 
slowly ~ (ADV) 
small, little Blc:T (A) 
snack 'JI &I q I 'i (M) 
(' 
snow, ice ~ (F) 
snowy GI ~1&11 (A) 
sock(s) lfr:irr (M) 
(' 
soft drink '9 '(GI(\, ~ (M) 
solidify, freeze ~ (I) 
someone, some ffl 
something, some Cfi1C9 
"' 
somewhere, anywhere Cfi@" 
"' speak ~ I &I 'i I (I) 
special Wffi, ~ (A) 
spices, ingredients '"i '91 &I I (M) 
spin Cf1 I a 'i I (I) 
spot~ (M) 
spread f~6'1 I (I) 
... 
spread lfl&l 'i I (I) 
square~ 
stand~~ 
' station ~ (M) 
stay, live ~ (I); 6~'C'i I (I) 
' stomach qz (M) 
stone "Cf'(~ (M) 
"' . stop '(I Cfl'i I, ~ 'Cfl\"'iT (NE) 
stop ~ (I) 
store, shop~ (F) 
"' 
storehouse ~ 
story Cfl~l 11 (F) 
straight mU° (ADV) 
strange ~' ~ f~?t (A) 
street ~ (F) 
student fcrartjf (M/F), ~ (M); 
~(F); 
study, read ~ (NE) 
study, research 3f?;.~ (M) 
style ~ (M) 
subject fcrEr:r (M) 
sugar =tflrfr (F) 
summer, heat ~' 1flff (F) 
Sunday €ldC\ I'( (M) 
sunshine tlLf (F) 
C'\ 
surely, certainly ~ (ADV) 
surprise a I \i\J'1 GI , 3f-9{15f (M) 
"' 
sweet +nor (A) 
sweets, candy P'\61{ (F) 
sweetseller Pl61 {ct I&! I (M) 
swing, Ferris wheel ~ (M) 
C'\ 
--------'f--------
' table ~ (F) 
' take &l""'iT (NE) 
take care (of) ~ (NE) 
take out f;:i Cfl I &1 'i I (NE) 
' ' take away &!" ~. &!" \lfTrlT 
tall, long ~ (A) 
taxi ~ (F) 
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tea~ (F) 
teach ~ (NE) 
..... " ' telephone C:~ I 9"i I 'i (M) 
tell <Stdl'il (NE); B'il'il (NE) 
-.:. 
ten~ 
ten million ~ 
thanks ~~<<St 1 ••11 , 
that ~(PRO) 
that °RF (CONJ) 
that much ~ 
then fu, fil (CONJ) 
then ~ (ADV) 
there~'~ 
therefore ~41 r~ ~ 
these ~ (PRO) 
these days 31 I \Ji Cfl&I 
thick, fat +frc:r (A) 
thin ~ (person); 
-.:. 
~ (object) (A) 
thing ~ (F); ~ (F) 
think ~l'ii'i I (NE) 
thirst ~ (F) 
thirsty LJ:l IB I (A) 
this ~ (PRO) 





throat, neck rrBT (M) 
thus if' 
"' 
ticket ~ (M/F) 
time(clock) ~ (M); ffl (M) 
time( occasion) m (F); ~ (M) 
time(period) 'j\ fl I 'i I (M); ~ (M); 
tired ~(A) 
today 3IT\lf (ADV) 
together ~Cfl~61 (A) 
(' 
tolerate <S(~IQd ~. ~' 
..... 
~&l'i I (NE) 
tomorrow CfK1'" (ADV) 
tonga (cart) W"rr (M) 
too '+ft (ADV) 
too much 3fftlGtl, ':1"41~1 (ADV) 
tool~ (M) 
torn Lfi20T (A) 
town, city ~' rf1R" (M) 
toy f © <11 '"1 I (M) 
..... " train '(&! ~ 11-? I (F) 
train station ~ (M) 
travel ~ (F); ~ (M) 
traveler ~' +:\BI fh< (M/F) 
-.:. 
trip '[{T?{T (F) 
trouble ~ (M); dCfl\11~ (F) 
truth ~ (M) 
try (cFr) Cfil ~IQI ~. 
"CflT ~ CfiBT 
turban ~ (F) 
twelve ~ 
twice cft- m 
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-------lJ--------
under cfi" ~ (PP) 
undershirt ~ Alf I 'i (F) 
undershorts a:i \S < <:11 lf < (M) 
understand ~ +{ '$1 'i I (NE) 
--------'lV--------
wages, labor +t'ii~D (F) 
wait for (cITT) ·mrrm ~' (GfiT) 
~rrj':111< ~ 
. ... 
waiter GfU (M) 
unfinished ~ (A) walk, move '9\>'l 'i I (I) 
uniform ~' ~ (F) wall cflcrR (F) 
university fc~~CiM'ill\>'llf (M) wander, walk t:f+l"'iT (I) 
" unripe ~ (A) want '91('1 I (NE) 
~ ~ 
lJrdu ~ (F) warm 1Rl1, rr+f (A) 
" 
use (GfiT) ~«i +{I\>'! ~' (GfiT) ~ ~wash ~ (NE) 
use ~«i +{I\>'! (M); tfrT (M) washerman ~ (M) 
utensil~' ~ (M) washing (charge) ~ (F) 
"°' 
watch ~ (F) 
--------V-------- water ~ (M) 
way ~ (F) 
vacation W (F) 
vegetable ~ (F) 
vehicle ~ (F) 
verandah ~I 'Cl JO!~ I 
very ~ (ADV) 
vessel, container ~ (M) 
view ~ (M) 
c. 
village ITTlf (M); ~ (M) 
.... 
visit, meeting ~ 
way of living ~ -~ (M) 
wear 4('1'1 I (NE) 
weather ~ (M) 
'lV ednesday ~~ (M) 
"°' 
week~ (M) 
well CfidIT (M) 
"°' 
well ~ ~ (ADV) 
what CfIIT 
whatever iift" m 
when ~ (Q) 
where ~' fcfit:r:: 
which~ m (Q) 
(a little) while ~ ~ 
whip~ (M) 
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""" white ~(A) 
who CfiR (Q) 
whole, all, entire mu (A) 
whole (suffix) -~ 
why cr:ft (Q) 
wife ~ (F); ~ (F) 
wind, air ~ (F) 
window f©>¢Cfil (F) 
winter, cold ~ 
wish, pleasure ~ (F) 
""" with Cfi" ~ (PP) 
without r:fi" ~, r:fi" ffi (PP) 
woman ~' W (F) 
wood~ (F) 
word ~ (M); ~; (M) 
work CfiPf (M) 
worker ifil~'C (M) 
world <Fl '41 (F), ~ (M) 
'=> 
worship q\ijT (F) 
c--
worthy ~ (A) 
write f~€1'"11 (NE) 
""" writer ~ (M) 
--------'{-------~ 
(' 
year~ (M); ~(M); 91Sf (M) 
yellow ~ (A) 
yesterday ~ (ADV) 
you 31N, (f11 (PRO) 
"" 
young \if9R (A) 
young man \if9R (M) 
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aap am you 30 
abstract possession 146 
adjective 16-23 
aggregatives 132 
Allahabad ~<1 l~IGI I~ 109 
animal sounds 95 
apnaa 3N<lT rule 166-170 
bahut~ 23 
"' bajaa, baje ~. ~ 136 
bhaaiim{ 81 
caahiye "91 f~~ 
in compulsion ought 150 
with nouns need/want 151 
caahnaa "9 l~rt I want 99 
calender 53 
cloth shops 130 
comparison of adjectives 45 
complex (conjunct) verbs 94 
compulsion 14 7 
concrete possession 144 
dates a I Zl ~ 51 
days of the week 50 
demonstratives~ - ~ 15 
Devanagar1~~11~1zi 1 
direct case 66 
directions 97 
Diwali~l~lffi 170-171 
forcfi ~ 71 
INDEX 
habitual present 84 
habitual past 222 
honaa ~ to be 30 






of ko verbs 89 
jii ~ (honorific) 32 
kaa'Cfi'T as adj. marker 19 
kaafii ~ quite 23 
"" kaisaa Cfim how 17 
kahnaa ~ 'call' with 
objective complement 103 
karnaa~ 98,177 
kuan - saa m m which 19 
ke liye cfi ~ for 71 
kis (kaa) ~ CfiT who(se) 74 
know (a fact) 70 
know (capability) 90 
ko Cf1l" possession of abstract 
nouns 146 






kyaa cp:j"f question marker 42 
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kyaa cr:ITquestion word 42, 7 4 
like pasand~ 70 
modal verb saknaa lld Cfi'1 I 96 
moral compulsion with 
caahiye "if If~~ 150 
multiplicatives 134 
NainitaI 80 
need "if If~~ - ';ll~'Ca 151 
noun 9 
objects (direct, indirect) 55 
oblique singular 66 
oblique plural 127 
occupations ~ 102 
ofphrases 21 
ordinals 13 2 
.... 
(ke) paas Cfi" ~ 144 
participles 100 
past tense 171 
politeness 32 
possession with GfiT 20 
.... 
possession with Cfi" ~ 144 
postpositions 39 
present habitual 84-87 
present progressive 123 
preverb 177 
progressive present 123 
progressive past 172 
pronouns 30 
pronouns - combined form 143 
railway - time table 140 
solar system 48 
frii(matii) ~ 32 
superlative 46 
taariix a 1;()~ 52-53 





tum a+r you 30 
"" 
verb list 55 
verbal noun 37 
with cr1" 154 
waalaa ~ 102, 105, 106 
want "91~'1 I 99 
what cr:IT 7 4 
who CfiT;r 74 
which CfiT;r m 19 
WO 15 
word order 39 
zaruurat ':l1 ~'Cd 151 
zero postposition 154 
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